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Passionless gubernatorial race
heats up during televised debate

DISCUSSING DEBATE-Representing local Democrats,Z. Enix,left, offers his intrepretation of an issue in
last night's gubernatorial candidates' debate. Burt Folsom,center, was the spokesman for local Republican's
on behalf of candidate Jim Bunning. Offering comments from an economic standpoint was Gil Mathis of the
department of economics at Murray State University. The three were guest commentators on a local radio
show aired live following the KET-aired debate between Democrat Martha Layne Collins and Bunning.

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — The
race between gubernatorial candidates Jim Bunning and Martha
Layne Collins was relatively passionless until the two confronted
each other on statewide television.
Then the kid gloves came off.
The debate, which was aired
Wednesday night by Kentucky
Educational Television and some
commercial stations, began in icy
formality but quickly heated up.
For most of an hour, viewers
saw Mrs. Collins, the Democratic
lieutenant governor, and Bunning,
a Republican state senator, trade
verbal punches that belied their
previous reserve.
They heard Bunning portray
Mrs. Collins as a devotee of
political patronage with little
knowledge of government.
"If you look at the ( campaign )
contribution lists of my opponent,

Martha Layne Collins
you'll see there are a lot of people
just waiting for her to get in," he
said.
The TV audience also heard
Mrs. Collins accuse Bunning of

Jim Bunning
demagoguery and of misrepresenting his voting record on education.
The verbal fireworks began
(Continued on Page 2)

Observers'views differ on outcome ofcontest
By RUTH ANN COMBS
Staff Writer
Following Tuesday night's debate between gubernatorial candidates Martha Layne Collins,
Democrat, and Jim Bunning, Republican, local
representatives from eich party and an economics
professor offered their comments about the debate.
Dr. Gil Mathis, Murray State University professor, along with Z. Enix, representing local Collins supporters, and Burton W. Folsom representing' the local Republican party, agreed that the
KET-broadcasted debate was long enough for basic
party differences to show themselves through the
responses and comments of the candidates.
Just as parties differ, so did the comments from
each observer.
Mathis said be felt the debate was "good" and added that Bunning and Collins are both "capable and
sincere." He added that he felt Bunning was more
persuasive during the debate but later said Collins
had "won" the debate "on facts and substance."
Folsom's first interpretation was that Bunning
did a "fine job" and that Collins emphasized state
government more while at the same time disagreed
with many of her proposals, such as offering

farmers an alternative to curing a bad crop of
tobacco and converting all boilers in Kentucky to
coal.
Enix stated he was pleased with the debate and
felt that Bunning was aggressive on many issues
but too critical of Collins' leadership abilities.
Education continued to surface throughout the
debate as perhaps the number one priority in the
minds of each candidate. But the local observers
feel the education issue is a national one and
perhaps should not carry much weight in the state
governor's campaign.
While candidates cast sharp remarks toward
each other, blaming the other for problems caused
by the opposition party. Enix remarked that the
present administration cannot blame Burials* for
Republican action any more than Collins can be
blamed for actions of the present administration.
"She is just one person," he adds.
Folsom defended Bunning's precisness on question regarding patronage in government and the
right to work issue and charged Collins with
sidestepping the questions.
Mathis, however, agreed with the Collins
philosophy that the right to work issue is a

legislative one and should be considered "when the
time comes. It doesn't need to be passed at this
time. Not at a time of 11 percent unemployment."
He acknowledged that 17 other states abide by a
right to work law but added that they are not
necessarily "progressive leaders."
Concerning a "patronage" question, Folsom says
he feels Collins was caught "off-guard" and that
Bunning was prepared for the quetion.
Bunning said he felt, through studying her campaign contributors, that there were several people
"waiting for (Collins) to get in."
Enix stated he feels patronage is "taking care of
the people back home" and doubts Bunning has
ever "heard of western Kentucky."
Folsom felt Bunning eame out on top ofthe debate
"on several grounds." He feels that Collins was
"evasive" and that Bunning "embarrassed her and
challenged her" concerning the recent proposal to
eliminate the office of lieutenant governor.
He added that it would be important as to "how
much" Bunning won the debate, due to the small
number of registered Republicans in the state.
Commenting on the "quietness" of the campaign
since the May Democratic primary, Enix says he

feels it was planned.
"People get tired of hearing the same things over
and over. I think it was planned to wait until midOctober to act. This gives us a chance to get
organized on the local level."
Folsom said he felt the Republicans' plan for the
quiet campaign was to "sit back and hope the
Democrats cut each other up."
Enix, defending the Democrat party, said,
"Democrats are united. I'm not sure the
Republicans are."
The recent presidential visit to Louisville has
helped call attention to Bunning, Folsom feels but
Enix says he doesn't think it will help the
Republican candidate much.
"The visit probably added credibility to Bunning's campaign but people can make up their own
minds without the president," he stated.
Enix added that Collins will be in Murray next
week and that local Democrats will be out encouraging people to vote.
Locally, Republicans will be working on "getting
our people out and making sure we get a full
Republican vote," Folsom said.

Late rains are little help to farmers
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Late
September rains helped to slightly
improve the burley tobacco
estimates in Kentucky, but the
state's growers still are producing
their smallest crop since 1943, according to monthly crop estimates
released by the Kentucky Crop
and Livestock Reporting Service.
In estimates released Wednesday, the state burley crop was
placed at 284.2 million pounds, up
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2 percent from last month's projection.
But that figure is still down
about 47 percent from last year's
record production figure of 539
million pounds,the report said.
Burley yields were placed at
1,536 pounds an acre, compared
with normal production of about
2,250 pounds an acre.
Production for the burley belt
was estimated at 453.7 million
pounds, an increase of 2 percent

Community
profile
luncheon
scheduled

•

Population, employment, income earnings and retail trade in
Murray will be the focus of a luncheon meeting next week conducted by Bob Tilley from the
Tennessee Valley Authority's office of natural resources and community development.
Tilley's community profile
package and labor market
analysis program will be held in
conjunction with the Murray
Calloway Chamber of Commerce
Ambassador Club meeting at noon
Oct. 19 at the Golden Corral
Restaurant, U.S. 641 South.
Chamber of Commerce Executive Director Steve Zea says
"Tilley will present to the community a TVA study showing the
past, present and future projections on such things as population,
employment, income earnings,
retail trade and services."
The census year 1960, '70 and '80
will be traced and projections for
Murray's economic growth into
the year 2000 will be presented,
Zea says.
Anyone interestect in attending
the Dutch treat luncheon is asked
to contact the Chamber of Commerce office before 4:30 p.m.
Monday.

from September, but down 44 percent from 1982.
- The report said most of the
state's burley had been cut and
housed by mid-October.
Corn production by Kentucky
farmers was forecast at 48.5
million bushels, unchanged from
September but down 69 percent
from 1982. The report said that
would make this year's corn crop
the smallest since 1970.
Corn yield was estimated at 50
bushels per acres. Last year's
yield was a record high 106
bushels. The U.S. corn yield is
estimated at 82.9 bushels per acre.
Nationwide, corn production is
forecast at 4.26 billion bushels,
down 3 percent from last month
and 49 percent from last year's
record high.

LEADERSHIP MURRAY RECEPTION-Ryan Milk Co. sponsored a reception Wednesday afternoon for the
members of Leadership Murray, Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce's non-profit community
leadership program to develop talents and energies of Murray's present and future leaders. Among those at
the reception included (from left) Leadership Murray class members Don Kelly and Donna Herndon; Buddy
Buckingham, Chamber board of directors; Brad Belcher, class member; Steve Zea, Chamber executive vice
president; and Ted Delaney and Howard Steely, class members.

MStrs Cannon tops
among freshmen rushers,
Division I-AA scoring

Willie Cannon

Murray State freshman runningback Willie Cannon is the nation's
leading freshman rusher as well as the Division 1-AA leading scorer,
according to the NCAA statistics released today.
Also, the Racers have the best defense in 1-AA against the pass.
Cannon, a 6-2, 185-pound rusher from Sarasota, Fla., has rushed for
449 yards on 91 carries in four games and has a 12.0 scoring average,
tops in Division 1-AA. His rushing stats make him the best freshman
runner in either Division 1-A or 1-AA.
Among all rushers in Division 1-AA, Cannon ranks 6th with 112.2
yards-per-game and 4.9 yards-per-carry averages.
Murray State's defense has limited its opponents to only 77.2 yards
per game through the air while intercepting 10 passes.
Coincidentally, the second best defense against the pass belongs to
the Racers next opponent-Middle Tennessee (Saturday, 1:30 p.m., in
Murfreesboro). The Blue Raiders give up only 79.4 yards passing
each game.
the Racers also clipped a fourth place Standing in team defense
allowing only 2031 yards per game. Ahead of MSU are Grambling
(161.41, Bethune-Cook ( 188.7) and Alcorn State 1190:0
Senior Jeff Lancaster also ranks high among the 1-AA placekickers
with nine field goals in 13 attempts, tying him for fourth in the nation
with a .692 accuracy rating.
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above three-month projection
Income from operations at the
Frances E. Miller Memorial Golf
Course of the Murray State
University Foundation has run
substantially ahead of projections
for the first three months of the
1983-84 fiscal year.
Members of the board of
trustees of the foundation were
told at the annual fall meeting on
the campus that income from
operations in July, August and
September equals 70 percent of
the estimated income from operations for the entire year.
Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp,
foundation executive director,
said income from operations for
that three-month period was more
than $97,000, compared to projected income of $138,000 for all of
1983-84.
Operating expenses for JulyAugust-September were more
than $68,000 or 32 percent of the
estimated $216,000 in operating expenses for the entire year.
The total July-AugustSeptember income from all
sources of $148,403 is 43 percent of

the total proposed budget of
$344,669 for 1983-84, while total expenses for the three months are
$99,000 — 29 percent of that proposed budget figure.
In remarks to the trustees, Dr.
Kala M. Stroup, who is president
of both the university and the
foundation, raised the question of
whether the same person should
serve in both positions.
She said she intends to study all
aspects of that structure and relationship, as well as issues relating
to government regulations, and to
make a recommendation to the
board at the spring meeting in
April.
In discussing the need for an
organized fund-raising effort by
the university and a director of
development to coorinate that effort, Stroup urged the clarification
of some areas of jurisdiction
amoung several constituencies.
She said she sees a need "to
sharpen some of the role relationships" amour* the foundation
trustees, the board of regents, the
alumni council and the university
administration.

A clear understanding of the
role and function of each contituency and how they relate to each
other and to a director of development should be reached, she explained, before any major fundraising effort is undertaken.
In other action, the trustees:
• Re-elected four members to
three-year terms — LeRoy Offerman of Evansville, Ind., Dale
Sights of Henderson, Leon Smith
of Paducah and Dr. John Thompson of Murray.
• Re-elected former Lt. Gov.
Harry Lee Waterfield of
Frankfort as vice president and
Joanne Cohoon of Murray as
secretary-treasurer for one-year
terms.
• Voted to amend the bylaws
and articles of incorporation of the
foundation to expand the board of
trustees from 15 to 20 members.
• Delayed action until the spring meeting on approval of bylaws
and an operating budget for the
Miller Golf Course and voted to
continue with a temporary board
of directors until that time.

The Shield, the Murray State
University yearbook, has been
awarded a First Place Certificate
for the fifth successive year and
coveted Medalist honors by the
Columbia Scholastic Press
Association (CSPA)at Columbia
University.
Awards for the 1983 edition of
The Shield in the annual national
collegiate competition also included three All-Columbian Awards
for special merit from among five
judging categories.
An evaluation scorebook for The
Shield shows that it compiled 926
of a possible 1,000 points to earn
the first place rating.
Medalist honors are awarded to
no more than 10 percent of the
yearbooks which receive first
place ratings. Judges make that
award for special qualities such as
personality, spirit or creative ex-

cellence.
Dr. Robert H. McGaughey,
chairman of the Department of
Journalism and Radio-Television
and a co-adviser of the yearbook,
noted that The Shield has earned
the first place rating each year
since it was first entered in the
CSPA competition in 1979.
The 1983 edition ,won AllColumbian recognition for theme
and structure, with 98 of a possible
100 points, for layout/design, with
289 of a pssible 300 points, and for
cover/community and advertising, with 75 of a possible 75 points.
Other categories on which each
yearbook was judged were
coverage and copy and
photography.
In the summary of the 1983
Shield, the judge called it "an enjoyable and useful book."
The "MSU at 60" section was

cited a "lovely job," and the judge
added that "the rest of The Shield
is a stylish project, one of the best
I've seen so far this judging
season."
Tim Bland of Paducah, a 1983
graduate, was the editor of the
1983 Shield. He is now a reporter
for the Marshall County Star,
which is published by Paducah
Sun.
Frank Fazi, director of printing
services at Murray State, is a co
adviser to The Shield with
McGaughey. The 1183 edition was
printed by Jostens' American
Yearbook Co. of Clarksville, Tenn.
One of two major rating services for yearbooks, the CSPA
also sponsors national competitions for collegiate newspapers
and magazines. The CSPA is affiliated with the Columbia University School of Journalism.

(Continued from Page 1)
when the panel of reporters that people, that's up to you," Bunning
questioned the candidates raised said.
Mrs. Collins bristled at that
the issue of right to work, which
precludes union membership as a comment and said she had been
"talking to the people for several
condition of employment.
The candidates were asked if months."
"That's more than you can
they would sign, veto or allow to
become law without a guber- say," she told Bunning. She also
accused Bunning of changing
natorial signature a right-to-work
bill passed by the General stances on right-to-work to suit the
audience of the moment.
Assembly.
Bunning said he would not
Bunning, in turn, ridiculed Mrs.
"push" for such a bill, but would Collins'frequent statements about
sign it if passed by the• her visits to all of Kentucky's 120
Legislature.
counties since her election as
Mrs. Collins said right-to-work lieutenant governor.
"is a legislative issue" and that
"Anybody could travel to all 120
she would not commit herself to it counties at the taxpayers' exduring this "emotional cam- pense," Bunning said. "I certainly
paign." She said she would decide cotild have, but I was busy workwhether to sign a right-to-work ing."
bill when, and if, the General
Mrs. Collins replied that she
Assembly passed it.
thought "the people of Kentucky
Bunning retorted: "I think the expected me to visit all 120 counpeople of Kentucky deserve an ties and I was proud to."
answer. Right-to-work is not
Bunning also cited a proposal
something that's going to go last week by House Speaker Bobaway.
by G. Richardson for a constitu"... Mrs. Collins, are you going tional amendment to eliminate the
to sign it or not?"
office of lieutenant governor.
"Are you giving me part of your
Richardson said the office was
time?" Mrs. Collins asked.
obsolete and cost the state about
"Take all you want," Bunning $1 million a year for its operation.
said.
Bunning saia Gov. John Y.
Mrs. Collins then reiterated her Brown Jr., who like Richardson is
previous statement.
a Democrat, also considered the
"If you don't want to talk to the lieutenant governor's office ob-

solete.
"Do you think they would be do
mg that if my opponent had been
doing a job?" Bunning said.
"At one time," Mrs. Collins
retorted, "my opponent thought
the office of lieutenant governor
was so important that he was going to assign all his economic
development (administrative
responsibilities) to his running
mate (state Sen. Eugene Stuart)."
In an apparent reference to
President Nixon's resignation in
the wake of the Watergate scandal, Mrs. Collins said she could
remember when "my opponent's
party probably was glad there
was a vice president to take over
for a president."
Mrs. Collins said that, if elected,
Kentuckians would have a governor with experience in all three
branches of government as well as
about 500 days' experience as acting governor.
Bunning said Kentuckians
should vote for him "if you want
somebody with innovative ideas."
"We have trouble understanding how someone who doesn't
speak out on anything suddenly
has programs she's going to carry
out the next four years," Bunning
said. "She's part of the problem;
she's part of the group that's been
there in Frankfort."

High school band competition slated
"Festival of Champions," one of
Kentucky's most prestigious high
school marching band competition, will be conducted Saturday.
In only its eighth year of existence, the "Festival of Champions" has established itself as
one of the nation's greatest marching band competitions. Band
directors and other interested
music educators from numerous
states attend to view the high
school bands.
Judged in captions of music,
marching, and general effect; 18
high school bands will compete in
the preliminary competition and
will be evaluated by a panel of 10
adjudicators. The judges will
select the nine highest scoring
bands from the preliminary competition and they will again return
to the competition field later that
night.
The finals competition, that
night, is held in Murray State

University's Roy Stewart
Stadium. Not only as outstanding
spectacle of color, this show
generates an electrifing sense of
competition. The nine finalist
bands being evaluated for
trophies signifying the festival
Grand Champion, Reserve Grand
Champion, and the naming of the
Kentucky State High School Marching Band Champions, large and
small.
Other awards presented during
the festival's grand finale signify
the most outstanding drum majors, flag and rifle corps, best percussion section, best marching of
the day, highest score in music,
highest score in general effect,
best brass, best woodwinds, and
the most outstanding soloist.
Kentucky bands competing in
the Festival of Champions include:
Calloway County, Hancock
County, Tates Creek High School,
Muhlenberg Central High School,

Bowling Green High, La Rue
County, Daviess County, Glasgow
High School, Ohio County, Apollo
High School, Lone Oak High
School, Grayson County, Christian
County, and North Hardin High
School. :
Out of state* bands include:
Bartlett High School, Overton
from Memphis, Tennessee, Ripley
High School, Milan High School.
Preliminary competition begins
Saturday at noon in the Stadium.
Finals will runirom 7 p.m.-10 with
the Murray State University
Racer Band performing at the
conclusion of the competition.
Ticket prices for both performances are $5 for adults and $3
for children under 12. Tickets ,Lor
preliminaries or finals only are 44
for adas aud,$2 for children
under 12. Advance tickets, for a
group of 25 or more are $3.50 for
both performances and must be
bought prior to Saturday.
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100% polyester filling.
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Polish army
is backbone
of authority
AP News Analysis
Three months after Gen. Wojciech Jaruzelski
lifted martial law, his army remains the backbone
of Communist Pary authority in Poland. The
generals are not often seen, but they hold powerful
posts.
"We get the impression that Jaruzelski has
strengthened the weak links (in the Communist
Party apparatus) with army men, and works
through them to run the country," said one Western
diplomat sirho requested anonymity.
Although some civilian officials have hinted they
would prefer to see the army back in the barracks,
generals have held critical posts in central and
local government and party organizations since the
martial law declaration of Dec. 13, 1981.
Historically, the Communist movement has tried
to keep military men in the background of the party, not permitting them to gain political or
ideological power.
But Jaruzelski and other leaders underscored the
military's continuing role in Poland in speeches
Wednesday marking the 40th anniversary of the
first battle by Poland's Communist army, fighting
alongside Soviet troops against Nazi German forces
occupying Soviet Byelorussia.
One of the speakers was Soviet Marshal Viktor
Kulikov, commander of the Soviet bloc's Warsaw
Pact alliance, who said Poland's Communist Party
must not let down its guard.
"High revolutionary vigilance continues to be
necessary," he said.
The Kremlin also used the 40th anniversary
celebrations to exhort Poland's Communist Party
Central Committee, which opens a two-day
ideological meeting Friday, to maintain a tough
course.
Soviet Defense Minister Dmitri Ustinov sent a
telegram congratulating Poland for building an army strong enough to resist "the plottings of internal
and external reaction" -presumably the West and
the outlawed Solidarity labor movement.
Army officers played a more visible role in the
early days of martial law, as 8,000 military commissars were appointed to supervise state-run industries and local governments.
"Although the press reported that commissars
pulled out when martial law was lifted, many of
them remained behind in civilian clothes, particularly in defense-related industries," said a
Western diplomat.
Communist officials say the army "is popular"
within the party, despite reports that some civilian
leaders would prefer the officers back in the barracks.
"Military officers are always more efficient," a
party ideologist commented recently. "I don't see
any reason why they should disappear."
The theme of a crack army, pitted against a slipshod government and party bureaucracy, has been
evident in the state-run press since martial law was
lifted.
The articles, however, have been careful to stress
the dedication of army officers to the Communist
Party.

by m.c. garroft

Few people love the game of baseball
and follow the Cardinals like John Trotter
•

With the Philadelphia Phillies and
the Baltimore Orioles battling for the
World Series money and laurels, it
was only appropriate that I sit down
and visit the other day with Murray's
"Mr. Baseball," John Trotter, 1507
Kirkwood Drive.
John, retired since 1977 after 15
years as superintendent of the Murray Water & Sewer System, loves the
game, and if they had a contest to
determine the St. Louis Cardinals'
No. 1 fan in West Kentucky, he would
win hands down.
He has seen his beloved Cardinals
play in six World Series, including
the one last year when they won the
world championship from the
Milwaukee Brewers, and he has been
in the stands and watched two nohitters pitched.
He was in Busch Stadium in St.
Louis this past Sept. 26 when the Cardinals' Bob Forsch pitched his nohitter against the Montreal Expos,
and the next night, he got to see the
Cardinals pull off a triple play, a rarity in baseball.
The first no-hitter he saw pitched
was on Aug. 9, 1976, at Pittsburgh's
Three Rivers Stadium when the
Pirates' John Candelaire tossed one
at the Los Angeles Dodgers.
• • •
Mrs. Trotter, who is the former
Delma Chrisman from out east of
Hazel, enjoys the game just as much
as her husband.
In fact, she and John spent most of
their honeymoon in 1943 at old Sportsman's Park in St. Louis watching
baseball.
America was at war, and gasoline
was strictly rationed. So, they rode a
train to St. Louis, checked in at the
old Melbourne Hotel on the corner of
Grand Avenue and Olive Boulevard
and rode the streetcar to the ball
park and back for the games.
"It just so happened that the Cardinals were out of town," John

• • •
(EDITOR'S NOTE — This is the
first of a two-column series about
retired Murray Water & Sewer
Superintendent John Trotter and his
lifelong love for the game of
baseball.)
•

•

•

chuckled, "so, we had to see the
Browns." The St. Louis Browns was
the city's American League team at
the time. It later moved to Baltimore
and became the foundation for the
Baltimore team playing today in the
1983 World Series.
Until her recent retirement, Delma
was a secretary in the law offices of
the late Nat Ryan Hughes and John
Gregory. She was working for the
county agent,a fellow by the name of
John Cochran, when she met John.
He had come to Murray in 1932
from over around Clarksville, Tenn.,
to work at the old Murray Milk Products Co., now the Ryan Milk Company. She later was with the Tennessee Valley Authority for a long
time, working in an office in Paris,
Tenn.
• • •
As for John, he can't remember
when he first became so keenly interested in baseball. He was born and
raised at South Side, Term., just
south of Clarksville.
As a boy growing up, he was only 40
miles from Nashville, which had a
team in the Southern Association.
Often, he would visit an uncle in
Nashville, and together they would
go the games, played then in what
was known as Sulphur Dell Park.
As you would suspect of a sportsminded, growing boy, he kept up with
all the players' hitting, fielding and
pitching averages. He knew almost
as much about them as their
families.
"Of course, television was unheard

of in those days," hejecalls, •'and the
radio we had at home got such poor
reception it wouldn't do much more
than give off a squeaky noise.
"So, when the World Series would
be played, we would all go to the
general store there in south side and
huddle around the radio there to hear
the play-by-play account of the
games."
• • •
John graduated from high school at
South Side, and in his senior year, a
league, the Cumberland Valley
League, was ,formed with teams
made up of players from here and
there across the area.
They would play on weekends and
holidays, and John became the first
baseman on the team from Guthrie in
nearby Todd County, Ky., and which
straddles the state line between
Hopkinsville and Nashville.
Its No. 1 pitcher was a fire-balling
righthander who lived in Guthrie and
who had pitched for a while in the
majors with the New York Giants,
now the San Francisco Giants. His
name was Kent Greenfield.
John recalls one day when the
team went to Dawson Springs to play
the Dawson Spring Daylight Miners,
a team made up-as its name impliesof coal miners. And, the miners won
that day, beating the former major
league pitcher, Greenfield.
On the way to Dawson Springs, he
laughed, they stopped somewhere
along the road and their manager
picked up a gallon of moonshine
whiskey with which to celebrate, apparently feeling pretty confident that
his team would win.
"When we lost, he just put it down
in the middle of the floor and said,
'Go to it, anyway!' Boy! That stuff
had a kick like a mule!"
On another such trip, the team
went to Camden, Tenn., again taking
Greenfield along to pitch as well as
Irving Brame, a Hopkinsville hurler
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letters to the editor
Thanks to Ledger staff
during Newspaper Week
To The Editor:
National Newspaper Week is Oct.
10-14, and its presents a perfect opportunity to thank you and your staff
at the Murray Ledger & Times for
the vital role you play in the community.
Your coverage of local news concerning this community and your
readers is espctally valuable.
As all forms of communication continue to gain in importance,
newspapers like yours are sure to remain irreplaceable.
Sincerer(
Marvin W. Orgill
District Manager
South Central Bell

Appreciates support
To The Editor:
I would like to personally thank
every Kentuckian who supported the
petition drive which forced Mrs. Collins to appear with me in a televised
debate. Your intersets have been
served: last night my opponent and I
finally met for a debate on Kentucky
Educational Television, and certain
commercial television stations
statewide.
Your support for the democratic
process of free and open exchange
has resulted in this hour-long program. Because of you, my friends,
many Kentuckians had the opportunity to compare me and Mrs.
Collins on the issues.
I continue to hope there will be
more occasions where my opponent
and I appear on a platform together.
The people are well-served when the
issues are discussed out in the open,
instead of in smoke-filled rooms.
Your future is at stake here. I
thank you for supporting my debate
drive, and for helping to draw Mrs.
Collins out of her seclusion. All of the
people of this commonwealth are
grateful to you.
Sincerely,
Sen. Jim Bunning

Collins complimented

looking back
Ten years ago
The Kentucky Library Association
named the Calloway County Library
Board of Trustees to the "Trustees
Award" at annual convention this
week in Louisville. The award went
to a local library for "an outstanding
public relations program in the community."
The Blood River Baptist Association will hold its 104th annual sessions
on Oct. 15 and 16 at First Baptist
Church, Murray, New Zion Church,
Marshall County, and First Missionary Baptist Church, Benton.
Janey Kelso, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Glen Kelso and freshman at
Murray State University, is one of six
coeds who received Kentucky FHA
scholarships. She is a graduate of
Calloway County High School.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Nat Evans, Oct. 6, and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Steve Lossner,
Oct. 8.
Sheila Dean Latimer, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Latimer of
Murray, and Ross Collins Dever, son
of Mrs. John Rhew and the late
Marion Dever of Madisonville, were
married st -Firs; 76;:i.;;Alt''Methodist
Church, Murray. 2
Twenty years ago
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president of
Murray State College, will explain
the Foundation Program for Higher

who had pitched with the Pittsburgh
Pirates for a time. Two games were
played, and the Tennesseans, like the
Dawson Springs miners, also beat
them both games.
• • •
In next Tuesday's Galley, we'll
share with you some more of John's
baseball experiences and some of the
game's great personalities whom ehe
has met or seen play.
• • •
Meanwhile, you might add to your
list of look-alike:
Philadelphia
Phillies pitcher John Denny and Dr.
John Golberg, one of the orthopedic
surgeons at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Education at Student Union
Ballroom, MSC, on Oct. 15 and at
high school at Owensboro on Oct. 17.
The Murray High School Tigers
moved to a 33 to 0 victory over
Morganfield Guerillas to mark up
seventh win of the football season in
as many starts.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Virgil Edwards, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Elmo Thornton, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. David Becker, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Henson and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Paschall.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Clifton Boyd had
open house in celebration of their
50th wedding anniversary on Oct. 12.
Bobby Wade, Jim Boone, Bill
McKeel, Jim Ellis, Hub Dunn, Jerry
Jones, Bob McDaniel, Bill Wyatt,
Vernon Riley and George Hodge had
top 10 averages in Murray Merchants
Bowling League last week.
Thirty years ago
Mrs. Mason (Lucille) Ross, president of Murray Business and Professional Women's Club, is pictured
with Murray Mayor George Hart as
;K. ...,,,emiwoclamation aesignating
the week of Oct. 11 to 17 as Business
Women's Week.
The .Blackwood Brothers Quartet
will appear at Kirksey High School
on Nov. 3 for an all-night singing,

sponsored by the PTA.
Prof. Harry Sparks will speak
about "Planning For All of Kentucky's Children" at a meeting of the
Murray Training School PTA on Oct.
14, according to Mrs. John B. Cavitt,
PTA president.
W.W. Jewell of Humboldt, Term.,
and Mrs. W.R. Williams of Bells,
Tenn., have been the guests of their
sister, Mrs. Peter Heppner and Mr.
Heppner.
Showing at Varsity Theatre is "R
Happens Every Thursday" starring
Loretta Young and John Forsythe.
WRITE A LETTER — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
an double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general interest.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence • to:
Editor,- The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.

To The Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity
to comment,and compliment Martha
Lane Collins, Kentucky's lieutenant
governor, for the excellent job she
performed as the National Conference of Lieutenant Governor's
Chairman.
The conference is a bipartisan
organization with regional concerns
as diverse as our number of states.
Rarely does an individual come forward with the technical and political
ability to mold a group such as this
into an organized body, moving to
develop common interests. Mrs. Collins' understanding of national issues
as well as her persuasive ability for
issues of importance to the State of
Kentucky made an impression that
your state is fortunate to have a person of this calibre in a leadership
position.
It would be easily imagined that a
body such as this might break down
with political or regional differances.
The fact that it did not is a tribute to
IA. Gov. Collins' experience and effectiveness. I congratulate her for a
job well done and thank all of the
citizens of the State of Kentucky for
providing us with a person of leadership ability unmatched in any,otner
state.
Warmest regards,
Stephen McAlpine
Lieutenant Governor
State of Alaska
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Banks-Vinson vows said at church

Elizabeth Dole talks about present church life
WASHINGTON ( AP) —
Transportation Secretary
Elizabeth Dole told churchgoers that the pursuit
of her government career
once crowded out the
"priorities" she learned
growing up in North
Carolina.
Mrs. Dole, who preached the sermon Sunday at
Washington's Foundry
United Methodist Church,
said .that during her
childhood the Christian
Gospel was "as much a
part of our lives as fried

•

chicken and azaleas in
the spring."
But she said that at one
time, she allowed pursuit
of her government career
and perfectionism to
obscure what she had
learned from her grandmother were "life's most
important priorities."
In achievementoriented Washington
circles it is easy to
become spiritually starved, said Mrs. Dole, 47.
And when she realized
that was happening to

her, "I got down on my
knees and prayed. Slowly
— no faster than I was
ready for — God led me to
people and circumstances that put Him
back in the center of my
life."
Mrs. Dole's husband,
Sen. Robert Dole, I)-

Kan., also a member of
the downtown church,
was out of town and could
not attend. But he had
flowers placed in the
sanctuary, and Mrs.
Dole's mother, Mrs.
Mary Hanford of
Salisbury, N.C., was in
the congregation.

Athletes move books

BELLEVUE, Neb. move 80,000 books at
( AP) — When muscle Bellevue College, quite
power was needed to logically the call went out
to the college's athletes.
And even the
cheerleaders joined in.
Sponsored by the Music Dept. of
The goal: to move the
The Murray Woman's Club
books to a new addition of
Door Prizes—Great Music—Beautiful Fashions'
the college library.
While the librarians
called the signals, labeling each shelf and
restacking the 80,000
volumes so none got out
of place, the coaches watched from the sidelines.
Seating Is Limited!
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Mr. and Mrs. Mark
Cullen Vinson of Houston,
Texas, were married in a
late summer wedding at
the Fairhaven United
Methodist Church,
Houston, Texas.
The Rev. Kenneth
Lambert officiated at the
ceremony.
The bride, the former
Rebecca Banks, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jack W. Banks of
Houston.
She is the granddaughter of the late Mr.
and Mrs. James Bowers
of Jackson, Miss., and of
Mrs. W.J. Banks and the
late Mr. Banks of
Houston.
The groom is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Mancil Vinson of Murray. He is the
grandson of Mrs. Lewis
Stephens of Lexington
and the late Mr.
Stephens, and of the late
Mr. and Mrs. H.C. Vinson
of Murray.
A program of music
was presented by Mrs.
Judy Oliver, organist,
and Mrs. Kenneth
Lambert,soloist.
The candlelight
ceremony was performed
before three large
candelabra. Hurricane
lamps served as pew
markers.
The bride
The bride was given in
marriage by her father.
She wore a victorian
gown of Milady's Sonata,
featuring a truly
feminine corsett style
bodice complimented
with sheer renaissance
sleeves and neckline
trimmed with delicate
lace and seed pearls.
The dress was finished
with a chiffon skirt
delicately hemmed in
small tiers of chantilly
lace with a long flowing
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Mr. and Mrs. Mark Cullen Vinson
train.
Her veil, scalloped with
a silk bow in back, fell
from a wreath of small
silk flowers.
She carried a spray
bouquet of -white roses
and pink crubium lilies.
Miss Brenda Busch of
Houston served as maid
of honor.
Bridesmaids were Cindy Rogan, Karen
Wooldridge, Jody Hussey
and Jennifer Banks,
sister of the bride, all of
Houston.

Ginger Crouch,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Richard Crouch of Murray,served as flower girl.
The attendants wore
misty pink chiffon gowns
featuring high bow
s 1 e.e ves and fitted
bodices.
Each attendant carried
a bouquet of pink, lavendar and white roses and
carnations.
The groom
Lt. Larry Watkins of
Albuquerque, N. M.,
formerly of Murray,

served as best man for
the groom.
Groomsmen were Danny Adams of Coffeeville,
Miss., Mike Hamilton and
D.13 Dibenedetto of
Houston, and Mancil yinson, father of the groom,
of Murray.
After the wedding the
couple left for a wedding
trip to Palm Beach,Fla.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Vinson are residing in
Houston where both are
employed by the Xerox
Corporation of Houston.

Murray Christian Women's Club plans luncheon,.

_
Tickets asailable...Bright s. Corn-Austin. Mademoiselle.
The Place. Peoples Bank. Bank of Murray. Cherry Branch,
Buckingham-Hay. Guys and Dolls.

Mirrrcry Ledger & Times

g

chestnut st. 753-3314

The Murray Christian
Women's Club will have
its "Fabulous Fall" luncheon on Tuesday, Oct.
18, from noon to 2 p.m. at
the Seven Seas
Restaurant. The cost will
be $4.50.
Mrs. Jane Lane of Murray will display several
decorative jar lids she
has made using "bread"
dough and seeds, popcorn,candy,etc.
Besides demonstrating
how to make these lids,
Mrs. Lane also will give
each of the ladies an instruction sheet with
which they can make

•

46th Anniversary Sale
Come In Today!

All Fall & Winter
Clothing

their owa,,, creatively Verilyn klauss of, Ger-

deem jar-lids at home. mantown,Tenn.
Mrs. Lane, who first
made these in April for
the Louisville meeting of
the National Federation
of Garden Clubs, says
these lids are fun, simple
and relatively inexpensive to make.
Mrs. Frances Fortner
of Memphis, Tenn., will
present special music,
accompanied by her husband, Don.
This young couple, both
music majors at the
University of Tennessee
at Martin, are friends of
the guest speaker, Mrs.

Mrs. Hauss is a wife,
homemaker and mother
of three sons, 18, 19 and
21.
A nursery for
preschoolers will be
available at a cost of $1
per family at Memorial
Baptist Church, 10th and
Main Streets.
Reservations and
cancellations for the luncheon and nursery should

be made by noon on Monday, Oct. 17, by calling
Freda Lovett, 753-3999, or
Edna Butler,753-5349.
Christian Women's
Clubs are not affiliated
with any particular
church or denomination.
There is no membership
roll nor any assessment
of dues and any interested woman is invited
to attend, a spokesman
said.

"A moth is a butterfly
without makeup."

Learn how to make up your face...Free.
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"THE MOST FEROC1OUSL
ORIGINAL HORROR FILM
OF THE YEAR" -Stephen KIN)
author of CARRIE
and THE SHINING
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*Sweaters *Walking Shorts
*Shirts
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*Handbags *Suits
*Coordinated Sportswear

20% OFF
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2 Days Only
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DATEBOOK
Class volunteers needed
Horse Opportunities and Riding for Special
Equestrians will have special classes each Tuesday
starting Oct. 18 and continuing through Nov. 22.
Times will be from 9 to 10:15 a.m., 10:15 a.m. to
11:45 a.m. and 11:45 a.m. to 1 p.m. Volunteers are
needed for this program and a volunteer training
session will be Monday, Oct. 17, at 7 p.m. at Summerset Farm, located on Old Salem Road off
Highway 121 South and Locust Grove Road. For information call 753-5242 or 753-8573.

She is a bookkeeper. Mr. Swafford is an accountant
with Washington Gas&Light Co., Washington, D.C.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Doyle
Swafford, Dyersburg, Tenn. Great-grandparents
are Mrs. Newton Cannon Warren, Dyersburg, and
the late Mr. Warren, the late Mr. and Mrs. H.L.
Nance, Paris, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Shelby Lee
Crum, Newbern, Tenn., and the late Mr. and Mrs.
William Swafford, Dyersburg. Deborah Nance Lee
of Louisville, formerly of Murray, is an aunt, and
Mr. and Mrs. Art Lee of Murray are a great-uncle
and great-aunt.

Tiffany J. Shemwell born

Fellowship Saturday
A Fall Family Fellowship for First Baptist
Church Adults will be Saturday, Oct. 15, at6 p.m. at
the home of Kathryn Outland, 1607 Keenland.
Games, refreshments and fellowship will be
featured.

Clubs plan project
The Hi-Y and Tr -Alpha Clubs of Murray High
School will conduct the community UNICEF on
Monday, Oct. 17, from 6:30 to 8 p.m. Prockeds will
be used to alleviate the suffering of atildren
throughout the world.
Any local groups wishing to work with the two
clubs in the drive are asked to contact Mrs. Mary
Ann Russell or Kent Barnes at Murray High School,
telephone 753-5202, no later than Monday.

Lauren A. Thompson born
Mr. and Mrs. Kerry Thompson,Searcy, Ark., are
the parents of a daughter,Lauren Ashley, weighing
1
4 inches,
seven pounds eight ounes, measuring 20/
born Saturday,Sept. 3, at 3:43 p.m.in Searcy.
Local grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. David
Thompson. Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Elwood White.

Chelsee L. Thompson born

Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Shemwell, Rt. 2, Hazel, are
the parents of a daughter, Tiffany Jordan, weighing
seven pounds seven ounces, measuring 201
/
2 inches,
born Monday,Sept. 19, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother is the former Terese Carraway. The father is assistant office manager at
Ryan Milk Co.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Pat Carraway
and Mr. and Mrs. Lilburn Shemwell, all of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Luther Jones of Murray
and Mrs. Clarence Allen of Indianapolis,Ind.

Jamie Doerge selected
Jamie Doerge, a graduate student in commmunications at Murray State University, has been
selected as one of 75 delegates to the 1983 American
Political Journalism Conference Oct. 28-30 in
Washington, D.C. She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles H. Doerge of Rt. 1, Patton, Mo. The
conference gives journalism students from across
the nation an opportunity to hear leading political
writers discuss issues involving media rights and
ethics.
Miss Doerge, who earned a bachelor's degree in

Similar interests shown to be most
important in relationship by survey

English and journalism in May and is currently
pursuing a master's degree in communications,
previously was editor-in-chief of the Murray State
newspaper. She is currently the copy editor and
also works as publicity coordinator for the
Calloway County Elementary Schools.

Clayton Lee Kernell born
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin C. Kernel!, Rt. 1, Almo, are
the parents of a son, Clayton Lee, weighing seven
pounds nine ounces, born Thursday, Oct. 6, at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is
the former Kimberly Farley. .The father is
employed at Trucks, Trailers and Buses of Murray.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Burnette Farley
of Almo, Mrs. Dorothy Kernell of Stella and the late
Clayton H. Kernell. Great-grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. O.B. Farley of Murray, Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Elby of Ontario, Canada, Mrs. Mae Kernell
of Woodruff,S.C., and the late Lee Kernell.
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Mr. and Mrs. Tony Thompson,1620 Kirkwood Dr.,
are the parents of a daughter, Chelsee Linn,
weighing seven pounds four ounces, measuring 201
/
2
inches, born Wednesday, Oct. 6, at 2:25 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They have one
son, Drew,21
/
2.
The mother is the former Krista Kennedy. The
father is the engineer at Murray Electric System.
Grandparents are.Mr. tanSi Mrs. Keith Kennedy and
Mr. and Mrs. David Thompson, all of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Elwood
White, Murray.
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Kiel Mason Ward born
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Kane Ward of Murray are
the parents of a son, Kiel Mason, weighing six
pounds, born Sunday, Oct. 9, at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. They have another son, Gabriel
Kane.
The mother is the former Sheila McCuiston.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs Jack Ward and Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Mason McCuiston.

FR1DAYS
OPEN
UNT\L 8130

RANTS

OPEN
FRIDAYS
UNTIL
8..30

Aail Now Union Oh

Patsy Crawford elected
Miss Patsy Crawford, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
I.E. Crawford of Murray, has been elected to the office of Quill Chairman for 1983-84 school year by
Gamma Iota Chapter of Alpha Xi Delta at Lambuth
College, Jackson, Tenn.

NCKNRY

Clay Steven Lamb born
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Lamb, 517 Sunset Blvd.,
Dyersburg, Tenn., are the parents of a son, Clay
Steven, weighing 10 pounds, measuring 21 inches,
born Sunday, Oct. 2, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother, the former Jane Greer, is on
leave from the local hospital. The father is with
Wal-Mart at Dyersburg.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Clint Greer, Rt.
1, Almo, and Mr. and Mrs. Walter Lamb, Martin,
Tenn. Great-grandparents are Chester Vied,
Gilbertsville, and Mrs. Raymond Greer, Calvert City.

We Have Sensational Values For You In Every Fashion Department
!

ENTIRE STOCK

85% WOOL

COATS

PANTS

Leigh Anne Swofford born
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Dawayne Swafford, 1113
Cenennial, Fort Washington, Md., are the parents
of a daughter, Leigh Anne, weighing eight pounds
four ounces, born Thursday, Sept. 29, at Southern
Maryland Hospital Center, Clinton, Md. They have
one son, Glenn Michael, 8. Mrs. Swafford, the
former Anne Warren Nance, is the daughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Max Graham Nance of Murray.

The cold winter weather is just around the corner and
Bright's coat selection has all the warmth and style
you will need to enloy a cool frosty morning Choose
from dress lengths..lackets and pant lengths in
wools, synthetics, blends, and stay warm all winter
Regular 40 00 to 360 00 Values

Survey says lack of communication
can drain productivity of day's work

Warm wool pants for winter's chill.
these fully lined. 85% wool blend
pants will be your cold weather
charm Choose from black, grey
brown, camel and navy, a complete
wardrobe of colors
Regular 40 00 Values

300/0 3200

NEW YORK ( AP) —
Four in 10 secretaries
Lack of communication responding to a national
between secretaries and survey by Honeywell Inc.
their bosses can drain the said office productivity
could be increased
productivity out of a good through better comday's work, according to munication between
a recent nationwide managers and
secretaries.
survey.

HOPE® COLOGNE
The Frances Denney' trangrance that ,s a
favorite of every woman in a 1 5 oz spray
Regular 17 00 Values

MURRAY VACUUM
CENTER
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•
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TODAY'S GIRL®

A

PANTYHOSE

201 S. 5th

Quality Pantyhose at an affordable price by Hanes%
Regular 1 65 to 3 25 Values
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HANDCRAFTED®

I ELECTROLUXES
Also During
October
Kiebys

Before you Buy
Stop in and Check Our
•Low Prices
•Wide Selection
'Long Warranty
•Quality Merchandise
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SHOES
The Cornfort-Flt USA sole shoe that is putting a smile on
the face of America Don t miss this one,
Regular 42 01.1.Valiiec

2990

20% .„

X®
BRA SALE

Hsti DRESSES
Bright s Half Size Dress selection is legendary
You will find your size your style & your colors
Regular Values 40-008 MORE

600

OFF

•

You will find a style and size to give you a
,
eautitul /
14>11, and a very comfortable fit
Regular 10 50 to 15 00 values

40% .„
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Thompson family descendents Meet at center
The first family reunion of the descendents of
George Washington
Thompson and Lucinda
Jane Paschall was held
recently at the Puryear
Community Center. Present were 97 family
members and friends.'
George Washington
Thompson and Lucinda
Jane Paschall were married Nov. 18, 1872, by J.T.
Mathis, magistrate.
Their 10 children were

Marshall Dill Thompson,
Robert Thompson, Mrs.
Lon (Sheleler Lela)
Shrader, Porter B.
Thompson, Mrs. Stanley
(Gertrude Gertie) Hendricks, Mrs. Carroll
(Moynal Key, Eugene
Thompson, Onas Thompson, Mrs. Cleve (Clyde
Culpepper and Elisha
Estell Thompson.
All the children are
deceased, but their
children and grand-

"Outdoor" Harvest
Sale Lamps
Frames
Kitchenware
Brass

/
1 2 Price

Pictures
Wicker
and much more!

Friday &
Saturday Only
Hwy.641 N. Adjoining
,Wiggins Furniture,

children gathered to
honor and remember
them at this time.
At the noon hour a
potluck dinner was served with Aubrey Shrader,
the first and oldest grandson, asking the blessing.
Attending were the
following:
Mr. and Mrs. J.W.
Thompson, Paris, Tenn.,
descendants of Onas
Thompson;
Mrs. Iva Huie,
Puryear, P.M. Shrader,
Clarksville, Tenn., Mrs.
Inez Johnson, Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmy Johnson,
Vicky Johnson, Carrie
Johnson, Jay Johnson,
Mr. and Mrs. Pete
Kirkendoll, Cindy
Kirkendoll, Myra Kirkendoll, Johnny Kirkendoll,
Geneve Merrell, Timothy
Merrill, Donald Merrill,
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman
Wyatt, Billy R. Wyatt,
Tony Wyatt, Darlene
Adams, Nathan Adams,
Corrine Smith, Jonathan
Smith, Jennifer Smith, all
of Paris, Aubrey Shrader,
Herman Shrader, Mr.
and Mrs. Gene Shrader,
Adrian Shrader, Kristine

Shrader, all of Hazel, Mr.
and Mrs. Irvin Shrader,
Ruth Shrader, Steve
Shrader, Paris, Mr. and
Mrs. Roger Underwood,
Puryear, descendants of
Lela Shrader;
Mrs. Jennie Sykes, Mr.
and Mrs. Tony Sykes,
Brian Sykes, Amanda
Sykes, the Rev. and Mrs.
Warren Sykes, Mitch
Sykes, Puryear, the Rev.
and Mrs. Jerry Lee and
daughter, Tabitha, Mrs.
Myrtle Rose Hill, Mrs
Judy Hinson and Mark
Summers, Paris, Mrs.
Lorene Smith and Dennis
Smith, Memphis, and Mr.
and Mrs. Hafford Cooper,
Puryear, descendants of
Moyna Key;
Mrs. Saucie Tyler,
Puryear, Mr. and Mrs.
Hugh Tyler, Matthew
Tyler, Cottage Grove,
Tenn., Mr. and Mrs.
David Tyler, Andy Tyler,
Marty Tyler, Como,
Tenn., Mr. and Mrs.
Johnny Farmer, Rusty
Farmer, Jody Farmer
and Amy Farmer, Springville, Tenn., and Mr.
and Mrs. L. A. Wilcox,
Bald Knob, Ark.,

FACTOR
OUTLET JEANS
Soutliside Shopping Center
Murray .
Mon.-Sat. 10-5

Just Arrived 775 Pairs
Pinstriped Baggies Only 9.599
Ladies 5-Pocket Fashion Jeans $1299
Misses sizes 4 to 18 Jr. Sizes 5 to 15
Basic Children's Jeans 7-16 Only $10.99
Men's 5-Pocket Fashion Jeans $12.99

descendents of Gertie
Hendricks;
Mr. and Mrs. J.V. Hill,
Mr. and Mrs. Van
Thompson and Mrs.
Letha Crain, Puryear,
descendents of Porter
Thompson;
The Rev. and Mrs.
Hallie B. Cook, Mayfield,
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry McCree, Steve McCree,
Joyce Gillighan, Paris,
Mrs. Bernal Broach, Mr.
and Mrs. Chuck Rowland,
Jeff Moody, Lilburn Martin, Cindy Rakos, Gary
Thompson and Marilyn
Paschall.
FRIENDSHIP CLUB—The World Friendahip Club met for a morning coffee at
10 a.m. on Wednesday, Oct. 5. Plans for coming year including crafts, games,
etc., were discussed. Pictured, from left, front, Sunita Mangal, India; second
row, Angie Chu, Burman; Neelam Tandom, India; Helen Rarvamis, Greece;
Catherine Etuokwu, Nigeria; &pie van Ameringen, Philippines; Edith NottsInger, Murray; Debbie Shapla, Murray; Monica Walston, Germany. Not pictured is Grade Erwin, Murray. The next meeting will be a costume Halloween
party and potluck dinner at the home of Mrs. Peter van Ameringen.

Homemaker print unveiled
By CEC1LY
BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
RAINY NIGHT SUPPER
Carrot Soup, Bacon Rolls
and Chocolate Cupcakes
Carrot Soup
It's the creamy variety.
2 tablespoons butter
1'2 cup chopped onion
4 cups clear fat-free
chicken broth
3 cups thinly sliced
pared carrots
1'2 cup diced (/
1
4 inch)
pared potato
1'2 teaspoon sugar
teaspoon grated
orange rind
/
1
4 teaspoon ground
nutmeg
/
1
4 teaspoon salt
1 cup half-and-half
In a medium saucepan
melt butter; add onion
and cook gently until
transparent — about 5
minutes. Add chicken
broth, carrots, potato,
sugar, orange peel,
nutmeg and salt and bring to a boil. Cover and
simmer until vegetables
are very soft — about 10
minutes. In an electric
blender whirl mixture, Y2
at a time, return to
saucepan, stir in cream
and heat. Makes 6 cups.

A special Homemaker
print by Bill Granstaff
was unveiled at the spring meeting of the Kentucky Extension
Homemakers Association
at Lexington.
Jean Cloar, Calloway
County Extension agent
in home economics, was
presented with a framed
print of the picture at the
Annual Day of Calloway
County Homemakers
from the organization.
The prints are being
sold for $20 each and may
be purchased by calling
the extension office, 7531452, or from Granstaff
Prints, LTD, Rt. 2, Box 7,
Princeton, Ky.42445, with
a check for $20 plus $3
packaging and mailing
costs and sales tax of five
percent in Kentucky.
Mrs. Cloar said 25 percent of the profit from the
prints bought or sold by
Homemakers will go to
the Kentucky Extension
Homemakers Association.
Granstaff said his
thoughts from the print
came from the following
information:
"Back in 1933 a group
of Kentucky
Homemakers decided to
get together on regular
basis to share ideas and
fellowship. The dues
would be a penny a week
and most of the ladies
provided this from their

egg money.
"Some of their early
projects were braiding
rugs and canning good
things for the long winter
months. Back then all
ladies quilted and the
'Grandmothers Flower
Garden' in the
background is pieced and
ready for quilting.
"The beautiful cutglass coal oil lamp is a
good example of the type
used back then, and what

home could do with their
Sears Roebuck and Co.
tapemeasure?
"The small group has
grown until today it is a
national organization.
It's always a pleasure
speaking to omemaker
groups. They are
America's finest. It was a
special pleasure to work
with Mrs. James
Wallace, President,
K.E.H.A. 1980-83."

30% OFF
CUSTOM DRAPERIES
BEDSPREADS.VALANCES
VERTICALS
40`)
/0 OFF
2V/0 OFF
MINI -BLINDS

VEROSOLS

During This Sale You Can
Buy Lee Carpet

Save Up To

$4"

Per Sq. Yd.

On Some Of The
Finest Carpets Made

FREE DECORATING SERVICE
Call for an appointment days, evenings or weekends
at your convenience.

Oveda "Ve"Severns
759-9125
CALL TODAY.SALE ENDS OCT.22nd

Offer Good Until Oct. 17th Only

IF IU R.MI

"T"

IFt 1E

Drapery • Carpet • Wollcovering
The colorful store that comes to your door.g)

X--

...••••••••••••,MO
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Coming community events listed
1118r8day,Oct. 13
Front Porch Swing will
meet at 7 p.m. at First
Christian Church.
Welcome Wagon Club
will meet i at 7 p.m. at
Commerce Centre.
Goldwater Baptist
Church Women will meet
at 7 p.m. at church with
Wilma Sanders as
hostess.
Lal4che League will
meet at 7 p.m. at 105
South 12th St. For information call 753-8771.
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons will
meet at 8:30 p.m. at lodge
hall.
Woodmen of World
Grove meeting will be at
6 p.m. at Triangle Inn.
For information call 7538519.
Kentucky Lake Stamp
Club will meet at 7:30
p.m. at Paris, Tenn.,
Public Library.
Barton Jones and the
Fire Mountain Band will
play free at The Stables,
Murray State University.
The Single Connection
will meet at 7 p.m. in
Educational Building,
First United Methodist
Church, for program on
"Friendship."
Friday, Oct. 14
Hazel Lodge No. 831
Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
Christian Church.
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
First District Retired
Teachers Association will
meet at 9 a.m. at Colonial
House Smorgasbord.
Twin Lakers RV Camping Club will meet at
Piney Campground, Land
Between the Lakes. A fish
fry will be at campsite of
Lloyd and Fay Jacks,

Friday, Oct. 14
wagonmasters, on Saturday evening.
Kentucky Division of
United Daughters of Confederacy will meet at
Curris Center, Murray
State University, starting
at 4 p.m.
Fall festival, sponsored
by Puryear PTO, will be
from 5 to 9 p.m. at
Puryear School.
Yard and bake sale will
be at Immanuel Lutheran
Church 15th and Main
Streets, from 7 a.m. to 3
p.m.
Aurora Country
Festival will open at 10
a.m. in Aurora at U.S. 68
and Highway 80, adjacent
to St. Henry Church
Grounds.

Saturday,Oct. 13
Saturday, Oct. 15
tin's Chapel United
Events at Murray
Methodist Church.
Moose Lodge will be
Legion Trap Shoot from 9
Bowlers for Junior a.m. to 4 p.m. and dance
leagues are needed with featuring Dixie Breeze
bowling to start this mor- from 8 p.m. to midnight.
ning at Corvette Lanes.
Evepts in Land BetOrientation and in- ween N,e
, Lakes will information session for elude Computer
Adult Acting Workshops Workshop at Brandon
for persons, 21 and older, Spring Group Camp; Fall
by Community Theatre Photography at 9 a.m.
will be at 9:30 a.m. at and Wild Game PreparaPlayhouse in Murray- tion From Field to the
Calloway County Park. Table from 2 to 4 p.m. at
For information call 759- Woodlands Nature
1752.
Center; Road Race to
begin near Center FurKentucky State Mar- nace; Solar Greenhouse
ching Festival will begin from 2 to 3 p.m. at Emat 9 a.m. at Roy Stewart pire Farm.
Stadium, Murray State
University. Finals will be
Writers Potpourri will
at 7 p.m. with admission be at 9:30 a.m. at
charged.
Calloway Public Library.

Fall Family Fellowship
Gun and Knift Show by
Events at Murray of First Baptist Church Murray Kiwanis
Club will
Moose Lodge will be will be at 6 p.m. at home be from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. at
games at 8 p.m. and of Kathryn Outland.
Calloway Middle School,
entertainment in lounge
College Farm Road.
from 8 p.m. to midnight.
Second day of Aurora
Country Festival will be
Quill Breakfast of KenEvents in Land Bet- from 10 a.m. to dusk in tucky Division of UDC
ween the Lakes will be Aurora at U.S. 68 and will be at 8 a.m. at Curris
Harness Program at The Highway 80, adjacent to Center,
Murray State
Homeplace-1850 at 10 St. Henry's church University.
a.m.; Night Visual at grounds.
Woodlands Nature Center
Kentucky Children of
at 8 p.m.; Computer
Stubblefield Speech Confederacy willstiave a
Workshop at Brandon Tournament will be at lunch at
noon at Sirloin
Spring Group Camp.
Murray High School.
Stockade.
Saturday,Oct. 15
Alcoholics Anonymous
and ALsnon will meet at 8
p.m. in western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
Murray Business and Professional Women will
Square and round danccelebrate National Business Women's Week Oct. 16
ing will be at 7:30 p.m. at
through 22.
Woodmen of World Hall.
This local salute to business and professional
women will begin with a prayer breakfast Sunday,
Benefit gospel singing
Oct. 16, at 7:30 a.m. at The Boston Tea Party.
for Need Line by The
Presentation of Murray BPW's Woman of the
Kings Sons and Liberty
Year Award will be made at this first event of the
Boys will be at 7 p.m. at
week. Last year's recipient was Agnes (Tot)
Memorial Baptist
McDaniel.
Church.
The salute will continue on Tuesday, Oct. 18, with
a Friendship luncheon at Colonial Hotly
Calloway-Marshall
Smorgasbord beginning at II a.m.
County United Methodist
Concluding the week will be the Natiorial
Men and wives will have
Business Women's Week banquet on Thursday,Oct.
a potluck supper at 6:30
20, at 7 p.m. at Seven Seas Restaurant. Heidi
p.m. in Fellowship Hall of
Margulis, Kentucky federation president, is
Kirksey United Methodist
scheduled to be the guest speaker.
The special week's activities are being coor941.Frck
Ainatedby Frances Whitnell and Elaine Brown, cothairpersens, along with committee members, LinHam and Bean Suppe
da Carter, Minnie Craig, Evelyn Lockhart, Tot
with a country store will
McDaniel, Betty Vinson and Julie Lovins.
start at 5:30 p.m. at Mar-

Murray BPW plans
for special events

Saturday,Oct. 15
Single Connection will
meet for bicycling from 1
to 5:30 p.m. in front of
Overby Honda, Bel-Air
Center.
Second day of yard and
bake sale will be from 7
a.m. to 3 p.m. at Immanuel Lutheran
Church, 15th and Main
Streets.
Sunday,Oct. 18
Beginners square
dance group, sponsored
byMurray
Squaranaders, will start
at 2 p.m. at Woodmen of
World Hall.

Sunday,Oct. 16
day at Murray State
University.
Murray-Calloway
County Camera Club will
meet at 1 p.m. Calloway
Public Library to go on a
field trip to The
Homeplace-1850 in Land
Between the Lakes. For
information call 753-4746
or 753-2525.
_
Prayer breakfast by
Murray Business and
Professional Women will
be at 7:30 a.m. at The
Boston Tea Party.

Best-selling country,
western records listed
Best-selling Country- Do." Merle Haggard
Western records of the
5. "Nobody But You,"
week of Oct. 2 based on Don Williams
Cashbox Magazine's na6. 'Lady Down on
tionwide survey were as Love," Alabama
follows:
7. "Scarlet Fever,"
1. "Don't You Know Kenny Rogers
How Much I love You,"
8. "How Could I Love
Ronnie Milsap
Her So Much," Johnny
2. "New Looks from an Rodriguez
Old Lover," B.J. Thomas
9. “You've Got a
3. "Paradise Tonight," Lover," Ricky Skaggs
McClain and Gilley
10. "Islands in the
4. "What Am I Gonna Stream," Kenny Rogers

Second day of Gun and
Knife Show by Murray
Kiwanis Club will be from
1 to 5 p.m. at Calloway
Middle School, College
Farm Road.
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Computer
Workshop at Brandon
Spring Group Camp;
Solar Greenhouse from 2
to 3 p.m. at Empire
Farm; Fall Color Walk at
2 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center.
Single Connection
Brunch will be in upstairs
private room at Pagliai's
at 12:15 p.m. For information 759-4045.

f

Ladies Coots•Dresses•
Purses•Sportswear•Sweaters•
Slacks•Blouses•Dress &
V CasualShoes•Jr. & Misses Jeans

10% Off

Third day of Aurora
Country Festival will be
from 10 a.m. to dusk at
grounds adjacent to St.
Henry's Catholic Church,
Aurora.

All Men's Suits•
Sportcoots•Blazers•
Dress Shirts•Dress Slacks*
Dress & CasualShoes

Singles Fellowship of
First Baptist Church will
be a potluck after church
followed by bowling.

Ii

Some Items In Each
Dept. Reduced Up To 50%

10% Off

Murray State University Wind Ensemble will
present a concert at 2
p.m. in balroom of Curris
Center. No admission will
be charged.

All Boys & Girls

Sportswear

ShoEDAotntown

Settle-Workma
Across From The Bank of Murray
Where You'll Always Find Quality
Merchandise At A Reasonable Price

Size 2-Toddler
Thru 6X

COG=

Annual Quad-State String Festival will open to-

CONS JEWELRY'
Central Shopping Cantor
Murray, KY
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Storewide Sale on All Stock
'A Ct. T.W. Cluster
on 1 Omm Band

It's jeans season. Perfect timing for this
wonderful sale on your favorite designer
jeans. From Gloria Vanderbilt: 5-pocket
basic in cotton denim in Missy sizes.
From Calvin Klein: Junior 5-pocket
basic in cotton denim.

SPECIAL
'Ladies Diamond
Cluster

Ct. T.W. Cluster
Engagement Ring
With
Wedding Bond

1/
1
4

I

Cultured Pearls
On Sale
< 1414162W

All Lengths
l5"-16"-18"-24"-30"

SPECIAL $995.00
$550.00 2 Ct. T.W.
Ladies Diamonds
And Gem Rings

ALL
SPECIAL
PRICE
Ladies Mini Dinmond
Genuine Stone Rings

Anniversary
Rings

SPECIAL
$445.00

SPECIAL
SALE

Diamond Earrings &
Pendant

Plain & Fancy
Wedding Bands

$29.95 & Up
Pendants $75 & Up

30-40% OFF
SPECIAL PRICE

1 4 Kt. Earrings

SPECIAL
5175.00
81 UP

Men's
Diamond Rings

SPECIAL
1/2 PRICE
Large Selection
Gold Filled

Central Shopping Center
Hwy. 641 N.
Murray 753-7991

25-30%
OFF
SPECIAL
PRICE

Sterling
Pendants

ALL
SPECIAL PRICE

Earrings
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American divorce rate does not include breakup ofsubsequent marriages
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Legions of
researchers were exploring the breakup of marriages long before the
1980 census revealed that
the American divorce
rate was nearly 50 percent.
But that figure was for
first marriages. What of
second and subsequent
marriages?
They go on the rocks
more often and in less
time, yet have received

little study, said Kay
Pasley, an assistant professor of family studies at
the University of Kentucky. "Remarriage
research is in its infant
stage," she said.
Ms. Pasley is among a
handful of investigators
studying the causes of
stress unique to remarriages. Infidelity, for example, is a leading cause
of divorce in first marriages, but apparently is
seldom a factor in subse-

quent divorces,she said.
tion to remarriage."
model.
But her work to date,
Ms. Pasley and
"The remarriage rate
including research at has been high since 1940- Marilyn IhingerWashington State Universi something," Ms. Pasley Tallman, a Washington
sity and California State said recently. "You can't State sociologist, last
University at Sacramen- spot a remarriage (in year took what they termto, has raised as. many census figures). You can ed a "first step" toward
questions as it has spot a single-parent fami- explaining the 60 percent
answered,she said.
ly, but, a lot of the time in divorce rate of remarried
It doesn't help, she remarriages, the couples.
said, the) census reports children's names have
Their paper, published
by Brigham Young
no longer, document been changed.
remarriages, or that
"Then you begin to University, identified
there are nine distinct realize that divorce and three main causes of
qnes of remarried fain- single-parenting for a lot stress in remarried
ly instead of a "normal" of people is just a transi- families:
• The clashing of different family cultures
while trying to establish a
new family identity.
• Differing perceptions of how the family's
time, energy, material
goods and affection
should be shared.
• Feelings of loyalty
to previous family
members.
One finding of the study
was that stress increases
Entire Stock
0(1! Reg. Pelee
as the family structure —
children, in-laws, former
in-laws and ex-spouses —
White-Colors
becomes more complex.
The study examined 360
remarried couples in the
Northwest, but Ms.
Blue-Pink-Aqua
Pasley- said she and Ms.
Ihinger-Tallman "have
taken a lot of criticism"
because there was no conPurchase Group
$265
trol group with which to
compare the surveyed
couples.
Ms. Pasley said it
Entire Stock
pointed up a fundamental
problem of such
research: how can there
Gowns & Pajamas Entire Winter Stock
be a well-defined control
group when remarried
families can include
children of all ages by
previous marriages,
children by the present
marriage or no children
all?
at
Mayfield Shopping Plaza 247-8449
Also, 'how does the
researcher treat remarriages that follow

widowhood instead of
divorce and those in
which one spouse has
been married more times
than the other?

"Theoretically, it's not
right to collect data from
the husband and the wife,
then talk about the couple," Ms. Pasley said.
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NURSE MATES SHOES

a

20-50%,„,
Reduced20

UNIFORM TOPS & PANTS
PANT SUITS

MOTHERS MORNING
OUT is held each Friday
from 9 to 11:30 a.m. at
First Christian Church.
Vacancies are available
for children, infant
through 3/
1
2, and for information call Donna
Cathey, 753-1982. Pictured at the Friday event
in side photo is Cara
Childress riding the
"rocky horse," and in top
photo, from left, are
Micah Cathey, Robert
Anderson, Jr., Matthew
Brown, Cara Anderson,
Elizabeth Shouse and
Cara Childress.

114110M19**:

WHITE PANT SUITS special

20-50%.
20%.

MATERNITY WEAR
ROBES

PARKER'S

Sullivan's

50th
.

brand names for less

Anniversary
Sale

All Discounts Will Be Done At Register

Arrow ®
Sweaters

Flannel
Slacks

Rog. 20.00. For that stand-out look of casual
comfort, the Arrow Tournament sweater.
100% acrylic V-neck
in navy, burgundy,
ivory, or chocolate.

550

Rog. 26.00 and 2800. Suited to dress or casual
wear. Hoggar.or le•io'slotri-blend flannels of
Dacron/rayon/orlon in
brown, tan, or grey
Sizes 213 to 38

225°

Fres Monogram.

Garland® Sweater

Crew or V-neck sweaters from
Garland. in navy, red, kitty,
burgundy, prey, oatmeal, brown, or]
pink. Sizes S-M-L.

Fro, Monogram.

"Also, you can't keep a
child in a laboratory and
you can't separate the
family from the environment."

00
8

Arrow ® OxfordCloth Shirts
Reg. 21.00. Dover
button-down oxford
mode of 60% cotton/40% polyester
with single needle
tailoring. alto,
ecru, or white. Sizes
141
/
2 to 16:4.

Free
Monogram

Belted
Slacks
Rog. 22.00. 100% Dacron polyesteeslocks

1650

750

with quarter lop pockets ond bolt. In navy,
brown, and grey
heather. Sizes 30 to 3861
•
waist, 30 to 34 inseam.

Reg. 14.00. Boy's
button-down oxford
shirt from Dee Cets•
in white or blue.
Sizes 8 to 20.

Frog) Monogram.

Pointelle Sweaters

Free Monogram

Cotton boatneck Sweater With
trim in natural. Sizes S-M-1.

Tipped crewneck sheiland-look
sweater for juniors in poppy/navy,
porsley/novy, or navy/red Sizes
S-M-L.

Reg. 10.00. Boy's
button-down
oxford-cloth shirt in
navy, khaki, berry,
or red. Sizes 4 to 7.

10Ce 1 6
0
5

Sweater Vests
V-neck pullover argyle vest to team
up with oxford-cloth shirts. In blue,
mauve, Of grey. Sizes S-M-L

•

Today's Girl®
Pantyhose

20,

Rog 1 65 to 3 25 Entire stock of Today's
Girt‘ pantyhose or•
s.31. Choose
trort1 is full line of
the most popular
styles and colors.

OFF

Men's Basic
Levi's® Jeans

359

Reg 1699 The fit yet) like,
the qualify you expect in basic
clen•rn eions 100%
cotton in either boot
cut or ensight leg styl•
irig Waist s.res 27 to
42. 30 to 36 inseam

Sullivan's

Buxton ® Small
Leather Goods
An excellent selection
of loather goods
such as key tamers,
two-fold wallets,
three-fold wallets,
ond cord holden
for men.

OFF
%

Open 9:30 til 5:00
Mon thru Sat.

•

••••• ••••••

Girls' Dee Cee®
Pleated Pants
Reg 15 00. Great fitting
Dee Cert twill pleated
pants for girls in sizes 7
to 14, regular and slim
Khaki, navy or green.

60

•
•

-

25% off
Includes light and heavyweigh,t lockets
in survival looks, reversibles, ond
bombers. Sizes 4 to 20.

3614
:
Phone 753

•44,01/0.1.1141Plioomitomm......

Entire Stock of
Boys' Outerwear

i
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and feeling like idiots."
\,

By Abigail Van Buren

Weekend Warrior Leaves
A Broken Heart Behind
DEAR ABBY: Very recently something happened to me
that seems to be a very common occurrence.
Every summer, men leave their full-time occupations and
regular lifestyles and go for two weeks of reserve training
at military installations in various states.
Recently I dated an Army reserve officer during his
stay here. He told me all about himself and said he was
divorced. I introduced him to all my friends. He seemed to
be a person with very good qualities, and I fell in love
with him.
Two days before he was to return home, he disappeared,
leaving no telephone number and no forwarding address.
I tried to find him in the city where he said he lived, but
couldn't.
Being a 38-year-old college graduate, a Linda Evans
look-alike and a decent, trusting person didn't stop me
from playing the fool. I should have known better, but I
didn't. Abby, if men would level with girls at least before
they leave, we wpuldn't be left with our lives so torn apart
and feeling like idiots.
BROKENHEARTED DOWN SOUTH

DEAR ABBY: When a couple is livited to dinner, as my
husband and I were, and if the host is not well-off but
insists on paying, what should one do when the menu
features steak (which you detest) at $8.95 and seafood
(which y(,...love) at $10.95?
I want to do what is correct, but if I offer to pay the $2
difference, do you think it would offend the host?
He is a dear, sensitive fellow and I wouldn't hurt him
for anything.
TRYING FOR GOOD MANNERS

employees."
"The percentage of the
male salary that women
earned in state government continued to improve over the last two
years and it was way
above the national
average," according to
Martin's comment on his
agency's report.
The governor said that
whereas only one percent
of women made $20,000 or
more a year when he took
office in late 1979, eight
percent now achieve that
salary level — a rise from
430 to 2,483.
Brown said an important factor missing from
the Human Rights Commission report was that
female salaries with the
state have increased 46.9
percent while male
salaries have risen only
41.4 percent during his
administration.
Brown said that he also
has doubled the number
of women in management
jobs.
The governor said that
women state employees
make 81.3 percent of the
male average under his
administration, compared with 54 percent in
Kentucky and 62 percent
nationally for both
private and state jobs.
Brown said that since
women traditionally have
been lower paid than men
in the overall job market,
any percentage raises for
both always will accrue
to the men's benefit.
He said the Human
Rights Commission
report failed to separate
the executive branch
salary situation from the
judicial and legislative
branches "over which we
have no control."
The commission report
said that the greatest
salary gaps as of
November 1982 were in
the judicial branch.

But officials say that the turn pumps its water
water level in the ponds is from the Kentucky River.
dropping daily.
Mayor Owen Rouse
The city council voted said Tuesday that Midthis week to seek ap- way would only make use
proval from the Nor- of the tap if its supply ran
theast Woodford Water dry. But he said the
District to tap into its possibility of that is
line. The district buys its strong.
water from the Versailles
"We're operating from
Water District, which in day to day," Rouse said.

Ray Harm's
"Red Winged
Blackbird"

DEAR ABBY: Whenever someone writes to you with a
medical problem, you always say, "See your pediatrician"
or "See your allergist," etc. All specialists!
Why give the impression that a specialist must be consulted for all medical problems? How about a family
physician? They are still hanging in there, and yes,
making house calls, too. However, they are seeing fewer
patients because it has become a status symbol to "see a
specialist." Abby, please don't perpetuate the myth that a
family physician is less than adequate to answer questions
about Johnny's booster shots or Mrs. Smith's probable
pregnancy.
A simple "See your physician" is honest, and fair to all.
MRS. S.L.

Como meet famous wildlife artist-Ray
Harm.
Friday, Oct. 14 from 4-7. The decorator
accent size print is 26x13 and is an
exclusive edition.
Each person who comes by will receive
a complimentary sepio-toned print of
Ray Harm's Raccoon.

DEAR MRS. S.L.: It was not my intention to
discriminate against the family physician, but when
someone has a mysterious rash, it would seem only
reasonable to recommend a dermatologist. But
thanks for advising me that some doctors still make
house calls. I thought they were among the "endangered species."

Blackford House Gallery
418 Main Street

753-8301

• *•
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Brown says commission
misrepresents progress
of equalization

MIDWAY, Ky. (API —
Local officials are trying
to avoid running out of
water by linking the Midway water system with
that of the Northeast
Woodford Water District.
Since the city's well ran
dry this summer, Midway has been getting
water from two ponds.

DEAR TRYING: Don't offer to pay the $2 difference. If you "detest steak," order something else,
but don't go beyond what you perceive to be your
host's budget, no matter how much you "love"
something.

DEAR BROKENHEARTED: So what else is new?
There will always be,men (and women) who make a
practice of doing romantic hit-and-run numbers
whenever possible. Women should not rush into
relationships that become so heavy that at the end
of a two-week romance they are left "torn apart

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. says the Kentucky Commission on
Human Rights has
misrepresented his administration's progress
in equalizing women's
pay and jobs with the
state.
A report issued Tuesday by the commission
said there still is a wide
salary gap between male
and female state workers
and that women continue
+rto be concentrated in sexOlstereotype Jodi•
r
But the repert is "a
great disservice because
it creates the wrong
perception," Brown told
several reporters
Wednesday.
"We should be judged
on what we have done,"
the governor said, "and
equalizing pay has been a
high priority."
In the office with him
was Jessica Schikler, the
director of the Kentucky
Commission on Women,
who agreed with Brown
that the gender gap has
not only been narrowed,
but reversed since earlier
this year under a new
employee classification.
Brown declared that
Galen Martin, the human
rights executive director,
had "put out another
release that totally
misrepresents the progress of the last four
years."
The governor called the
report — a typical
bureaucratic
(maneuver) to gain
publicity," for Martin
and what Brown called
his "cry baby agency."
The governor
distributed to reporters a
comment on the Commission report sent to him by
Martin, which said in
part that the report "did
show areas of improvement for women state

Officials try to save water supply
•••

Prices Good Fri., Sat., Sun. Oct. 14, 15 and 16
641 N. Central Center
Mon.-Sat. 9-9, Sun. Noon-6

Our Job is To
Save You

Sc

TIME
4,) MONEY!
HERE'S PROOF
Come to Wal-Mart and have some fun on Saturday Oct. 15th. Bids will be accepted
on these top three items. Bids will be taken all day Saturday until 8 p.m.

ir

Only One Of Each Item Will Be Sold.
****************************************************************************
RCA
12-inch
Black &
White
TV
Bids acceptea
Sat., Oct. 15th
************

Sanyo Microwave Oven
Hoover Vacuum
Cleaner

Model EM2202
Bids accepted
at., Oct. 15th

non
************

Model U4195
Bids accepted
Sat., Oct. 15th

*******************

*********** **

Cokes
2 Liter
80 Count

F
•

Your
Choice

Atari Video Carttidgel(''' rte. •
•o,
r.4atti..,, c4a,,,q.

Astro Turf
Door Mat

F

17 r2 *23

Reg. 4.67

Anchor Microware
Assortment

FAST-FREE DELIVERY
When You Buy A Pizza For Delivery
you get..

Delivery

FREE

One Ingredient
Per Pizza

FREE

One Coke
Per Pizzo

FREE

Goop
Hand
Cleaner

TEXACO

HAVOLIME
MOTOR OIL

Havoline
10W40
Motor Oil

88c

Lime A Way

Bathroom
Cleaner

14 or.
Reg. 1.37

Chestnut '
•

.10

WAL-MART'S ADVERTISED MERcHANDISE POLICY—it is our intention to have every adver •
4ht*n,tern in stock t-towever tt due to any unforeseen reason, an advertised item-is not avaabie
for purchase, Wal-Mart will issue a Rain Check on request tor the merchandise to be purchased at the sate price whenever avattable Of will set you a emote( Item at a compare)*
reduction in price we reserve the right to limit quantities

WAI:MARr
•WelMett Sons fee Loss •WelMeti Soils for

Loss • Wot-ks

•.,

• West Mort Sells tot LISS • Wet Mott Sells tot Lass •WeLMets Sill, to. Last • WolMet• Sens Is, Less • Wel-mart Sills;

--•••••••••,
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,
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Fisher-Price to celebrate anniversary
Normally a busy time
of year anyway for toy
manufacturers,
employees and management of the local FisherPrice plant have been
busier that ever preparing for Saturday's open
house signifying the
plant's 10th productive
year on the Murray site.
Tours through the
550,000 square-foot facility will give visitors the
opportunity to see what
takes place in the life of a
toy before those bright
red and white packages
are opened to the sounds
of happy children.
Fisher-Price
employees will be located
at special stations
throughout the plant from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. to explain operations of the

plant's production and
molding procedures to
their visitors.
A "must see" attraction inside the plant is a
replica of a crane constructed from the new
Fisher-Price product
Construx. The crane
measures about five feet
tall and 11 feet long, complete with movable parts.
Over 60,000 pieces of Construx are fitted together
to help demonstrat the
versatility of this new
product now being
manufactured at the
Murray facility.
The Murray plant opened its doors to the community in October, 1973
and is a major worldwide distribution center
for Fisher-Price's entire
line of crib and playpen

Make Plans To
Attend Fisher-Price's
Open House
This Saturday
BUILT FOR ACTION —Fisher-Price toy designers built this movable crane
using over 60,000 pieces of the company's new spatial (non-block) building
system called Construx. The crane, to be on display during Saturday's open
house, was designed to demonstrate the versatility and action of the new, basic
connecting system.

Fisher-Price introduces toy;enters building set business
EAST AURORA, N.Y.
— Fisher-Price is introducing a whole new
way for children to build
in 1983. Construx — a
basic connecting system
-- is the company's new
action-oriented, nonblock building system
that is versatile and simple to use. With Construx
a child can easily build
large scale toys worthy of
the best adventures imaginable.
The company is enter-

ing the building set
usiness — a solid,
steadily growing segment
of the toy industry — with
il new building sets aimed at children five years
and older. Using this new
building system, young
contractors can create
airplanes, rocket ships,
dragsters, hovercrafts,
boats, trailers, cement
mixers, bridges, towers,
rescue vehicles and much
more.
The action building

system comes packaged
in 11 different Construx
sets which reflect different subjects and range
in size from about 50
pieces to over 250 pieces.
Sets are individually priced competitively. It's a
broad line with a wide
age appeal whose versatility and action themes
will be advertised to
mothers through ads in
women's service
magazines and network
television commercials.

The sets' sturdy
building materials come
in cool blues, greens and
greys, with black, bright
orange and yellows accents. And, there's a versatile, take-apart Construx man to direct the
building operation and
test drive new vehicles.
Fully illustrated instruction booklets come with
each set.
Construx Vehicle
Assortment — Construct
a ready-for-action vehicle

Yeeateliteeked.40-eyet
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In Honor Of Our

10th Anniversary
In Murray, Kentucky
This Saturday, Oct. 15th
From 10 a.m. to 3p.m.
Come tour our complete facilities, and see the
actual molding, fabrication, and assembly of a toy
in the Murray plant.

Bring The Kids
Miss Piggy, Animal
And Other Life Size
Muppets Will Be
On Hand.

— an airplane,
spacecraft, tractor,
helicopter, dragster or
hovercraft — with one of
the new Construx Vehicle
kits. Each kit comes with
approximately 50 pieces,
all the parts needed to
design one of these
vehicles or others of a
child's own imagination,
and a Construx man to
supervise. 5 yrs. and up.
Construx Sea/Land
Adventure Set — this 63piece set comes with
wheels and a blowmolded boat that lets kids
design land and sea
vehicles. Kit includes
cargo for transport and
Construx man with hairpiece. 5 yrs. and up.
Construx Action
Vehicles Set — A child
can create action easily
with this 1 08-piece
building vehicle set.
These vehicles lift, turn
and dump and come with
a Construx man with two
headpieces (hair and a
construction helmet). Kit
includes cargo, pulley
string, turntable and two
motor panels. 5 yrs and
up.
Construx Bridges &
Towers Set — This Construx set which has 145
pieces and panels makes
it easy for children to
build bridges and towers
to transport their
vehicles. The structures
set includes a Construx
man with three headpieces (hair, construction
and space helmets),
pulley/crank and lots of
panels. 5 yrs. and up.
Construx Land/Air
Adventure Set — Construct a variety of
realistic action vehicles
with this 180-piece set
which includes sunscr
domes, pulley/crank,
three headpieces (hair,
construction and space/crash helmets), turntable
and helicopter rotors. 5
yrs and up.
Construx Superset —
With this largest Construx set of 257 pieces, a
child can create limitless
structures and vehicles,
including games and furniture. The set comes
with a Construx man,
hairpieces, and all other
play pieces except the
boat hull. 5 yrs. and up.

Souvenirs
Will Be Given
And Refreshments
Served
a4etfYa/ Wo

The Public Is Welcome
QUAKER

items, dolls and audiovisual toys.
In 1980, the plant expanded to include a new
molding area and
warehouse. The Murray
plant is the first FisherPrice plant to install a
modern, energy saving
water process system in
the moldings area. It is
controlled by a programmable microprocessor
and has a chilling capacity of 415 tons, pumping
1,200 gallons of chilled
water per minute to the
molds on each machine to
cool the plastic.
As with any industry,
Fisher-Price has been
forced to change as the
demands and needs of its
customers change. Murray Plant Manager
Frank Urbancic reflects
over the last ten years in
the toy industry and
points out some of the
changes that have affected Fisher-Price's
operations during the
decade.
An increased interest in
the quality and safety of
toys has prompted
government intervention
and requirements for
safety.
Urbancic says this action has been good for
Fisher-Price because
"we were there anyway"
and others were forced to
come up to the same standards.
Another major change,
according to Urbancic,
has occurred in the channel of distribution of toys.
In the past a major point
of purchase for toys was
department stores but
now the trend is toward
discount stores. This
change alone forced
modifications in the company's merchandising
and marketing efforts.
Competition in the toy
industry has experienced
some changes in the past
10 years, especially
foreign competition.
"Ten years ago foreign

competition was not as
heavy. Toys produced in
the Orient were generally
not quiet as good as
others. Now more and
more manufacturers are
going there and the toys
are of a better quality,"
he explains.
Over the last few years,
the popularity of video
computers and home
entertainment systems
has affected the toy industry but not in direct
competition, Urbancic
says.
"They didn't compete
but they siphoned a
substantial amount of
money" that the cornsumer would normally
spend on basic toys.
"This year that has topped out and were getting
back to basics." He
predicts Fisher-Price will
show a 10 percent growth
over last year.
Government regulations and enviromental
restrictions that receive
criticism from some coinpanys are strongly supported by Fisher-Price.
Urbancic says "it's just
good business and common sense" to abide by
the rules and says he's
glad they are enforced so
that other manufacturers
will come up to the high
standards already being
met by Fisher-Price.
More specific changes
occurring within FisherPrice boundaries include
expansion from the
original two product
categories of the company — basic line play
sets and crib and playpen
items — to a full line of
toys including dolls, Muppets and other soft goods,
trucks, Adventure People, puzzles, arts and
crafts and audio visual.
The most recent introduction into the
Fisher-Price product line
is Construx, which is a
major part of the Murray
operation and the reason
for the local plant's good

performance this year,
according to the plant
manager.
Construx is a non-block
building system that is
versatile and simpki,, to
use. With Construs , a
child can easily build
large scale toys worthy pf
the best adventures imaginable.
Thrpugh Construx,
Fisher-Price offers al
building sets ranging in
size from about 50 pieces
to over 250 pieces.
(Continued on page 11)
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We The Business
Community of Marra*,KY.
Would Like To Take
This Opportunity To
Congratulate Fisher-Price Toys
On The 10th Anniversary
Of Their Plant In
Murray.
Your Industry Is A
True Asset To Murray
and Calloway County.
Best Wishes
The Murray-Calloway County.
Chamber of Commerce

;
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Open house...
(Continued from page 10
Ten years ago FisherPrice consisted of three
plants based in west New
York and has since expanded to include the
Murray plant and plants
in Texas and Mexico in
the United States.
But the growth hasn't
stopped there. FisherPrice is a world wide
distributor of toys with
plants also based in
Belgium and England.
As for the future of
Fisher-Price, Urbancic
says he can't be specific

TEN YEARS or EXPANSION -C4lebrating its
11th anntegresry bi Murray, the Fisher-Price
facility specialhes in the manufacturing of plastic
toys in the crib and playpen line. The community is
Invited to see these toys being made and to tour the
plant between 10 a.m. and 3p.m.Saturday.
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We're Proud To
Have You AsPart
Of Our
Industrial Community
CONGRATULATIONS
ON YOUR

We want to wish this
company and its staff
great success and
acknowledge
their contribution to
the betterment of
this area

y6ur
nniversary

.

where product lines are
concerned but says
Fisher-Price is "looking
at non-toy child related
products."
An open house was held
at the Fisher-Price plant
in 1900 in observance of
Fisher-Price's 50th anniversary and over 4,000
toured the facilities.
Keith Hayes, personnel
manager, says they expect at least that many
Saturday and he urges
everyone to come and
"see the Murray operation in operation."

Murray Electric
System 753-5312
401 Olive

ANNIVERSARY

KY.

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES, INC.

Assn FDIC
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On Your 10th Anniversary!
We Wish You Much Success
In Your Future Endeavors!
nA

West Kentucky Rural Electric Coop. Corp.
753-5012

with pride
we
present

-

You've Been A
Good Neighbor
Over The Past
Years And We
Look Forward T
Many More

Our Congratulations
...and our appreciation for your contribution
to the economy of our city and country. Thanks for
your community involvement. Happy Anniversary!

IT-T Bank of Murray
IIYA
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"

753-4926

Penny Rd.
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suncloy school lesson

BENEFIT SINGING —
The Kings Sons of MurNEB ray and Calloway County
will be featured at the
benefit gospel singing for
the Murray-Calloway
County Need Line
Association, Inc., at
Memorial Baptist
Church, 10th and Math
Streets, on Saturday, Oct.
15, at 7 p.m. Members of
the group are, from left,
back Roger Stubblefield,
Tony McClure and Randy
McClure, and in front,
Gary McClure, pianist.
Also featured will be the
Liberty Boys of Marshall
County. Dwane Jones,
member of the Need Line
Board, will be master of
ceremonies and urges the
public to attend. A free
will offering will be taken
for the work of the Need
Line, a non-profit social
service agency on behalf
of church, community
and local government
which provides shortterm emergency
'assistance to the citizens
of Murray and Calloway
County.

The means: God's son
In his natural condition dard set forth in the life of
man stood before God Christ. This accounts for
under the burden of con- the universal need of
demnation. Before he salvation and justificacould be delivered from tion.
Justification is never
conderimation, it was
necessary that secured through the
righteousness be provid- works of men, but it is an
ed for and imputed to act of God, performed
him. This much-needed once for all, and can
righteousness was neither be revoked nor
wrought out by Christ and repeated.
made available to sinful
This instantaneous act
man.
takes place the moment a
Romans 3:21-26
penitent sinner believes
God's word, history, on Christ as his Saviour.
observation and ex- The fact that man cannot
perience teach us that sin earn justification certainis a terrible reality. Sin is ly strikes a severe blow to
God's enemy and man's his pride and egotism.
destroyer. Man does not
Right standing before
have any righteousness of God is not the result of
his own, so it is a certain- what a person does for
ty that he cannot save Christ, but of what Christ
himself.
has done for him.
There are vast difRomans 5:6-11
ferences between people,
We are deeply impresssuch as culture and ig- ed by the love of God for
norance, riches and sinners which motivated
poverty, morality and im- Him to send His only
morality, and respec- begotten Son to this earth
tability and reprobation, , to die on the cruel cross in
but there is this feature order that ungodly sinthat is common to all: ners might be saved from
"All men have sinned, their sins.
and come short of the
Through Christ's death
glory of God."
on the cross peace with
Of course, there are God was made available
degrees of wickedness to sinners who would reand guilt, but all have pent toward God and
come short of the stan- believe on Christ as their

As Murray grows,so does Ward-Elkins
Ward says the original location
of the store was also on the south
side of the square but located
down the street from the present
location.
The small, original store offered
appliances by Frigidaire, Maytag
and RCA. Ward explains that few
homes at that time had televisions
and automatic washing machines.
Ward-Elkins has grown with the
appliance industry and introduced
to the area such things as color
televisions, frost-free

Wringer washing machines,
black and white televisions and
refrigerators with few, if any,
"extras" marked the beginning of
an explosion in the home appliance industry and also the
beginning of Ward-Elkins, a major home appliance and service
center located on the south side of
the court square.
Feb. 1, 1984, will mark the 30th
year of Ward-Elkins' service to
the Murray area, according to
R.L. Ward,part-owner.

refrigerators, window unit air
conditioners and, more recently,
home entertainment systems and
microwave ovens. '
Now, customers can choose
from appliances by such famous
makers as Amana, Thermador,
Kitchen Aid, Jenn-Air, Litton,
Whirlpool and Sony, in addition to
the original three.
Ward-Elkins also has a complete parts and service department with 6 trained service
technicians who service all brands

sold by Ward-Elkins.
In the fall of 1967 the store was
relocated to its present location
and co-owners Tom Alexander
and wife Annette, entered the
Ward-Elkins picture in 1971. Mr.
Alexander plays an active part in
daily operations of the store and
Mrs. Alexander offers her services to customers in the area of
kitchen design.
Several of her designs, which
save not only space but steps and
time, too, are on display at WardElkins and she encourages home
builders and remodelers to consult with her for kitchen design advice.
In keeping with their kitchaii
oriented department, WardElkins now carries Quaker Maid
and Merrillat kitchen cabinets,
which can be seen in the _kitchen
designs.
Ward-Elkins employs 10 people
and Alexander says they are
"happy downtown and plan to remain here. Downtown has more of
a future than shopping centers."
He praises the downtown
revitalization program saying, "it
has gone a long way in keeping
people like us here."

KITCHEN DISPLAYS-Ward-Elkins co-owner Tommy Alexander invites customers to visit the kitchen units, designed by Annette Alexander and on display at Ward-Elkins. The Alexanders and coowner R.L. Ward encourage anyone in the market for a major home appliance to see all the famous
brands of appliances available at Ward-Elkins,411 Maple St.

DOWNTOWN SHOPPING CENTER
Bank of Murray

Court Square Antiques

Murray Supply Co.

Full Service Bank
101 S. 4th, 753-1893

Quilts, Primitives, Glassware
116S. 5th, 753-7499

Hardware and Plumbing
208E. Main, 753-3361

by h.c. chiles

Thurman Furniture
Complete Home Furnishings
e• 208 E. Main, 753-4834

--t-

Beale Hardware

Graham & Jackson

National Store

Twin Lakes Office Products

Complete Hardware
214 Main. 753-1543

Men's Clothing and Furnishings
414 Main, 753-3274

Department Store
408 Main, 753-3614

Office Supplies and Furniture
312-Main, 753-0127

Blackford House Gallery

Holland Drugs

Pagliai's Pizza

Wallis Drug Co.

Prints and Frame Shop
418 Main. 753-8301

Prescriptions, Medical Supplies
109 S. 4th, 753-1462

Italian Restaurant Delivery
510 Main, 753-2975

Prescription Service
912 Main, 753-1272

Saviour.
The sins which
previously separated
them from God were blotted out by Christ's shed
blood and they have been
reconciled to God.
Through Christ they have
the continuing privilege
of an easy access into
God's presence, grace
and favor, regardless of
their circumstances.
Salvation and reconciliation with God, which
are inexpressibly
wonderful and invaluable
blessings, are not merely
future possessions of
believers in Christ.
Rather, they were received when faith in Christ
was exercised.
Colossians 1:13-14
These verses make it
perfectly clear that a real
transfer took place the
very moment that a sinner repented toward God
and believed on Christ as
a personal Saviour.
The words which are

translated "hath
delivered" and "hath
translated" are in a tense
that indicates completed
action.
Inasmuch as we, who
are believers, have
already been delivered
from • the power of
darkness and delivered
into the kingdom of God's
dear Son, which transfer
is an accomplished fact,
let us prove our genuine
gratitude for these
marvelous blessings by
making our lives conform
to the divine will.
Let us join Paul in
thinking, praising and
magnifying Christ for His
provision of redemption,
forgiveness, deliverance,
and translation into God's
kingdom.
Since we are enjoying
these great benefits,
through Christ's merits
rather than our own, let
us never forget what they
cost our heavenly Father
and precious Saviour.

Deportment loss results
in $1.4 million debt
FRANKFORT, Ky. for the project total more
(AP) — The state At- than ;669,000.
torney General's office
Clarke said the cabinet
has concluded that the believes private
state lost more than $1.4 businesses can perform
million over the past 16 photogrammetric work
months as a result of quicker and cheaper.
abolishing the Division of
From November 1981
Photogramrnetry. through Aug. 10, the
Photogrammetry inLegislative Research
volves taking aerial
Commission approved
photographs of proposed personal
services conhighway sites and then tracts
with maximum
converting the photos into
limitations totaling $2.2
maps.
million for photogramFormer Transportation metric
work used by the
Secretary Frank Metts
Transportation Cabinet.
closed the office in 1980, Other
state agencies that
selling its equipment to once
used the photogramprivate bidders. At that metric
division have-contime, he estimated tracted
for $245,064 in
$935,000 would be saved
photogrammetric
work.
each year by contracting
There
axe
also
fi
rwith private businessesto,
do the work:
— -.
44,-"aal siaffe c° .
Attorney Gene al, iwith De state or
p
work.
Steven L. Beshear was photogrammetric
Beshear said in the
asked in April to look into
complaints from report that when Metts
transportation engineers abolished the division,
photogrammetric work
about Metts'action.
Beshear said Wednes- could be performed at a
day that he found no "much lower cost" by
wrongdoing or illegal private companies with
acts in connection with personal service conthe division's abolition, tracts.
But the report conbut that in the long run it
may prove "financially tinued, "Over sixteen
months, all estimates,
disastrous."
His report said that based on 1980-81 figures,
Metts and Gov. John Y. clearly show the abolition
Brown Jr. had acted of photogrammetry was
within their legal authori- not cost effective. Assumty. But the report con- ing photogrammetric
cluded that if the division needs continue at the prehad been reduced in size sent rate, the managerather than abolished, ment decision did not
equipment could have financially benefit the
been maintained and per- Commonwealth ... the
sonnel added in case of an decision may be a
disaster."
increase in demand.
Beshear added,
Transportation Cabinet
spokesman Jim Clarke however, that it would be
said officials do not an- difficult to make comticipate a long term need parisons based on what
of photogrammetric ser- the division would cost tovices following the com- day if it were in operapletion of the AA highway tion. The loss of certain
in Northern Kentucky. records was cited as one
The two contracts for reason comparisons
photogrammetric work would be difficult, the
that have been authorized report added.

Incredible 52" All Antique

Ceiling Fan Sale
LISTED
5 YEAR WARRANTY

Boone's Laundry
and Cleaners

Home Federal Savings
& Loan Assn.

605 Main 753-2.552

1201 Main, 759-1630

Parker Ford

Ward-Elkins

Auto Sales and Service
710 Main, 753-5273

Home Appliances, Sales & Service
411 Maple, 753-1713

SAIA

,
.2,
71141Ix dt
1111"
IN I

Bright's

Lerman's

Parker's Food Market

Winchester Printing Services

Women's Apparel
110S. 5th. 753-6258

Department Store
100 S. 5th. 753-1247

Complete Supermarket
210 S. 5th, 753-5825

Complete Printing Services
102 N. 4th. 753-5397

Carter Studio

Littleton's

Peoples Bank

ViNBS-WAAW

Creative Photography
300 Main, 753-8298

Women's Apparel
404 Main. 753-4623

Full Service Banking
500 Main, 753-3231

AM & FM Radio
118 S. 5th. 759-1300

1

A,d

1

.1"
5 Y. cr.et the coattne,wortorty

you

doh', have tO send
Tear%
Our fon bock to Tevos or

Cohtoto.o tot serr.ce

gle.etse a.. How
,4•41,
1(4, ere,QV
so.

Corn-Austin Co.

Mademoiselle

Purdom's Inc.

WSJP

Men's and Women's Apparel
402 Main, 753-2472

Women's Apparel
1// S. 4th. 753-3882

Furniture, Westinghouse
Appliances
202S. 5th. 753-4872

AM Country & Western Radio
1500 Diuguid Drive, 753-2400

The Wild Raspberry

Murray Appliance

Settle-Workman Co.

Kirby Sales & Service

Arts and Crafts Supplies
416 Main. 753-0859

General Electric Appliances
212E. Main. 753-1586

Department Store
306 Main. 753-2447

Vacuum Sales & Repair
401 Maple, 759-4801

3, 3A
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Casey school board votes to post document containing Commandments
LIBERTY, Ky.(AP) —
The Casey County school
board has voted to allow
its schools to post a page
from the Congressional
Record that lists the Ten
Commandments, despite
objections from the
school board's attorney
that the move is illegal.
Attorney John W. Murphy Jr. said Wednesday
that the move was an illegal "subterfuge" to get
the Ten Commandments

into classrooms and
"I guess you could say
charged that board that is what we were trymember Junior True, ing to do," True said.
The U.S. Supreme Court
who made the motion and
is up for re-election this has said that it is illegal
year, did so for "purely to post the Ten Compolitical reasons."
mandments themselves.
This is only a page from
True acknowledged the Congress
ional
that the action was an at- Record, although it
has
tempt to put copies of the the Ten Commandm
ents
Ten Commandments on it.
back in Casey County
"Personally, that
classrooms, but said
politics) was not my inpolitics was not involved. tention," True said. "The
people I represent feel
very strongly about the
Investigators rule orson
Ten Commandments beMONTICELLO, Ky. substance was sprayed in ing taken out of the
(AP) — Arson in- the Jesus Name Church, schools. I know the
vestigators say the fire causing the blaze that Supreme Court is the
that destroyed a com- also heavily damaged an highest court in the land,
bination church and adjoining building.
but I don't believe (the
apartment building here
State police arson ex- Ten Commandments)
Friday night was set perts, however, said they should have been taken
deliberately.
have not yet completed down.I see no reason why
"It has been determin- their investigation.
our kids should not be
ed that it was arson,"
The church building able to view them."
Monticello Fire Chief contained four apartIn late 1980, the
Brook Gibson said Tues- ments. No one was Supreme Court struck
day. He said a flammable seriously injured.
down a Kentucky law that

had allowed copies of the
Ten Commandments to
be posted in schools at
private expense. State Attorney General Steve
Beshear later advised
school boards that the
ruling meant that the
copies had to come down,
although some districts
were reluctant to remove
them.
Casey County was one
of those districts,
although it removed
copies after the Kentucky
Civil Liberties Union
threatened a lawsuit.
But on Monday, the
school board approved a
motion to allow the
posting of a page from the
Feb. 2, 1983, Congressional Record "for the
purpose of familiarizing
the students with the Congressional Record."
True said the board did
not require the pages to
be posted, but only allowed it. He said that essen-

tially leaves the matter
up to Casey School
Superintendent Dale
Wolford or individual
teachers,
Wolford could not be
reached for comment
Wednesday, but copies
haven't gone up in

posting."
"The fact that it has the
Ten Commandments on
it, set off very prominently, constitutes a mere
subterfuge and
camouflage. They are
trying to give the impression that they're being

Bel Air Shopping Centel/
753-2706

If CO

e carry 8 brands of new vacuum cleaners,
good used cleaners, and vacuums completely
rebuilt in our store. We have the largest
inventory of parts and accessories in this area
and repair all models.

Exercise Classes
*Beginning
•Intermediate
•Advanced
*also beginning YOGA

We provide fast service ot a
reasonable price and give top dollar on
trade-ins, written estimates on all repairs,
and written warranties on all cleaners.
Home demonstration by appointment
only.
Home-owned by Mai 11 Morie Keel.
Mon,Sat.9 am.-5:30 p.m.
We want to be your
in stone.

MI MI

j

/
fat/, ,
jIILIIIII'(I

753-2784

1111

AVIV/

Prices Good
10-13 thru 10-19

'We Honestly Have The Best Meats In Town!

I.

SHORTENING

09

1 liter

F

swilli
I lEON MEAT

With 515.00 Additional Purchase
Ercluding Dairy and Tobacro
Products

BONUS SPECIAL
WITH '15" ORDER

OR BOTH
WITH 5.10"ORDER

Swifts View

SAUSAGE5„2/89c

SUPER SPECIAL
All THREE
WITH'45"ORDER

Carnation 16 02

COFFEEMATE

r..

Domino

SUGAR
b

Express Maori;

69C

ORANGES

991

friskies Beet All flavors

CAT FOOD

/302.

in RfilGE DRINK

Noz 59c

Tree fresh 19O% Pure Orange
1 2 pl.

2/89c
59c

PORK
LOIN
$1 39

CAKE MIX

4.
79

lb

79c

Pillsiory Allflaws

SMOKED
PICNIC

$329

18,2

K'pene,r Assorted

TISSUE 1500

Sliced lb 89

PRODUCE

0

0

19tc RIBS

CAiiAGE

Idaho
11)avoriAlbES

8.9c CUTLETS
Extra lean Pork

Home Grown Red or Golden Delicious

APPLES

MEAT
Fresh Pork Spare

3 lb Bag

Field's 12 oz. Pro league

Golden Ripe

WIENERS
U.S. Choice Sirloin
STEAK.

BAN4NAS

nt*
*
Cli

WAIWES

5 lb. $129

$169
tb 8;c

Sapless Breakfast

HAM

8

Emge Dry Cured

T-BONE
STEAK

b

Ocegfilli'PLE JUICE

1 lb. Box

U.S. Choice

Center Sliced

49
'

EC

VICE

CRACKERS

I

MILK

320!.

Merit Si/tine

$ 79

3/$100

•

EC

DETERGENT
DINNERS

PORK
CHOPS

Corollas hamlet/

6'7 oz.

Alpo Chopped

Center Cut

1102.

Yes lin.

W:th $15.00 ilddotienat Purchase
Excluding Dairy and Tobacco
Products

0

59c

grEsPOWELS

Crisco

141,th $15.00 Additional Purchase
frcluding Dairy and Tobacco
Products

put up so that the
students will know what
the Congressional Record
looks like."
The KCLU could not be
reached for comment
Wednesday on what
possible action might be
taken.

Keel's Vacuum Cleaner
Sales & Service

MI
COW3011%17.13
ircococil.

classrooms yet. True said
it will take a while to obtain them.
Murphy said he advised
the board against approving the posting because
"in my legal opinion, it
makes no difference what
document you're

99c

DELI
)wen's Best OBS

CHICKEN
$139 Owens
Best BBO
RIBS
"OWell's Best
lb $1
EC 1180 BEEF
Own's Best Deli Baked
$769 HAM
. lb. L Owea's Best Deli Baked
99C HAM
lb
Own's Best Bs* Swiss
CHEESE
E.,America
239
lb $
CHEESE

Small lb.

••••11•101•011r.anwesio _

. $1"
. lb. $289
$229
lb
$249

lb. V

ORDER YOUR
CHEESE AND
PARTY TRAY'S,
PIT BAKED HAM'S
& B.B.Q.
SHOULDERS
FROM SHELVE
IN THE DELI

8
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Court clears doctors of murder charges
LOS ANGELES ( AP)
- A state appellate court
dismissed murder
charges against two doctors, ruling that food and
water - like medicine
and mechanical life support - may be withheld
from brain-dead patients.
Prosecutors were considering whether to appeal Wednesday's decision by the California 2nd
District Court of Appeal.
"This is a strong, landmark decision," defense
attorney Harland Braun
said after the court blocked murder and conspiracy charges against
Drs. Robert Nejdl and
Neil Barber.
"No one (previously)
has ever come out and
said that removing food
and water is the same as
removing other medication," Braun said. "It's
always been a myth that
that's like starving people to death."
California law permits
brain-dead or terminally
ill patients to be removed
from mechanical lifesupport systems but does
not address the issue of
cutting off food and
water.
Barber said doctors
withholding treatment to
terminally ill patients in
the past generally have

"done sort of window
dressing, turning the IV
(intravenous fluids)
down but not off ...
Nobody wanted to break
the rules."
The unanimous appeals
panel opinion said physicians have no obligation
to provide "ineffective
treatment," including in
some cases food and
water.
It added that the
"benefits and burdens"
of using mechanical
devices to provide comatose patients with food
and water should be
"evaluated in the same
manner as any other
medical procedure."
The doctors, both on the
staff of Kaiser Permanente Hospital in the
Los Angeles, were accused of killing 55-year-old
Clarence Herbert.
Herbert underwent
routine colostomy
surgery at the hospital on
Aug. 26, 1981, but stopped
breathing in the recovery
room and suffered brain
damage because of a lack
of oxygen.
Nejdl, 56, a Long Beach
surgeon, and Barber, 49,
a Rancho Palos Verdes
internist, determined
that Herbert was braindead, and three days
after the surgery remov-

ed him from a respirator
with his family's consent.
But Herbert clung to
life, and the doctors,
without family permission, ordered nurses to
withhold all food and
water, prosecutors said.
He died four days later on
Sept.6.
Nejdl termed the decision "a terrific relief... I
don't think there has been
a day - even an hour in a
day - when we haven't

ARIES
4%
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 416
You may act against your
BUNDLE UP THE SAVINGS
better judgment regarding a
job situation. Relations with a
ON OUTERWEAR
loved one improve. A friend
POLY-FILLED
may let you down.
TAURUS
JACKETS Ong $65
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
POLY-FILLED
Work gains accrue, but a
loved one seems uninterested.
STADIUMS Ong $75
Pleasure-seeking could lead to
DOWN-FILLED
overspending. Hold fast to
ethics.
STADIUMS Ong $85
GEMINI
WOOL JACKETS
(May 21 to June 20)
L.6
You see eye-to-eye with a
& STADIUMS Ong $95
PET OF THE WEEK-"Snowball," a husky chow loved one, but don't goad each
mix male,approximately four months old,found on other into extravagant moves.
South 16th Street, is available for adoption at the A work matter could get you
Animal Shelter, 105 E. Sycamore Ext., just east of down.
South Fourth Street, operated by Humane Society CANCER
of Calloway County Animals at the shelter who do (June 21 to July 22
not find homes must be put to sleep. Hours of the
Watch reckless promises.
shelter,
open to the public, are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Rapport increases with a coWhirs Fashion Doesn't Cost A Fortuna For Man & WON141)1
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday; 10 a.m. worker. A family member
to noon, Thursday; 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,Saturday; and refuses to budge. Evening
CHESTNUT HILLS MALL
favors quiet pursuits.
noon to 4 p.m.,Sunday.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Impulse buying could lead
to unwise purchases. Pleasant
news comes early in the day,
but later a domestic problem
arises.
VIRGO
Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
Current best seller You gain encouragement
books as released by from a family member. AcTime magazine for the cent positive thinking in the
week of Oct. 2, were as evening. Don't dwell on limitafollows:
tions.
FICTION
LIBRA
1. "Poland," James (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
It's a good time to express
Michener
2. "Changes," Danielle ideas and to contact others.
but do refrain from gossiping.
Steel
3. "Hollywood Wives," Slight inhibitions may arise
after dark.
Jackie Collins
4. "Who Killed the SCORPIO
Robins
Thomas Family?''(Oct. 23 toNov. 21)
Private chats are iiChastain
5. "Christine," Stephen luminating. A friend makes an
extravagant promise. Be_
King
6. "The Name -of ouceliiiinre.oesasegotbe ieelirom
of a family member.
Rose," Umberto Eco
SAGITTARIUS
21eviitp.
'August,"
Judith
By Radio Shack
nerM/.
72 to Dec. 211
Ross
7.
Minisette5-12 by Realistic
A friendship reaches a turn8. "The Seduction of ing point over a financial matx, ter. Don't take chances
m
Sanders
careerwise. A party invitation
9. "Monimbo,' oss - comes now.
De Borchgrave
CAPRICORN
10. "Little Drummer Dec.22 to jan, 19) V
Girl," John le Carre
Avoid open confrontation
NON-FICTION
with others. You work best
1. "In Search of Ex- from behind the scenes. It's
cellence," Peters & a poor time to ask a favor of a
friend.
Waterman
2. -On Wings of AQUARIUS
Seenv on
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18
Eagles," Ken Follett
3. '`The One-Minute You may feel unappreciated
Manager," Blanchard & by a higher-up, though
welcome support comes in the
Johnson
4. "Creating Wealth," area of friendships. Say no to a
money request.
Robert G. Allen
PISCES
5. "Megatren
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
'• 12" Monitor • Typewriter-Style Keyboard
Naisbitt
Don't mix business and
6. "Motherhood,'
• 12-Key Datapad • Parallel Printer Interface
- friendship today. Luck is with
ma Bombeck
Reg. 999.00
you in career interests, but
Its easy to use and hard to outgrow! Expandable
7. "The Best of James don't push beyond reasonable
monitor
Variable
built-in
mike.
with
or
"live"
Records off-the-air,
16K memory and powerful BASIC computer lanAS LOW AS
Herriot" ,
lets you listen at any volur`ne as you record off radio. Use
limits.
guage make this the perfect computer for begin8. "Seeds of
Audible
shut-off.
with
auto
to
music
doze
off
switch
to
"sleep"
'45
PER
lTILlR
ners or pros. Choose from our wide selection of
Greatness," Denis E. YOU BORN TODAY are
cue/review, Auto-Level recording, pause and tone controls.
MONTH
ready-to-run software. #26-1067 Cassette recorder extra
Waitley
adventurous and dislike
#14-1012 Batteries extra
9. "Tough Times Never routine. You need an ideal to
Last," Robert H. Schuller sustain you in your work or
Handy 8-Range Multitester Stereo Cassette Deck With Dolby*NR
Ionization Smoke Detector/Alarm
10. -Nothing Down," you may simply settle for
By Micronta'
By SAFE HOUSE!
SCT-24A by Realistic'
what chance throws your way.
Robert G. Allen
(Courtesy of Time, the With. you, there is always a
weekly newsmagazine) conflict between idealism and
expediency. Your interest in
the new and the progressive
can lead to original contribuThe number of women tions in some artistic
working in the newspaper endeavor. In business, you're
business has increased by lucky at taking chances and
45,000 since 1975. Today, would make a good
Reg.
there are 165,300, accoun- stockbroker. You're quite
Includes Battery-No
10.95
ting for almost 39 percent dramatic and can succeed in
119.95
AC Power Required
Reg. 16.95
of the total work force.
writing and show business.
Measures AC
27% off! Dolby-B NR extends dynamic range and reand DC volts.
Continuously monitors air for smoke and invisible
duces tape hiss. Two-color LED record-level meters
DC milliamps.
combustion particles. Loud, built-in alarm, low• Pocket Sized
show peak response. Metal/CrO)normal tape selecohms. #22-027
battery warning signal. #49-455
tors. #14-613 • TM Dolby Laboratorles Licenstng Corp
Battery extra
• 2" Meter
tr.

50.32
60.32
70.32
80.32
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had to think about it."
Barber said he and Nejdl "paid a great price"
in the legal battle. "I'd be
lying to you if I didn't say
I was somewhat bitter."
The -district attorney's
office has not decided if it
Frances Drake
will ask the appellate
FOR FRIDAY,
court for a rehearing or
OCTOBER 14, 1983
appeal to California's
Supreme Court, said What kind of day will tomorspokesman Al Albergate. row be? To find out what the
"We will be studying the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth sign.
opinion,"he said.
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Beit sellers
cmmtriced
by Time
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TRS-80 Model 4 Personal Computer
First Time Ever on Sale!

Save
$200
As

199

Save $30

19%
Off

24%
Off

888

Save '9-Our Best AM/FM
Pocket Radio By Realistic

Remote Control Center Cut'20
Plug 'n Power' by Radio Shack

Save '20-Speakers in
Genuine Walnut Veneer

Newspaper fact

.
4
,

"f..t

5

MC-600 by Realistic

Cut
41%

Half Price Half Price

1995 19?..5
Reg. 39.95

CAPr
Srsitle

(Special
Special
:,
Hrmeini"
m
eccdib:
.g
ucer
Friesgoek

0914
Wal

Reg. 39.95 Each

Reg. 21.45
No wiring, just plug into
AC. Controls up to 16 differLets You Turn on
ent devices. Light brightAppliances
Lights or
ness control. #61-2680
by Remote Control! PlegLerreremote

Tone switch,
slide-rule tuning,
2'f2" speaker
#12-714 Battery extra

Antrol modules extra

Buy two for the regular
price of one! Long-throw
6'/2" woofer, 21/2" tweeter.
131/2 x 87/ex 51/4"
#40-1979
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0
0
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GO
RACERS!
Special Good Oct, 14
through Oct. 20
Coll Us f or Your Cawing Moeda
Open 7 Days A WWI

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio /haft Store or Dealer Nearest You
PRICES APPLY AT PARTICIPATING STORES AND DEALERS
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0
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Convenient Drive Up Window
753-0045
Chestnut St.
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DRIVING FORCE —
Calloway County runningback Todd Contri (32)
gets some added push
from senior Russell
Usher(12)fora few extra
yards. The Lakers take
an improving offense into
Friday's game with Contri a key figure in the running attack and Usher a
threat at receiver as well
as a solid blocker.

CALLOWAY COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL
1983 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Oct. 14
Oct. 21
Oct. 28
Nov. 4

at Ballard County
at Paducah Tilghman
at Reidland
Marshall County

7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30

GO TEAM
Come See Us For All
Your Insurance Needs!
*Auto
sHome

Ml

St
'S
a

•Commercial
*Farm

Ross Insurance
Agency
600Main

Murray

753-0489

CALLOWAY COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL
FOOTBALL ROtrrER
STUDENT
Monty Morton
hcott Tayloc
47.7- eve lionsnd Russell Usher
David Lawrence
Mike Wheeler
Mickey Garrison
Brooks Barton
Mark Garrison
Richard Dowdy
Greg Boren
Todd Contn
Richard Williams
Kris Starks
Jerry McCuiston
Corey Huie
Sam Taylor
Greg Baker
Tim Garland
Allen Jones
Johnny Burkeen

NO.
5
9

HT.
5'9"

It'

trb"

16
17
20
23
24
25
31
32
31
35
42
45
47
51
52
53
55

51"
5'7"
6'0"
51"
5'9"
511"
51"
61"
61"
5'9"
515'9"
5'9"
510"
5'8"
5'8"
5'8"

WT
155
150
116
185
130
140
155
150
155
130
150
180
180
150
155
155
160
205
155
200
170

Pi:Ake
RB,DB
QS,DB
Z,DS
X, LB
QB, DB
TD, DB
RB,DB
RB,DB
RB, DB
P.S. DE
ZX, DB
QB,DB
RB, LB
RB, LB
FR,DD
X. DB
Z, LB
G LB
G, DB
C, DE
C, LB

Chuff
Sop6
Sopt
Br
Sr
Fresh
Soot'
Soph
Soph
Soph
Sr
Jr
Jr
Soph
Jr.
Soph
Soph
Soph.
Jr
Soph
Soph
Jr

Chris Birdsong
Kelly Starks
Roger GalIhnore
DehiteflefttIng
Mrs,Markle
Scott Newsome
Jaunts Dameb
Shane Wallace
Doug Smotherman
Darin Letts
Mettle Johnston
Mike Garland
Shane Brandon
Terry Cunningham
Joel Conoley
Allen Douglas
David Snow
Marty Sheridan
Mark Duncan
Tony Ray
Shane Wall
David Lamb

56
57
59
60
62
63
64
M
68
69
72
75
78
77
78
n
81
82
13
64
M

es

510"
510"
5'9"
5'9511"
510510"
511'
5'8"
5'8"
6'1"
5'1"
6'1"
510"
511"
6'1"
510"
51"
6'3"
51"
51"
6'1"

115
190
ii47:
160
210
220
190
160
150
755
210
220
235
238
230
160
160
no
150
156
175

G,DT
G,LB
T,DT
G';DG
G,DE
T,DT
C,DG
T,DT
G,LB
Y,DE
DT,OT
TOT
T, DG
T,DT
T,DT
C,DT
Y,DE
X, DE
'(,DG
Y, LB
Z, DB
X,DE

Soph.
Sr.
Sr • Sr
Jr
Soph
Soph
Soph
Soph
Jr
Fresh.
Soph
Jr
Jr
Soph.
Sr
Soph.
Sr.
Soph
Soph
Jr

GO CALLOWA Y!
Try Our Wide Variety
Of Delicious Seafood
Dinners!

ij

*Frog Legs
*Oysters
*Clams

Id

th
ut

tie

re
ce

Hwy. 641 N. Murray
753-6448

Dr

or

y.
a

in
ire

ic
re

Id
te
in

Mon.-Wed. 6-2
Thurs.-Sat. 6-9
Sun. 7-2
Hazel 492-8195

ain's AMC-Jeep-Renault

to

•Shrimp
'Ky. Lake Catfish
*Ocean Boneless Fiddlers

'Automotive Parts & Paint
*Complete Automotive
Machine Shop

512 S. 12th

401 Olive

We'll
overlook
your first
accident

753-5312

"Orai.

111111.mvOilar

7514563
When you qualify as a preferred risk for State Auto
Companies special Medalist Auto Policy your
rates won't go up with your first accident

The Medalist recognizes the older safer drum with substantial rate
reductions and broader coverage Rate reductions begin as early as age Band
are particularly-attractive for the 45 toil year old
you have a safe dnyirsi record IN Just how low your car insurance
premium an be with the Medalist Auto
from State Auto Insurance
Companies

CABLE

Call us about dui car insurance break-through for safe dniers

PURDOM
THURMAN
INSURANCE
&

407 Maple
753-4451

.P.V.t,"":°anc c

oeeiønii

TOWN & COUNTRY
YAMAHA
Hwy.94 E. Murray 7534078

*--001•6•—•4111•111111011100
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Go Laken!
Murray
e
Ledger &
Times

"All The Way Lakers"

Good
Luck

Unlike similar policies that require three years of
policy ownership the Medalist allows this
exemption imrnediatel),

Bag & Bulk Feeds
753-5378

Murray
Electric
System
101,4,militiworiess

Buchanan
Feed And Seed
Industrial Rd.

D&W Auto
Supply Inc. -

'Complete Automotive
Glass Shop

GO
FOR IT
LAKERS!

• MURRAY

— Southern States

GO LAKERS!
SEE US FOR:

•Bag and Bulk Feed, Fertilizer,
,
and Seed- 11
•Farm Supplies

ITS TELEVISION WORTH WATCHING '•

Industrial Rd.

753-1423

•

••••

•
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Rookie Boddicker throws'fosh' to finish Phi's; Series tied
BALTIMORE ( AP ) -Mike Boddicker had the
Philadelphia Phillies fishing for his fosh and while
they were, the Baltimore Orioles reeled in the seeond game of the World Series.
The fosh is Boddicker's out pitch, a mysterious
cross between a forkball and a changeup. It made
the rookie right-hander the lifesaver of the limping
Oriole pitching staff this season.
Called up from the minors in May, he won 16
games for Baltimore and shut out Chicago in the second game of the American League Championship
Series. But none of his victories was as vital as the
masterful three-hitter he fashioned to beat the
Phillies 4-1 Wednesday night and tie the best-ofseven Series at 1-1.
Game Three is scheduled for Friday night in
Philadelphia as this Amtrak Series moves 100 miles
north.
Boddicker often has been closer than that to making the Orioles' starting rotation. But the Bird pitching has always been outstanding and he never
seemed able to crack staffs that included a parade
of Cy Young Award winners like Mike Flanagan,
Jim Palmer and Steve Stone.
So each spring the 26-year-old hurler would
return to the minors to work some more and wait
some more. This year, the waiting ended. Palmer
and Flanagan were injured early and Boddicker
and his fosh rushed to the rescue.
What is this fosh, anyway?
"I was trying different ways to throw a
changeup," Boddicker said. "I didn't have a
changeup and I couldn't throw one. So I tried the
fork ball."
He wasn't having much luck with that, either.
"Finally, I threw a fork ball and turned the fingers
a little bit to make it dive."
In the Oriole organization, the changeup is called
a fish. "It's a fork ball that's part fish," explained
Boddicker.
"He threw more than the usual number tonight,"
said catcher Rick Dempsey. "Between 10 and 20,
I'd say."
In the Phillie dugout, pitching coach Claude Osteen was suitably impressed.
"He has four pitches and he has four different
varieties of those pitches," Osteen said. "So, in effect, he has a choice of 12 pitches to throw to every
batter. I thought he might need a computer out
there to figure out which of his pitches he would
throw."
Dempsey likes that.
"I could call any pitch I want any time," he said.
"He makes a catcher look like a genius. I like to
look like a genius."
Perhaps the most impressive part of the performance was the poise Boddicker displayed,
especially during a troublesome fourth inning when
an error by Eddie Murray cost him an unearned
run.
"That's the way he pitches," said Dempsey. "He
has tremendous poise and is in control of himself.
He changes speeds. He can throw a hard curve and

Welcome To Mayfield For Our 1983
Ducks Unlimited banquet. We Will
Offer The Following D.U. Collector
Items:
*Prints:Framed)
*Decoys
*Guns
*Shell Boxes
*Books, Belt Buckles, Knives
*Many Door Prizes
Our Catored Banquet Is Saturday,
October 22, 1983. It Will Be Held At
The St. Joseph Parish Center, 700
West Broadway, Mayfield With
Registration At 6 P.M. Tickets Are
$25 For Your Membership And
Meal. Join Us Join Ducks Unlimited
For A Good Banquet.

TOUGH NEW
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when he comes with his fastball, it looks like 90
miles an hour.
"He has a talent for changing speeds with his
body rhythm, something like Tommy John or Geoff
Zahn. I wouldn't want to hit against him.
The Phillies didn't enjoy it, either.
"He had different rotations on his curve ball,"
said Mike Schmidt. "One a big sweeping curve and
the other one which just didn't break as sharply. I
just wasn't patient. One time I swung at one of his
curves and tried to hit it to Philadelphia. I should
have stayed back and just tried to poke a single to
right. Next time, I'll know better."
Boddicker faced just three men over the 27-batter
minimum, altewed just four balls to be hit to the
outfield and struck out six.
"I felt like I had complete command of the game
all the way," he said. "I had a better breaking ball
against the White Sox (in the American League
Championship Series), and a better fastball tonight.
I got to use my changeup more because they had
more left-handed batters in the lineup."
Joe Morgan, one of the lefties, noticed.
"He never threw a strike unless he had to,"
Morgan said. "He kept us off balance all night
long."
Still, because of the unearned run, Boddicker was
on the short end of a 1-0 score as the Orioles came to
bat in the bottom of the fifth. John Lowenstein,
leading off, tagged Charles Hudson for a home run
that tied the score and ignited a three-run Oriole
rally.
Unlike Boddicker, Hudson is a fastball pitcher.
That suited Lowenstein, a fastball hitter.
"Right down my alley," he decided. "I knew he
threw with a lot of velocity. I figured he'd come in
with something quick. It was a flat slider, I think,

Wilson, Aikens plead guilty

Royals teammates slapped with cocaine charges
KANSAS- CITY, Kan.
(AP) — Willie Wilson, the
1982 American League
batting champion, and
teammate Willie Aikens
of the Kansas City Royals
each pleaded guilty to a
misdemeanor federal
drug charge today.
The government charged Wilson and Aikens
with attempting to
possess cocaine, and both
players arrived at the
federal courthouse a
short time after the
charges were filed.
"Mr. Wilson, are you
pleading guilty because
you are, in fact, guilty?"
U.S. Magistrate J. Milton
Sullivant asked.
"Yes, sir," Wilson
replied.
Assistant U.S. Attorney
Amanda Meers
acknowledged to the
judge that Wilson and
Aikens entered their
pleas under an agreement with the government. Meers said the
government agreed to bring no further charges of
possession or distribution
of narcotics that may
have arisen from an investigation by the FBI.

f•

She told the judge that
Wilson made a call to a
residence in suburban
Johnson County, Kan., on
June 18 seeking to purchase a quarter ounce of
cocaine but that the purchase was never made.
Sullivant said Wilson
and Aikens face a maximum of one year in
prisonandafineof$5,000.
Sentencing for Wilson
was set for Nov. 17.
Amanda S. Meers,
assistant U.S. attorney,
filed the misdemeanor
charges shortly after U.S.
District Court opened this
morning.
The complaint said
Wilson "knowingly and
intentionally" attempted
to possess a quantity of
cocaine on June 18. The
complaint gave a date of
June 20 for Aikens.
The Royals and federal
officials announced Aug.
9 that at least five players
were being questioned by
the FBI in connection
with a cocaine investigation, but did not say
whether they were directly involved. The U.S. attorney at that time called
it a wide-ranging in-

Pest Problems
In The
Fall?
You probably don't think of pest problems in
the cool foil months. The fact of the matter is
pests of all types; insects, rots and mice, are
searching now for their winter homes and hideaways. This moans pest control problems for
you. McGee Pest Control is now offering our
Special Fall Discount Service, to help you with
these problems.

1/3 Off Our Regular Price For

0
Save 25%

°sawn(tsvousrmt-s

Rich Dauer, hitless in the postseason, followed
with a single and Todd Cruz beat out a bunt. Dempsey doubled to right field, scoring Dauer, and then
Boddicker, batting for only the third time in his professional career, delivered a sacrifice fly, making it
3-1.
The Orioles added a wrapup run in the seventh on

consecutive two-out singles by John Shelby, Dan
Ford and Cal Ripken Jr. That was more than
enough for Boddicker.
It will give him something to talk about this
winter when he returns to work on the Pollock
Grain Elevator in his home town of Norway. Iowa,
located, according to Oriole Manager Joe Altobelli,
about three miles beyond Resume Speed.
"It's got 600 people, no street signs, no stop lights,
no sheriff, no crime rate, no nothing," said Boddicker.
Just one outstanding pitcher.

WAY TO GO—Rookie pitcher Mike Boddicker accepts congratulations from Orioles catcher Rick
Dempsey after shuting out the White Sox in the
American League Championship Series. Wednesday night the scene was repeated when Boddicker
pitched the Orioles to a 4-1 victory over
Philadelphia to tie the World Series at 1-1.
AP File Photo

PRICE.
72LG Super Guard's is
the newest, toughest
cutting chain for chain
saws from OREGON", world's leading manufacturer. It's the chain made for the pros. And you
can get it at a price you won't believe, right now
from us. So what are you waiting for?

down and in."
And out of the ball park.
"That got us going," said Dempsey. "It started
some momentum."

Any Initial Pest Control Service
Of Insects Or Rodents Thru
10/31/83
Call Murray's Only Home Owned &
Operated Pest Control Co. Today
é21 S.4
P.O.Box 320
Murray, NY
42071

A federal grand jury is
expected to continue the
drug investigation at a
two-day session Monday
and Tuesday.

Wilson, 28, batted .332
in 1982 and won the
American League batting
title in his fifth full season
in the major leagues. He
was moved from left field
to center field during the
1983 season and finished
with a .276 batting
average,
Aikens, who turns 29
Friday, had his best

••
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Missing Dupree says he'll return
but team vote needed by Sooners
By MARK KREIDLER
AP Sports Writer
NORMAN, Okla. (AP)
— Sophomore tailback
Marcus Dupree, missing
for three days, says he's
returning to the University of Oklahoma, but it's
not known when.
Dupree, the highlytouted product of
Philadelphia, Miss., was
dropped from the squad
Wednesday. He has not
been with the team since
Oklahoma's 28-16 loss to
Texas last weekend in
Dallas.
"As of now, he's off the
team," said Sooner
Coach Barry Switzer.
-The only way he could
come back is if they
( teammates) want him,
and I don't think they
do."
Late Wednesday night,
assistant coach Scott Hill
said he talked with
Dupree by telephone
from Mississippi, and "he
assured me he's coming
back, but he didn't give
any specific time."
"He said he couldn't
talk long. He was concerned that he'd been
kicked off the team, and I
told him that Coach
Switzer had said he'd

leave it up to a vote of the
team," Hill said.
Police removed Dupree
from the missing persons
list late Wednesday night,
saying they had been in
touch with him near
Jackson, Miss., where he
had gone Tuesday to
catch a plane back to
Norman.
Authorities would not
disclose his exact
whereabouts, saying his
mother preferred the information remain confidential. Coaches at
Mississippi College in
Clinton, near Jackson,
said they had heard
Dupree planned to enter

school there, but had not
talked with him personally.
Alvin Kidd, a Mississippi College running back
from Philadelphia, said
Dupree told him he was
returning to Oklahoma.
His mother, Cella
Dupree Connors, said her
son contacted her by
phone Wednesday night.
"He just needs time to
be alone, and then when
he feels like it he'll be in
touch with me again,"
said Connors. "He's got a
God-given talent ... but
you know there's just so
much pressure from the
media and so forth, and a

19-year-old can handle
just so much."
Spencer Tillman, a
fullback who might be
switched to tailback to
take Dupree's place, said
it was obvious Dupree
was unable to handle the
sudden attention focused
on him, and placed part
of the blame on the
Oklahoma coaching staff
for not being responsive
to his needs.
"If more people were
concerned about the
athlete as a person, this
unfortunate thing would
not have happened,"
Tillman said.

Seven indicted on horse 'ringer' scheme
ROCHESTER, N.Y.
(AP) — A federal grand
jury has indicted seven
people on charges that
they imported a horse
from Mexico, tattooed it
in New York and raced it
under a false identity in
Louisiana.
Among those indicted
Wednesday were a man
from Indiana and another
from California who were
convicted of a similar

"ringer" scheme in April
in federal court in
Louisville, Ky., the FBI
said.
FBI agents arrested a
trainer and assistant
starter at Finger Lakes
Race Track in Canandaigua and said agents in
other states were seeking
the other five suspects.
The indictment returned by a U.S. District
Court grand jury in

Is Your Copier Worth a Thousand
Words? !!0*+?!53!Ix
Small Wonder in plain paper copiers.

753-3914
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season in 1983 in terms of cell- Porter entered a
batting average,.302, and treatment center for
home runs, 23, but he slip- alcohol and drug
ped to 72 RBIs. Aikens, dependency. Porter
who plays first base, was returned to the club late
acquired from the in the spring, and the
California Angels in a Royals won the American
League championship,
December 1979 trade.
The first problem with but Porter became a free
drugs on the Royals sur- agent at the end of the
faced before the 1980 season and joined the St.
season when catcher Dar- Louis Cardinals.
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vestigation into cocaine
traffic in suburban
John.son County, Kan.,
and said it was not
necessarily limited to
baseball players.

•.12 Copes per minute!
• Edge-to-edge coolest
• Consistentty char and crisp' • Micro-computer controlled'
Call now for a FREE Demonstration.
Twin Lakes Office 314 Main
753-0123
Products Inc.
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Rochester charges that a
bay gelding from Tijuana, Mexico, named
Gallant Viking was raced
at least twice in Arizona
under its real name, then
brought to Canandaigua
and tattooed under the
assumed name of Data
Up on April 9, 1980.
The real Data Up, also
a bay gelding, was bred
in Arizona but never raced because it was too
slow, according to James
Weller, assistant special
agent in charge of the
FBI's Buffalo office. He
said the owner of the real
Data Up was not a
suspect.
Weller said it was impossible to tell how much
money the glisp.ects
might have made by betting on the "ringer." He
said the mutuel pools for
the two races mentioned
In the indictment totaled
about $112,000.
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Parents hold rally to boost freshman team
Tonight when the
undefeated Murray High
freshman football team,
without Mark West as the
starting quarterback,
takes the field against
undefeated Marshall
County, the controversy
may or may not be settled.
What started out as a
promotion for an outstanding young athlete
(West) has become a bitter experience for many
people to accept.
Freshman West will
start Friday night for the
Tiger varsity in the
team's homecoming
game against Lone Oak
(5-2).
Tonight the freshman
team, which was also
unbeaten as 8th graders,
will have to play with an
inexperienced quarterback against a solid Marshal unit.
Promoting West,
without having prepared
a substitute for him at the
freshman helm, has
many of the freshman
team parents in an
uproar.
I know. I got the calls
this morning.
What they haven't
done, howeVer, is
distribute any petitions
calling for Murray High

coach Tony Franklin's
"head on a silver platter," as I wrote in
Wednesday's column.
But at least one parent
did suggest that such action was considered to
counter Franklin's decision, prior to Wednesday
night's pep rally.
People have become
upset about Franklin's
decision, which is
everyone's right in this
case. Assemble 10 different people and ask
them how a team should
be run and it's possible to
come up with 10 different
suggestions, some more
vocal than others.
That's human nature.
I still agree with
Franklin's decision,
however, not to play West
on the freshman team if
he's starting for the varsity. And for the most
part, the parents who

called agreed.
"Not having groomed
someone" to take West's
place "on such short
notice" is the concern
now, as one parent put it,
although another said he
thought the team "still
has a good chance of winning tonight" without
West.
In a goodwill gesture
Wednesday night the
parents organized a pep
rally at a local restaurant
for the freshman players
and invited the Murray
coaches, of which,
Franklin, David Barnes
and Jerry English attended along with Murray
School Superintendent
Robert Glin Jeffrey.
According to the
parents the event was a
success. They were trying to demonstrate to
their sons that the
"parents are still behind

Both Laken,Bombers attempt
to break winless streaks Friday
•

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
For the first time in a
long time, the Calloway
County Lakers have a
very positive outlook going into a Friday night
ballgame.
For the past seven
weeks they've come up on
the short side of every
score and the result has at a lot of different posibeen a tough time for all tions. Like us, when
Ballard loses one player
concerned.
they have to fill two posiThis week the Lakers tions."
feel they are at least on
And in another way the
,even ground and facing
an opponent they have a two teams are doing
much the same things
chance of beating.
Both Calloway and host this week. As Harp
Ballard are winless this pointed out, "We're lookyear, Ballard 0-6 and the ing at this game as our
best chance to win a
Lakers 0-7.
Last week Ballard was game this season. But
crushed 43-0 by Eldorado they're probably saying
while Calloway was the same thing over at
blanked 29-0 by No.4 Ballard."
ranked Hopkinsville.
The Lakers, shutout
Besides their dismal last week by No.4 ranked
records and last week's Hopkinsville, has a bigshutouts, Calloway coach ger defense than the
Sam Harp says the two Bombers, but a new safeteams are very similar.
ty, senior Richard
"We both started out Dowdy, will make his
the season with high ex- debute for the Lakers.
pectations and then inOffensively Calloway
juries cost us a lot of kids plans few alterations ex-

cept perhaps at fullback
where junior Greg Baker
may share more time
with Todd Contri ,this
week.
Harp says his team
isn't fooled by the 0-6
Ballard slate. He uses the
Murray-Ballard game for
example.
"Murray and Ballard
were tied 0-0 going into
the fourth quarter (two
weeks ago) and even
though it wasn't Murray's best game by far,
Ballard wasn't playing
too bad. We'll have to put
four quarters together to
beat Ballard, there's no
question about that,"
Harp said.
Because of the recent
rain, Harp admitted the
weather may have an effect on the team's
strategy. "When it's wet
and slippery I think it
favors our passing offense a little more
because the receivers
know where they're going
and the defensive backs
don't. Also the pass rush
can't come as hard ol the
quarterback."
Kickoff for Friday's
game is 7:30 p.m.

MSU begins cage practice Saturday
The Murray state
men's basketball team,
defending champions of
the Ohio Valley Conference, opens preseason
drills Saturday at 10 a.m.
in Racer Arena.
Racer head coach Ron
Greene, the 1983 OVC
Coach of the Year,
welcomes back a 14-man
squad this season, including seven lettermen
from last year's team
which posted a 21-8
overall record and earned a berth in the NIT.
Four freshmen and three

Thumb injury
sidelines
Giants'Simms
EAST RUTHEFtFORD,
N.J. (AP) - New York
Giants quarterback Phil
Simms has been placed
on the injured reserve list
and will be sidelined for
at least eight weeks and
possibly the rest of the
season. team General
Manager George Young
said Wednesday.
Simms, a graduate of
Louisville Southern High
School and Morehead
State University, injured
his thumb Sunday after
he came off the bench to
direct the Giants to their
only touchdown during
their 17-13 National Football League loss to
Philadelphia

junior transfers are also
expected to join the
Racer fold.
Three-time All-OVC
selection Lamont Sleets
heads the list of
returnees. A 5-10, 175
pound senior guard,
Sleets finished third in
the conference in scoring
last season, averaging
16.9 points per game.

"I'm really looking forward to working with
players on this year's
team," Greene said.
"They've all
demonstrated excellent
work habits, which I feel
will go a long way toward
helping us meet the
challenges that are going
to be facing us this

ANNIVERSARY
SALE!!
Sliding Truck
Windows
Running Boards..
Truck Bed Mats

them all the way," according to one caller.
Another said there was
"a lot of laughing and
talking on the outside, but
sometimes people can do
that and deep inside still
be hurting."
According to Franklin,
he hopes the entire incident will blow over. And
for the players and
parents and everyone involved in the Murray
athletic program - so do
I.
• • •
Changes have been announced for a few Murray
High athletic events.
Monday's soccer match
(Oct.17) at Murray

Lone Oak keeps
heavyweight heat
on Murray High
By JIM RECTOR
Wildcat's winning
Sports Editor
margin.
Week after week the
"This week we can't let
Tigers have taken on the the big play beat us,"
heavyweights: Camden, Franklin said although on
ranked among the top the other hand the Tigers
schools in its class in Ten- haven't had a big-play ofnessee; Mayfield; Crit- fense to counter with.
tenden County when the
This week may be difRockets were ferent. Freshman Mark
undefeated; Fulton Coun- West will start at quarterty when the Pilots were back for the Tigers and
(and still are) senior Mark Boggess will
undefeated; then last 'move to wide receiver.
week powerful Trigg
"By putting Boggess
County.
out there we feel we've
And there appears to be got a threat to score
no rest for the weary as every time. He's got the
Tony Franklin's Murray ability to break the long
High bunch hosts Lone play which is something
Oak,5-2,Friday night.
we've needed all year,"
"They've got talent, Franklin said.
speed, probably the best
One concern of the
quarterback we've faced Tigers, though, is the
this year, size, quickness possibility of extremely
... you name it, they've cold weather or rain.
got it," Franklin said.
"We'll probably be
"They're going to be throwing more Friday
awful tough to beat."
night than we have in the
Last week Lone Oak past," Franklin
manhandled Crittenden forecasted, "And if it's
County, 29-8, using a two- real cold it sometimes
back attack of Ethan makes it harder to catch
Taylor (131 yards, two passes. If it rains we may
touchdowns) and be in trouble because
Theodore Peshehonoff we're not a power team,
(one touchdown, one two- runningwise, and it would
definitely affect us."
point conversion).
Besides playing in front
Meanwhile Murray
High was knuckling of a homecoming crowd,
under to Trigg County,35- the Tigers will be trying
6. in a game which could to even their 3-4 record at
have been closer except .500.
The game will feature,
for a few big plays, said
besides a more exciting
Franklin.
Tiger offense, according
"We've been in most of to Franklin,an opportunithe ballgames we've lost ty to see former Murray
this year, including State grads going headTrigg, but a few big plays to-head on the sidelines.
caused by our mistakes
Franklin and Lone
have given them away." Oak's coach Tom PanTwice in the fourth dolfi both came from the
quarter the Tigers were Racer ranks and cointhreatening to score cidentally, Lone Oak's
against Trigg but head assistant B.F.
miscues turned the ball Behrendt was once a
over. Also, on the last fullback in the same
play of the game, Trigg's backfield as Franklin
Al Baker scored on a 92- when he played tailback
yard run to inflate the for the Racers.

Your discount • arts su •*mart
Do it yourself.. save big bucks!
Car & truck parts...save 10-50%

Pro Tennis

Baseball
WorW Series
AD Timis EDT
(Birks bed 1-1 I
GAME 1
Philadelphia
010 Cal 010.2 9 0
Baltimore
100 ON OS/ 1 5 1
Denny. Holland t 81 and Diaz,
McGregor, Stewart ft), T.Martines
19 and Dempsey, Nolan (11). IV-Denny, 1-0 L -McGregor, 9-1
HRs-Ptalisdelphia, Morgan 1 ), Maddox 1 B.JtueDwyeri1i
GAME 2
Philadelphia
MO 1110 1100 1 3 0
Baltimore
000 030 10z4 9 1
Hudson, Hernandez (5 Andersen
41, Rsed L8)and Diaz, Virgil(
Boddicker and Dempsey W-Boddicker.
14 L-fludeon, 0.1 MR-Baltimore,
Lowenstein ii)
Fry,Oct.14
Baltimore (Flanagan 124) at
Philadelphia L Carlton 16-16),1:30 p.m
Saturday,Oct15
Baltimore ( McGregor 19-71 at
Philadelphia L Bystrom 6-9), 1 p.m.
Sunday,0.1.16
Baltimore at Philadelphia, 4:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct Lt
Philadelphia at Baltimore, 8: 20
p in. if necessary
Wednesday,Oct.111
Philadelphia at EtaltImort, 030
pm LI necessary

Golf
PORTLAND, Ore.
(AP)- Corey Pavin shot
a 66 to take the lead in the
second round of a Professional Golfers' Association qualifying tournament at the par-72, 6,541yard West Delta Park
course.
In second are Tom
Costello, Jeff Hart and
Steve Jones, two strokes
back.

South 12th Shoot

TARPON SPRINGS,
Fla. (AP) - Rafaella
Reggi advanced to the
quarterfinals of the
$150,000 Florida Federal
Tennis Open after
beating Beth Herr,6-1,6-

ches to win the cup.

TEL AVIV, Israel(API
- Aaron Krickstein
defeated Schalk Van Den
Merwe 6-3, 7-5 in the second round of the $75,000
In other matches, Elise Israeli Grand Prix Tennis
Burgin advanced with a Tournament.
In other matches,
7-6, 7-1, 6-3 victory over
Jennifer Mundel and Richie Meyer ousted
Stephanie Rehe lost to Rand Evett 6-1, 4-6, 7Zina Garrison, 6-4, 7-6, 7- 6;Colin Dowdeswell
ousted Amos Mansdorf 63.
2. 6-4; Rolf Gehring
eliminated Eddie EdCAMBRIDGE, wards 6-3,6-7, 7-6; Shahar
England ( AP)- The U.S. Perkis downed Harold
swept to a 4-0 lead over Thiessen 6-3, 6-2; Zips
Britain in the Maureen Christoph topped Peter
Connolly Trophy under-21 Elter 3-6, 7-6, 7-6; Jaromy
competition at Cam- Becka whipped Stefan
bridge.
Svenson 7-6, 4-6, 6-3; and
The Americans need Gilles Moretton turned
only two more victories in back Per Hjertquist 7-5,
the remaining seven mat- 6-2.

1

College Football
NCAA Div 1-AA Top M
MISSION, Kan L AP - The Top 20
teams in the National Collegiate
Athletic Association Division I-AA
C ootball poll, with this season's records
and points.
1. Eastern Kentcky 54-0
80
2. Southern !limos
6-0-0
74
3. Jackson St ,?Ass
6-0-0
72
4. Holy Cross, Mss
5-0-0
70
S. Furmn, S.0
4-1-0
60
6. South Carotin St
5.1-0
sa
7 Colitat. N Y
4-00
53

I Northeast Lowman 4-1-0
50-0
9 Southern, L
4-2-0
i tie i North Texs St
4-1-0
1 tiel McNees St.
12. Tennesse St
4-1-1
13. Idaho St.
4-1-0
14. Eastern Illinos
5-1-0
(tie)Middle Tennesse 4-1-0
16. Indian St.
4-2-0
17. Lafayette, P.
4-1-0
IS. Appalachin St., N.C. 4-2-0
19. Idaho
4-1-0
20. Grarabling St.. L. 3-1-1

753-8971
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Sawdust
Days
Fri. & Sat. Oct. 14 and 15

Register for the 44 Rancher Husky
to be given away.

Free Cokes

Firewood time is here.
Huscivama time is now.

Harrell's Farm 81...
Home Supply tEttquma
Calloway County's Complete
Form Supply Store

Hwy. 94E. 753-7862 Murray

THIS FRIDAY OCT. 14 AT 8 A.M.
•

At

Fall
Sale

.8

A.P.R.FINANCING
-

AVAILABLE

Easy to Oporate...
Easy to own
Enjoy the benefits of Case
exclusive hydraulic drive - buy
your Case tractor now during
our Fall Sale and get all you
can get in tractor Offormance.

9.8% APR Financing
Avallabi•
There is a Case tractor to fit
your budget

On Radial Polyester and RV Tires.
Over 100 Used Tires & Wheels In
Stock.
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MAX MORRIS'SALES MGR.SALE
Starting at 8 a.m. we will price this 1978 Chevrolet
Monte Carlo at $4,577" and drop the price $50"
Every Hour on the Hour until it is SOLD!
Come by and let Max show you this Monte Carlo Landau, with
cruise, AM/FM 8 track Stereo, Tilt, Air, Power steering, Power
brakes, and Rally Wheels. Sale Starts at 8 A.M. Until 6 P.M. At...

WAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET INC.
264'7
P 0 BOX 148 • PHON:
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

U.S."'

McKeel Equipment Co. EVA
503 Walnut
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Southold* Conter
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On Bed Rails, Chrome Bumpers,
Push Bars, Roll Bars Etc.
Over 5,000 Custom Wheels
& Tires In Stock!
Save Up To Si00.00 Per Set

calm+ ate,KY. 502-442-9343

toSlack

IT'S HAPPENING

0
00A
sow°

$44.95
.$69.95
$89.95
Save Up To 30%

502-395-7611

State's Cutchin Field will
be played at 4:15 p.m.
between Murray and
visiting University
Heights Academy
( Hopkinsville ).
Also, prior to Tuesday's
8th grade football game
(Oct.18) at Ty Holland
Stadium between Murray
and Reidland, a 7th grade
game will be played
beginning at 5:30 p.m.
The 8th graders will play
immediately afterwards.
Friday night (Oct. 14)
the Homecoming
ceremonies involving the
announcing of the queen
and her court will take
place at 7:15 p.m. prior to
the varsity football game.

153-3062

:111P.
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Murray High(3-4)Hosts Lone Oak(5-2)
Homecoming Friday 7:30 p.m. Ty Holland Stadium
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HEAD-KNOCKING FUN—Murray High will host Lone Oak in the Tigers' version of Homecoming 1983, Friday, with such touted players as senior fullback Chris Farmer (top photo, left) and standouts Trevor Mathis
(72) and Steve Rutledge (8). Crowning of the Homecoming Queen will take place prior to the game at 7:15
p.m.in Ty Holhaid Stadium.
MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL
1983 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Lone Oak(Homecoming )
Oct. 1
at Caldwell County
Oct. 21
'Heath
Oct. 28
'Sub-District 1 Games

A

T.J.'s Bar-B-Q
HAVE A REAL MEAL
AFTER THE GAME!!

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Ahe

A

A

A

lastecky_

Famous Fish Dinners
MON.-SAT. 4 p.m.-9 p.m.
SUN. 11:00 a.m.-8:30 p.m.
AURORA, KY.

474-2202

Purdom
Motors
INC.
Oldsmobile,
Pontiac,
Cadillac
Buick
'Satisfied Customers
are our RIllift concern"

1406 W. Main - 753-5315

Class
12
11
10
10
12
12
11
12
11
12
10
10
11
11
10
10
10
10
12
11
12
12
12
12

MURRAY
AUTO PARTS INC.
605 Maple Street
Phone 753-4424
Murray, Kentucky

Murray
Electric
System
753-5321

401 °Hie

A

A

SOUTI4SIDE MANOR

A
A

A

A
A

A
A

drivers
deserve
preferred
rates

Aurora,

TE
TE

Weight
145
160
135
140
145
150
150
170
155
145
150
175
155
170
160
140
205
205
230
220
160
200
175
105

A

shoe
tree

~erred

SUE Si CHARLIE'S-1—
RESTAURANT

A

t

A

GO TIGERS!

A

A link hit .4 heel goes a long
way on such a splendidly
ytylcd Pappagallo wsch nchly
pleated how trim Sculptured
in the shape t4 shoes to come
ALEXANDRA

A

753-0045

A

((P•PPoSiag•

A

Chestnut, Murray

A

MURRAY HIGH
Pos.
QB
RB
QB
WR
WR
WR
RB
RB
WR
WR
RB
RB

A

rr.

Phone ahead for carry out
convenient Drive through Window

7:30
7:30
7:30

Name
Mark Boggess
Steve Rutledge
Jay Watson
Chris Thomas
Rodney Key
Robert Stout
Doug-Coughenour
Marcus Cavitt
Will Holt
Jimmy Walker
Jason Billington
Chris Farmer
Brad Newsome
Ron Kohlenberger
Carl Zembella
Chris Drew
Randy Payne
Kelly Steely
Trevor Mathis
Joel Latto
Karl Flood
David Wallace
Jeff Downey
Harry Weatherly

A
A

A

A
A

A

A
A

A

A

Don't Forget Our Complete
Machine & Radiator Shops

;All The Way Tigers"

A

There should be special car insurance for more
mature safer drivers

GO
TIGERS

Now there is
It's State Auto Companies Me4a list Auto pohi
The rates are lower The coverages are broader

Mickey
Boggess
Motor Sales

We're
Behind You
All The
Way

If you have been ac,ident•free for three years and are at least 25 years old, you
are qualified to become a Medalist policyholder, enjoying special. reduced
Wes
And if you are middle-aged 4544 you'll get the biggest rate break of all
What's more as a Medalist policyholder you are not charged foe your first
at cident. That's effective immediately. too There's no three year waiting
period to qualify once you own a Medalist policy
Call us about this roe insurance breakthrough for safe dneers.

407 Maple
PURDOM &
753-4451
THURMAN
INSURANCE iwitt:::".,1:d:com,,..

MURRAY GULF
Free Car Wash
With Fill-Up

Free Estimates

Gulf Cards Welcome
Good Used
CARS
At Honest Prices

"We Buy, Sell,
Or Trade"

COLD WATER RD.
Next To John's Saving Center
753-0109

G ulf

South 12th
Phone 753-9164

Owned and Operated by
Brent Morris Jr.

Tigers Are No. 1

Good
Luck

Terry's Paint and
Decorating Center
Your Decorating Center
'Paint

TIGERS!
Mray Ledger & Times

*Carpet
'Vinyl
'Wallpaper

Member

RUDOLN TIRES
& ALIGNMENT
'71 So 12th

Soathside Manor

753-3321

•

••

753-0595

r
—
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Allegations force lotteries to be suspended
WASHINGTON (API —
The Interior Department
has suspended its oil and
gas lotteries after allegations that taxpayers have
been cheated out of $50
million to $100 million
because of government
ineptitude and oil company secrecy.
Department officials
abruptly announced late
Wednesday that they
were suspending the lotteries — which attract 2.5
million: applicants annually — for at least six
weeks'while reforms are
implemented.
Critics allege that the
government sold off oil
leases in Wyoming at
bargain basement prices
— unaware that the land
contained large quantities of oil and gas.
Under the law, lotteries
are supposed to cover
federal land with no
known reserves of oil and
gas. For this land, much
of it worthless, the
government holds lotteries every second
month in which anyone
can compete for a $75 filing fee. The lucky winners are free to resell
their leases to interested
oil companies.
For land on or near
known oil and gas
deposits, the government
is required to auction

drilling rights to the
highest bidder.
Between 7,000 and 8,000
tracts of federal land are
offered. An applicant
after paying his $75 filing
fee may be competing to
have his name drawn
with 5,000 other people on
the more popular tracts.
Winners are required to
pay $1 an acre annually
as rent.
The average parcel
contains 1,100 acres.
Interior's Bureau of
Land Management said
an internal investigation,
begun last August, had
focused on Wyoming,
where 18 leases have
been resold in the last two
years.
The bureau had no
figures on how much
these leases brought
when they were resold,
but NBC News reported
Wednesday night that oil
companies had paid as
much as $7 million a
parcel for land which
brought the government
only a $75 filing fee and $1
an acre in rentals. NBC
quoted unnamed insiders
as estimating the government had lost between $50
million and $100 million
by mistakenly using the
lottery to lease land in
known oil producing
areas.
The televised report

Vitamin E hazards

still investigating what
violation!, if any, ocLawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
curred.
Bureau Director DEAR DR. LAMB — that all the fat soluble vita- dangerous. In these cases nose and mouth and not
Robert Burford, who Some time ago I read (I mins, vitamin E, A, D and K, the troublesome artery may down the throat Unless the •
bleed is minor, I think it is
ordered the lotteries shut think it was in your column) in large amounts can be need to be tied off.
best to see a doctor at once
down, said the Wyoming that women sometimes have harmful. Certainly taking a We tend to
think of nose or go to an emergency room •
lottery leases may cover good results combating hot gram of vitamin E a day, as bleeds as being innocuous
flashes
by
enthusias
taking
for immediate treatment.,
some
ts
are
vitamin
E.
"one of the biggest fields I
They may not be. When arte- The local bleeds from
started taking one tablet a inclined to do, is unwise
the tip •
in the United States."
day and indeed it has greatly
To brief you on the cur- rial bleeding is involved a of the nose may be conSen. Dale Bumpers, 1)- reduced the hot flashes as rent thinking about vitamin lot of blood can be lost. Dur- trolled by simply pinching I:$,
Ark. and sponsor of a bill well as the accompanying E, I am sending you The ing a nose bleed it is wise to the tip ot the nose firmly
to abolish the lotteries, nervousness. Now I read in Health Letter SR-11, Cur- sit up and lean forward so until it is stopped or help can
said, "The system is just your column that there are rent Status Of Vitamin E the bleeding can flow out the be obtained
•
•
open to mistake, fraud, bad side effects from taking Others who want this issue Energy-measuring cornputer accepted
abuse. The American tax- vitamin E. Is the one tablet can send 75 cents with a
TOLEDO,Ohio Al-', — for homes designed with I
payers who own the a day enough to cause these long, stamped. selfside effects? What period of addressed envelope for it to A computer program it in 1983 exceed 7,200,
public domain are again time would be safe to
take me, in care of this newspa- which allows a builder to says Richard Trumbull of
ripped off."
such amounts?
per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio measure the enepgy per- Owens-Corning Fiberglas
Burford said part of the DEAR READER — I am City Station, New York, NY
formance potential of any Corp., which developed
problem arose because of glad you got some help from 10019.
new home design, has the system.
bureaucratic foul-ups in vitamin E for your hot
DEAR DR. LAMB — My gained
wide acceptance,
The computer program
flashes.
It
is
helpful
son
for
is 21 and has had two
sharing information. The
according
to a building helps builders design and
some
conditions.
However, I nose bleeds. It took about
Minerals Management
materials manufacturer. rate homes for energy efService had the job of prefer that people who have two hours to stop them
medical problems, including completely.
More than 500 builders ficiency, and, he says, it
defining areas with hot flashes, see their
doctor
Should he see a specialist? now use the "Energy Per- gives homebuyers an anknown potential oil and to determine what is the He is in good
health. The f ormance Design nual estimate of heating
gas reserves while the best medical management nose bleeds were about two
System" and estimates and cooling costs.
land management bureau for their individual case. Hot years apart. Both times he
ran the lottery. He said flashes are only one part of was asleep when they started.
the two functions have menopause.
DEAR READER — The
now been merged under And I might add that
estrogen therapy is rather majority of nose bleeds are
the bureau.
specific for
women from local irritation. The
Bureau officials said who have hot most
flashes. You vascular lining
the moratorium will not might ask about its dangers. and bleeds easily.gets injured
be used to address But the recent studies of
In some instances there is
another issue — the pro- using a combination of pro- a cluster of small veins near
liferation of "filing ser- gesterone and estrogen the surface that makes it
3V2 M I les east of Dexter on Hwy. 1346
vice" companies that together minimizes any risk easier for a person to bleed.
Turn off 94W — about 5 miles
that
might
occur.
For
that reason I think your
promise investors
For
most
people
the
diet
son
should
at
least
see
a
docCharles Most, a valuable expertise on
provides sufficient vitamin tor — it wouldn't hurt if it
spokesman for the land winning the lotteries.
October 13, 14,15
E, considering what we were a specialist in ear, nose
Securities officials in know about vitamin E today. and throat problems.
management bureau,
Such
Bro. Layne Shanklin
said the government is several states estimate If you need more, you need a clusters of veins can be oblithat Americans lost more medical evaluation.
terated.
7:00 P.M.
than $200 million last Having said that, I would
In older people the cause
shy
it
is
unlikely
Special
that less of nose bleeds is sometimes
year by using the filing
iii
companies, which charge than 300 units of vitamin E a a hardened artery that has
Nightly
Singing
actually cracked. These can
about $300 per lottery day will cause harm.
chester writes. "Had he chance for their services. Some authorities believe be considerably more
lost, he would have all but
declared himself
cs*
bankrupt, but he won and
demanded an immediate
payoff."
a place where people care.
Manchester recalled
that before turning in
WiMilowv Pre-Paid Prescription Miens
Sunday night, Kennedy
Begley s welcomes rxescnplions from
Medicaid, UMWA, map( and private
was singing "September
prescnption programs
Song" — "And the days
dwindle down to a
Central Shopping Center Hwy 641 N. Murray
precious few ... and these
C4 142/U
753-4025 Mon -Sat. 9-9, Sun. 12-6
few precious days I'll
....
share with you."
,.....4..Ifo
.,1.
Manchester writes that
Zggl
Kennedy urged his wife to
-fei
.."464
1
)
2
take a highly publicized
cruise on the yacht of
Aristotle Onassis, who
KANTEPS
was to become her second
tliEW
husband. Kennedy
thought the trip would get
IIIIIIIIIIIIf
her mind off the recent
--)L,-,ar nig<
death of her newborn son
Deluxe II
Patrick.
Handi-Bag
Paper Towels
Cake Mix
Kennedy joked that the
Lawn I Leaf Bags
Jumbo Roll
18-1 2 oz
bushel bags web toes
S
publicity about the trip
White Yellow or
Deves Food
might work to his advantage because she'd
feel guilty and do more
campaigning.
This proved true, Manchester writes, because
P,,ces good thru October' 17 1983
We reserve the °tithe to hod guantrhes
-.tee tor typographical errors
after returning from the
cruise she took out her
red appointment book
•&_
and scrawled "Texas"
Ghosts, Goblins 8<
across the spaces for
Witches At Begley's
-4111-141
Nov. 21, 22 and 23.
svir'
On Thursday morning,
SO riders
Nov. 21, the day before
Advanced rcan1u1a Stresstabs600
with the essentkal tsohn extra
Kennedy was
assassinated in Dallas,
(Continued on Page 22)
said one problem was
that the Davis Oil Co. of
Denver discovered a major oil and gas field in
Wyoming's Powder River
Basin but kept this information secret from the
federal government for
more than a year. The
find was on land Davis
leased from the government, in the same area as
parcels the government
put up for sale through
the lottery rather than
auctioning to the highest
bidder, NBC said.
One Davis Oil official,
Edward LeFaye, said the
company had done
nothing wrong and the
government had "dropped the ball" and was
simply looking for a
scapegoat.
Another Davis
spokesman, who asked
not to be identified, said
the federal government
was trying to fine the
company $4,100 for
allegedly failing to file
some reports. But the
spokesman said, "Davis
Oil Co. timely filed
reports with the required
agencies and therefore
Davis is contesting this
fine."

REVIVAL

Northside
Independent Church

New Kennedy book to be released
NEW YORK (AP) —
From Jacqueline Kennedy's scrawled "Texa"
across three November
days in her appointment
book [4.) John-John's plea
to be taken along to
Dallas, a new book
details President John F.
Kennedy's "time of last
things."
"Though no one was
aware of it at the time ...
We now recall them with
poignance, with the dark
tugging at the heart when
you watch a tragic play,"
writes longtime Kennedy
fr&lkid William Manchester in a new book to
be published next month
by Little, Brown and Co.
The book, excerpted in
the current issue of McCall's magazine, is entitled "One Brief Shining
Moment: Remembering
Kennedy," its title drawing on the assassinated
president's favorite song
from "Camelot."
Manchester writes of
the unknowing "goodbye
hugs and farewell handshakes" of family and
friends in November
1963:
"There was his parting
with his mother and
gravely ill father in
Hyannis Port; his last
glimpse of the Cape
(Cod) and his brother
Teddy singing 'Heart of
My Heart,' the family an-

them, while Ted's wife,
Joan, played the piano."
On Sunday, Nov. 10,
Manchester writes, many,
friends saw Kennedy
alive for the last time
when he and his wife
entertained at Wexford,
their new country home
near Middleburg, Va.
"Jack spent the last
weekend of his life at his
father's PaIM Beach
house," the author
writes. "He flew down to
Florida to campaign and
loaf with Dave Powers
and Torbert McDonald, a
Democratic congressman who had roomed with Kennedy at Harvard.
"Usually Palm Beach
is not at its best in
November, but that
weekend the sky was
cloudless — 'Kennedy
weather' as we called it
then. Jack sid his back
hadn't felt better in
years, Torbey
remembers. 'It was like
being back in 1939 when
there was nothing on
anybody's mind."
After watching a
Polaris missile laurel at
Cape Canaveral, Manchester writes, the
friends watched a NavyDuke college football
game, with the president
betting on Navy.
"There was a tightwad
streak in Jack," Man-

The Begley Pharmacy...
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- Halloween Specials

or ,our

$499
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FRIDAY
SEAFOOD BUFFET
5 p.m. - 9 p.m.
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Moon Drops
Creme
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Luminesque
Lipstick

6'

Cadbury

The Face

Duracell

Pumpkin Basket

Candy Bars

Monster Make-Up
Kit

Battery
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AA 4-Pack $2.99

411SANYCI

eaturing: Home Style Clam
Chowder, Boiled Gulf Coast
Shrimp, Oysters on the HalfShell, Breaded Shrimp, Fried
Oysters, Cod Fillets Fried to a
golden brown, Shrimp Fried
Rice, Breaded Ocean Clam
Strips, Select Breaded Oysters,
Breaded Fillet of Cod, Assorted
Hot Vegetables, Salad Bar,
Cheese Bar, and Dessert Table:

—

19

$599

Rag 50C
Each

VOS
Shampoo

Children 495

2-Pack
Single Pack

3 for

Assored shaoes
and colors

Seek ou
the
savings!
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MI
Uegal Notice

1 Legal

I.

Phillip P Williams,
will no longer be re
SPOnsible for any debts
other than my own as of
10-12-83

Me%

tice

2 Notice

-re
• Environme
ntal
•
up Portraits at scenic •
•locations.
•
• CARTER STUDIO •
•
•

I, the undersigned, ef
fective October 11 1983
will no longer be re
sponsible for any debts
other then my own
Stuart Henley.

300 MAIN

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
I Imitated
5 Headgear
8 Distance
measure
12 Mother of
Apollo
13 Devoured
14 Roman tyrant
15 Tierra del
Fuegan
Indian
16 Handle
18 Marry
19 Printer's
measure
20 War god
21 Sun god
23 Conjunction
24 Property
26 Sacred song
28 Breaks
suddenly
29 Deity
30 Hard-shelled
fruit
32 Units of
Siamese
currency
33 Stitch
34 Faultless
35 Greek letter
36 Knave at
cards
37 Enticing
woman
38 Tidy
40 Speechless
41 Pronoun
43 Article
44 Turns around
track
45 Symbol for
fluorine
47 Eggs
49 Make happy
51 Rubber tree
52 Accumulations
55 Numbers
game
56 Aenform fluid

57 Encounter
DOWN
1 Century plant
2 Flags
3 Greek letter
4 Note of scale
5 Proofreader's mark
6 The

sweetsop
7 Edible seed
8 Preposition
9 Recent
10 Being
11 Brick-carrying devices
16 Three Sp
17 Walked on
20 Snakes
22 Near
25 Glossy fabric
26 Cut
27 Habituate
28 Weaken
29 Precious
stone
31 Number
33 Posed
34 Fruit seeds

153 12911.

MX 3E
fa
Uegal Notice

‘Notice
ka Saar

with a
Chaffy Store
MARTIN'S CHAPEL
WEITIOMETIMOIST
CIEURCII

14,01 MI
Sal Ott 130
5.1 pet mbl

LICSIMI In

Chnit Frown NKR

Answer to Previous Puzzle
CHO

UAPU

L113E1121

CU COCO EMU
MO UMUUNCOOM
OVUM MUM
WU UM ULM
DOU CAM MOON
MUM BO
All CUM
ROOM UEIC LIEJO
UOU OUM OU
LIME MUM
UMUUMOULI LJUU
MUM UOIDU UIJU
UM WU= WM
36 Jury list
37 Stage extra:
colloq.
39 Babylonian
deity
40 Partners
41 White Rhine
wine
42 Cry of
Bacchanals
44 Tibetan

priest
45 Escape
46 For fear that
48 Girl's name
50 Piece of
wood
51 Southwestern Indian
53 Proceed
54 Part of
"to be"

2. Notice
FAY El
MONOGRAMS
753-7743
Several styles and
colors available.
Fast service. Gift
Certificates!
Buying standing timber, white oak, red oak
and yellow pine veneer.
Buyer John Wilkerson,
1 444 7822. Silvers
Veneer & Lumber, 365
Meachum Lane,
Paducah Ky 42001.

Jim Salter & Jerry
Henry will be in oar
showroom from 6:302:00 Mon., Tues.,
Mors., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pont.-Cad.-Beick

oleo Nuns
•Ailitioes

thmodelin
Eremitical, Free Estimate
Call WI Whey
435-4354 ir
753-1115

QUOTE FROM THE "BOOK
OP PROVERBS"

fail

Menefee, To Bid
The Maser mod City
Canal of the city of Mer
reywi smut bids te per
chess I Deem Treck for the
em of the Merry Street
Dept. Pie Oty Casa
reserves the tight t• OCCOrt
the latest er host bid it to
rasa
er ell bids.
Spodficatiess are aelleibie
et the Cry Clerk's Office,
Sib &
City 11611
ropier Sts., Morrey,11y.

11(1r:1
7
1
11
1
.111PROVEMENT

ONCE AGAIN, SIR, I

6. Help Wanted

L4.44050 LOVETH
INSTRUCTION LOVETH
KNOLOLED6E "

YES, MA'AM, I LOVETH
INSTRUCTION AND I

LOVETH KNOWLED6E.

Glass! Glass! For the
home, car or business
A complete line of glass,
plexiglass and mirrors
Glass table tops and
glass shelves. Alum.
store fronts installed.
Store front doors repaired or replaced Fix
storm windows and
storm doors and patio
door glass and screen
replaced. M&G Glass,
816 Coldwater Rd 7530180 or 753 2798

Have 5 minutes?
Coll 759-4444 for
an

inspirational

message

to

brighten you day.

Children's

tap

759-4445.

5. Lost and Found

9. Situation Wanted

Found male cat, approx
year old, white and
butterscotch. Found on
Campus. Call 7533598.
Lost, Gray Handbag
Oct 7 First Presbyterian Church parking Lot
Contents sentimental
Value. Reward. No
questions asked.. Call
collect 1-655-5562 after 5
PM or 753-7639.
Lost white gold watch,
diamond chips around
Big Johns or Corvette
Lanes. Reward. Call
492-8212.

FOR MY FAVORITE ,
TV SHOW! /

Chimneys. All fuel.
Triple wall pipe,
6"x36", $2799; installation kit, $37.99.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tn.
Handmade wooden
baby crib, antique style,
$65. 62 inch stereo
console $70. 3 pair of
men's or boy's Levi's
$20. Call 759-4729.
Relieve dry, sore and
burning eyes btu'
lubricating with Nu
Tears Eye Drops. Only
$2.49 at your Drug
Store. Half the price of
other artifical tears.
Storm door, standard
size, 36 inch,;screen and
glass, all hardware for
hanging, good condi
tion,S40. 753-7481.
Stove Boards. Heavy
lined. 28"x32", $8.99;
3 2"x 3 8",
1 1 . 99 ;
36"x52", $17.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tn,

AS YOU GET HOME'

Chid

HOW ONE WELL-TURNED
PHRASE FROM TNAT WOMAN
CAN SUCK ALL THE WIND
OUT OF YOUR 5AIL6

ri

'?*
ORM 'AV15

16, Home Furnishings

10-15

I HAVE

Brown couch and matching chair. Call 7537260.
Dining room suite, 8
chairs, 2 leaves, like
new. Lighted china
cabinet to match. Call
753-9514 or 753-4734.
Layaway Early for
Christmas. 2 pc. living
room suite, starting at
$289.95. 3 pc. bedroom
suite, $259.95. Recliners, $119.95 and up.
Big savings on dining
room suites. Special
price on bedding.
Carraway Furniture,
105 North 3rd. 753-1502.
Sears Kenmore dishwasher, portable. with
chopper block top, 1
year old, 2 year
warranty, excellent
condition $175. Call
753-6780.
Twin bed, box springs
and mattress, chest of
drawers. 4742240.

WHAT GETS ME
15,SHE PAYS
HIM

A TENN IG
LESSON
ON MY

Retail business for sale
in Murray area. Call
1 443 4747 or 442-8860.

15. Articles for Sale

DISHES AS SOON

11'5 MY DINNERTIME,ARLENE.
BUT PONT DESPAIR, I'LL BE
RIGHT BACK
THE MOMENTS
WILL SEEM LIKE YEARS 0
TILL YOU RETURN

10. Business Opportunity

A lot in Lynn Grove
Area. Must have owner
financing. 753-9282.
Late model travel
trailer, 27 to 35 foot. Call
502-472-1719.
Nice Maternity clothes,
Size 9 10-11-14. Call
7531568.
We _are .041.4,uy i.ng, used
air conditioners. Call
753 9104,

01MLINWFmersSynchcamioc

I HAVE GONE
SHOPPING. DO THE

Full, part time
secretarial job wanted.
College degree. 1 year
experience. Typing -60
w.p.m., shorthand -100
w.p.m., dictaphone,
medical terminology.
759-1414.
Will babysit anytime,
day or night. 414 South
10th. Reasonable rates.

14. Want to Buy

I ALSO PONT KNOW
WHAT IMTi.lAYING !

3

r OH,BOY ! ITS TIME

Electrical Help; ex
perienced electrical
distributer Voltages up
yo 12 K.V. Send work
history and phone
number to P.O. Box
1040-Z Murray Ky 42071.
Part-time substitute
Transit driver. Applicants will be given at
the Transit office at
City Hall. Deadline for
applications is 5:00,
Oct. 17th.
RN needed to expand
home medical care.
Write in care of P.O.
Box 1040C, Murray.
Sales Management. Self
motivated management
individual with strong
desire to succeed. Must
be aggressive with
heavy experience in
sales and people management. Prefer college
degree business/ marketing. Negotiable
salary with excellent
benefit package. Excellent advancement
opportunity. Send confidential resume with
salary history to Pepsi
Cola Bottling Co., Elm
and George St., Martin,
Tn. 38237, attention
Danny Harbin. We will
contact for confidential
interview.
Wanted. Housekeeper
baby sitter, Monday
Wednesday and Fridays.
Located 11 miles east of
Murray on Ky Lake.
Must provide own transportation Call 436-5380
for further information.

LUNCH

WHAT 00 YOU
CALL THAT"

17, Vatuum Cleaners

ABDUL „'ADO KNOW WHERE sit9U
SAW THE 101-4N6 PRINCE

LA5T

WHEN THE
OLD MAN
OIES„TONIGHT„
I WILL BE RULER.
WHO'LL BE
BELIEVED

•

310 31E,
20. Sports Equipment

32. Apts. For Rent

Smith & Wesson model
19, 357 Magnum, 4 inch
barrel, blue, pachmays
grips, target trigger
hammer and sights
Like new Call 753 4188
after 5 pm

2 BR furnished apt. at
Hales Apts. Water fur•
nished, no pets
Available Oct. 8th $140
73in3
per month. 153 5980 or

22. Musical
Alvarez Flat•top
Guitar, $140 or best
offer. Call David at
753-6274.
Electric Gibson bass
guitar and amplifier
Best offer, Call 492-8589t
Fiddle/violin complete
759-9896
Five piece set of Gresch
drums, 7 Zildjian
symbols with new
cases. Call 436-5364.
Private guitar lessons
for beginners and ad
vanced. Chucks Music.
753-3682.
Upright Piano
Good
condition $ 1 2 5 .
previously owned by
Music teacher. Call
753-6780.

24. Miscellaneous
Bar and chain oil,
gallons, $2.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tn.
Craftsman Pro chain
saw. 4.5 HP 13 inch bar.
$350. Call 192-8480.
Firewood for sale, $25 a
rick delivered. 489-2604
or 492-8460.
Oak and Hickory
firewood, delivered $25.
a rick. Call 759-1145
after 4 pm.
Oregon saw chain, 3/8"
pitch for 16" bar, $7.99;
20", 18.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris, Tn.
SELL PORTABLE
SIGNS: Earn $2800
weekly. Buy $250
See
$450 Leads Furnished.
1-502-563-9926.
Washer and Dryer,
electric office typewri
ter, old cash register,
hard rock maple bed,
dark pine headboard,
dark pine dining room
table with 2 leaves and 4
chairs. Call 753-8856.
Water Heaters. Elec
tric, round glass lined
tanks, 5 year guarantee,
double heating element,
30 gallon, $109.99; 40
gallorl, $114.99; 50
gallon, $139.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tn.

27. Mobile Home Sales
1973 12x60, 3 BR, all
electric, partly fur
rushed, Must sell! Call
436-5843.
1973 12x60 Mobile home,
all electric, furnished,
underpinning, new front
porch, electric pole, air
conditioner. Need to
sell. 1-527-9627.
1973 12x60, 2 BR, 1 bath,
stove refrigerator, 2 set
of steps and underpin
ring completed. 489
2361 or 489-2184.
1973 12'x70' Shultz
mobile home. Partly
furnished. 527-7998.
3 BR, 2 bath, Presidential, in excellent condi:
tion with gable roof,
central heat and air,
partially furnished.
Assume payments. 753
9702.
ROOM TO STRETCH
and get in touch with the
earth but not far from
town. This 16 acres m/1
and older mobile home
is easily assessible to
town. Approximately
3/4 of the land is
tendable with a pond
and creek. Partially
fenced and ready for
you. Contact CEN
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors and get ready
for quiet living.

GA

One bedroom unfurnished Apartment
for rent, fireplace, kitchen appliances furnished. Panorama
Shores. Lease and deposit required. No pets
or children. 436-2484 or
753-7172.

1

Alma

641.

lot
(size
kits o

34. Houses for Rent
2 BR house 5 miles West
of Murray. Rent $110
month with references.
Call 753-5801.
3 BR, on Lake. $260 per
month. Also for sale, 1
set of 38,000 lbs. Eaton
rearends for truck,
$2,500. 436.5663.
Spacious 4 bedroom, 2
bath home. 1 block from
campus. Gas heat, fenced yard, storage bldg.
Available Nov. 1. Least
and deposit required.
753-9341.
Three bedroom house,
furnished, near Ky.
Lake, washer and dryer
included, $200. Deposit
required. 753-8964 after
5p. m.

Fri., 5
Lir
(filth!
bodra
Mast
weshi

36. For Rent or Lease
45 Acres for hay, long
term lease available.
New Concord area. Call
247-6504.

37. Livestock -Supplies
Fescue seed
753 8930

for

Stella

sale

Boysi
pichor
top, II

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC miniature
Dachshund puppies $6.5
and $75. Also AKC
Dachshund stud service. Call 527 9700 after
1 p.m.
Guinea Pig needs good
home. Call 753-9472.
Squirrel Monkey very
tame gentle, $400. 1 1/2
years old, w A7,-546‘„

• dr 247-05337'

4 Public Sale
REMODELING
SALE
Set., Oct. 15th
111 Woodlawa

Pocket door, draper boxes,
gas beam, wood doers,
wham, hair's's fight, 2
cross beck doors, Lady kw
Isere oven cook top, bedside tehis sal Isom, cat
iron, hs1ksk, color T.V.,
control rota, modicise
calimet.

Lot oI
other
child,
other
On
Almo.

YARD SALE
Sat., Oct. 15th
9 a.m.
Located 1 miles from
Almo on Denctintown
Rd. jest off Hwy. 464
at hefts!' Piece.

We
Regul,
Corpe
Floors
We C
Citize

Household items
and furniture.

28. Mobile Home Rentals
1973 Atlanta 12 x 60,
excellent condition, 2
bedroom, large living
room and bath. Stove
and refrigerator. Call
437-4566.
Extra nice 2 BR on
large lot in the country.
Complete with ap
pliances and patio. $185
per month. 753-1236.
Nice 2 BR trailer near
Murray. No pets. Call
489-2611.
Three bedroom mobile
home Keniana Subd. No
pets. Security deposit
$100, $110 monthly. 4365364.
Trailer for rent. See
Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Ct.
Two bedroom newly
furnished, central air
and heat. Shady Oaks.
753-5209.

M Heating-Cooling

Authorized Electrolux
Sales and Service. We
service all makes of
vacuum cleaners. 753
3639 or 4436469

Four Stack 4600 watt,
portable, electric
heaters, 549 99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tn.

19. Farm Equipment

30. Business Rentals

10 x 30 Stock trailer with
heat and air, has cargo
door and concrete steps
Call 753 1546 till 5.30
and 49 2563 after 6 PM.
1964 International
Moline Tractor, front
end loader, power
steering, backhoe
setup. Call 489- 2775.
,1 Round row hay trailer,
combine trailer and
feeder, also combine
header trailers
1 886
6079, Hopkinsville, after
AO • rn•

Furnished upstairs apt.
near downtown. Call
753-4645 after 2p.m.
New 2 bedroom one full
bath duplex, all ap•
pliances• and water
furnished. 16 miles east
of Murray at Ky Lake.
$280 a month. Call after
5 PM. 436-2402.
1 or 2 BR apt, near
downtown, very nice.
Call 753-4109, 762-6650,
436 2844.

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

32. Apts`.'For Rent
Next to University, $125
per month. Low
utilities Call 7599205.
Nice one bedroom apt.
at Five Points. 759-9235

LO'
759-

GARAGE
SALE
526 South 7th
Sat. only
7-?

02 5

YARD SALE
Sat. 8 a.m..?
919 N. 18th St.
App
on F
Thii
ouci

Color TV., Atari
game and cartridges,
weight bench, lots of
clothes, assorted
other Items.

•XCI
Wi
chairs
1 mat
lamp
maple
refrIg
table.
walnu
cane
NM.
pictur
AN
posts.
Shawl
gnaw
Items
Nix
annou
need•

Bank Of Murray
Employees Flea
Marie
Yard Sale
15 Party
Set., oct. 15tio
1-4
At the WA of Mena
Perkasie es &lei It.

Wata.

•

•••

edit

*

,'-9 19-is.

11.0.40.:indm:,--4
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41. Public Sale

4M1116,
41. Public Sale
41. Public Sale

41. Public Sale

46. Homes for Sale

43. Real Estate

at
ir •

YARD SALE

40

3 Party
Garage Sale

Or
DI.

1625 Catalina
Fri. and Sat.
8 a.m.-4 p.m.

Thews. Only
2115 Gottsboroegh
Toys, clothes, firaltars.

ull
'per
ist
(e.
'er

Nurses uniforms (sizes
8 and 10), children
clothes and toys, brass
and household items,
men's and women's fall
and winter clothes, plus
more. Cancelled if rein.

3 Party
Yard
Sale

Fri. & Sat.
Oct. 14& 15
8 a.m.-?
Rain or Shin*
In the Mason Building
at Aurora on Hwy.68
12 Families
New crafts, sewing
machine, two chain
sows, exercise bike, antiques, infant to adult
clothes and shoes, electric guitar and two
amps, 1977 Chevy Von,
Iota mor• Priced
reasonably. Come and
look, that's free!!

608 S. 9th
Fri. and Sat.

ar
e.
10,

GARAGE SALE

n
nt
;it
jr
ie-

ets
Or

tSI

>er
on
k,

Big Indoor
Moving Sale

2
)m
enJg.
ast
ed.

203 N. 10th
7-7
Fri., Sat. and Sea.
Living rm. smite,
dining suite, 5
bedroom furniture.
Mast go. Including
washer end dryer.

se,
:y.
fer
rsit
ter

LARGE
YARD SALE
s-6 Friday
II•2 Set.
803 N. 19th
Bicycle, plants, and
large selection of
items, clothes priced
cheap.

Lodi's and men clothes
(different sizes), jewelry,
variety of household
items. Several new
items. No soles before 8
o.rn. Cancelled in case
of rain.

==t
ile.

re
565

YARD
SALE

3 Party
Carport Sale

Fri., Oct. 14th
9-4
Stella Troller Pork
Hwy. 121 North
Boys clothes to size 5,
picture fromes, quilt
top, household items.

8-4
Friend Sat.
Oct. 14L 15
1613 Paritione
Nice clothes, toter
boxes, other odds and
ends.

er ter

>od

I

2 PARTY
YARD SALE

3 PARTY
YARD SALE

Fox Meadows
Fri. and Sat.
8-?
Clothes, lots of
misc.

Fri. and Sat.
121 South, 1 mile
from city limits.
Furniture,
haeseweros, cloth*
end jewelry. Postponed in case of rain.

HAZEL
COMMUNITY
FLEA MARKET
& YARD SALE
SATURDAY
OCTOBER 15th
Free Setups
Downtown Hazel
Near Antique
Malls and shops.

YARD SALE
Lot of new jeans and
other clothing. Some
children: clothing,
other odds and ends.
On Hwy. 464 west of
Alrno.
8-4
Fri. and Sat.

We professionally clean everything with

lee•

YARD SALE

Murray Kiwanis Gun
and Knife Show. Oct.
15th, 1 til 5. Oct. 16th, 1
til 5. Calloway Middle
School. College Farm
Rd. Free Parking 24
hour security concession.$1 admission.

315 Irvon
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Oct. 14-15
Sheets, glassware
and clothes.
•

YARD SALE
121 between Coldwater and Farmington. Benefield Slobdivision.
Fri., Sat. & Mon. 8-S

CARPORT
SALE

trey, electric
eid butterfly quilts,
leaps, drapes, picture
frames, seats entitle*
lieu, canivel glass, hl
fry, lets if ether odds
eels, &Hemet staff every4111•
/

Coldwater Rd.
2nd house on left
past Shady Oaks.
Fri. & Sot.
Oct. 14 & 15

Gigantic
Multi Party
Garage Sole

YARD SALE

Thursday, Friday
and Saturday 8
a.m. to 6 p.m.
1610 Keenland
Something for
everyone.

Fri., Oct. 14th
Starting 8 a.m.
1 mile north of
Wiggins Furniture
on 641 North.
Watch for signs.
Lamps, dishes,
toys, games,
clothes, etc.

30 Day
Flea Market

GARAGE
SALE

Keen Hardware
Pryorsbarg, Ky.
between Mayfield &
Wingo on Hwy. 45
South. Beginning Oct.
7th.
Old & mese& tools
and hardware, case
pocket Knives, old
showcases, oak
cabinet, old crocks
suel much more.

Sat., Oct. 15th
8-3 p.m.
701 Earl Coort
All size clothing,
plants, sm. oppliances, curtains,
etc.

4 PARTY
YARD SALE

3 PARTY
BASEMENT
SALE

907 Olive
Fri. 8-5
Sat. 8-1
Treadle beds, men and
ladies clothes,
children winter
clothes, toys and lots
more.

Beech press, 95 bs. set of
weights, like ems. Stereo
end record pieyer, Area
betties, men clothes, pants
Oise 38), coat sad shirt
Ohs 1).

TENDER LOVING CARE
Regular MAID service plus we professionolly...cleon
Carpets, wash Windows, Walls, etc. Strip & Wax
Floors..
We Cater Parties and have Special Services for Sr.
Citizens.

GARAGE
SALE

GARAGE
SALE
1513 London Dr.
Sat., Oct. 15
8-?

Sat., Oct. 15th
Rain or Shine
7 a.m..?
2223 Edinborough
No early sales

Honda 200, Chifferobe,
trunk,2 bikes with child
seats, girl's clothes 3-5,
9:9 tent, tire for sandbox, books, much more.

LOCAL,MATURE,DEPENDABLE
759-9754

FREE ESTIMATES

759-1834

NCE

I y
AINERKA5FAVORITE
HOUSE-WARMER
The famous Ashle', line of Wood- and coal-and-wood
burning heating appliances includes radiant stoves,
heaters,.ir.ulators, and a .entral furnace, .p.onomhai
heat for any application. On display at our chowroom no,

2 player pinball
mochine, antique bed
and chair.

Plinio's': Inc.
02 S. 5th Norm

Estate Auction
Saturday, October 15
10 a.m. Bain or Shine)
Murray, Ky. 94 East
Approximately two miles east of Murray
on Hwy. 94E at the late Fay Roberts home.
This is ono of the best and cleanest
auctions ever held. Everything is in
excellent condition.
Will sell Mahogany tri-pedestal Duncan Phyfe table. 6
chairs and china cabinet: two Bassett bedroom suits ( I cherr,.
I mahogany. Bassett coffee and end tables. Duncan Phyfe
lamp table, couch, walnut whatnot, mahogany wall mirror.
maple bedroom suit. mahogany bookcase. rockers. Frigidaire
refrig elec range. port sewing machine , dropleaf coffee
table. RCA color TV, portable BW TVs, recliners. oval mirror.
walnut lamp table. wingba ck chair. 2 oval marble top tables,
cane bottorn chairs, well pump, picnic table. lamps, dinette
suit, lawn mowers, re.staurant_ dishes, typewriter table,
pictures, mixer, blender, and new elec, skillets. reg. pool table.
ANTIQUES pie safe, 2 waterfall bedroom suits w/fluted
posts, fine oak waahstand. oak bed, rocker, flat top trunk,
Shawnee pottery. china head doll, table w/maganne rack. 2
wicker chairs. quilts, glassware. horse dram too. -APrnlac.
Items. Also for sale•sharp 1e73 Olds. .
Not responsible for occident'. refreshments available,
announcements day of sale For information and your auction
needs rail

Bob W. Frosty) Miller, Auctioneer
492-8594
w...6 1st Good Arctior Kat Work I..

YARD
SALE

753-4872
•

4•14.1 Es

YARD
SALE
121 South
2nd house past
Locust Grove
Church Rood.
Fri. & Sot.
8 a.m. to 4 p.m.

James
Antiques
641 South
Floe selection of tint'.
quo.. Custom stripping. Expert tepeiring
and Refinishing. Brass
cleaning. 20 yr. experience. Reaseeeitio
rates.
492-8850
Men..Sat

Pordom a. Thurman
Insurance
Reel Estate
Sonthside Court Sq. 1
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

'Or 7S3•

Fri. & Sat.
509 Chestnut

TLC

Lee Aest Plaipet 753-6543
Ways, Wise. 753.5146
_Joel. Seems 436-5676
1112 Coldwater Reed
Merrily, Illestvgky 42071
1502173.0156
Anytio•
3051. KENNON
Broker
Licensed & Beaded

C•L1.0.•• dCe.ed,d
MUMMA,
'

Nell

ing
le.
all

>ry
1/2
46%

Antique Show and Sale.
Paducah's Executive
Inn. 11-9 Oct. 15th, 11-5
Oct. 16th. 75 Dealers.
Adm $2

510 S. 8th
Sat., Oct. 15
8-5

Fri. and Sat.
9-?
Riviera Ct. Lot 21
Children clothes,
dishes, etc.

Lot of boys clothes
(size 4-7), antiques,
lots of other itmes.

110
es.

CARPORT
SALE

5 PARTY
YARD SALE

1 mile north
Almo Heights on
641.
Fri. & Sat.
8-5

S •1T
REALTY

YARD SALE

1658 Ryan
AN day Sat. 8 til 5
Gift items and ideals
and games.
6.

43. Real Estate

laj
e a
Appointments mede
fee year convenience.
Full tints sales
associates evening
phones.
Aims McCarty.
Them:IWO
153-7721
Iffel latrorn 753-1311
Spam .
753-2M1
LIP hmoarti .
753-2471
ions biter.
183-24M
INNS Cress
.
153-5175
Mafia bou

ime

41, .
11 1.5

304 N. 12th, Murray,
Ky.
Sales Associates,
Evening Phones

Real good home for
sale. 308 N. 5th Street.
Will be open Saturday
for bids from 8a.m. to
4p.m. By owner, 753
6201.

41. Motorcycles
1976 CR 125, Excellent
condition. Call 753-9131.
1983 Honda V45
Magnum, $2,700. Call
762-2138 after 5p.m.
Honda XC100, good
condition, $225. Call
753 5019 after 5 30p.m

48. Auto Services

Timber Top subdivision
water hookup. Call
Dover 615-232-6408.

46. Homes for Sale

49. Used Cars

Our interest in you
pays off.
A &lies of C & It bretprion.

44. Lots for Sale
Lot, on paved road.

1614 Belmont is the 1955 Chevrolet 327, 4
location of this three speed $1,500 also 2 axle
bedroom brick plus car trailer. Call
family room. Large 759-9404.
corner lot with double 1978 Cutlass Brougham,
garage off of side street. extra nice Call 753-6520.
New range and dis- 1956 Red Chevrolet car,
h w a sher , new body and motor in good
aluminum storage condition
Needs tranbuilding. Drapes, car- smission. Call 753-0107
pet, storm doors and or 753-5116.
windows. $46,000. 1970 MGB, new
tires,
Roberts Realty, new top, good paint,
753-1651.
$1950. runs good. Dover.
By owner, newly re- 615-232-6408.
modeled, 2 acres of land 1971 Chevy El
Camino
on Hwy. 94 West, ap- Super Sport, 454
motor,
proximately 2,000 sq. 390 h.p., bucket
seats,
ft., new carpeting, new full instrumentati
on,
den, kitchen, breakfast AM-FM radio,
40,000
area and utility room. miles, spare tire
never
Call 435-4380.
down, very good condiCustom Built Home. It tion. $3,575 firm. 1-382pays to be different. 2367 after 5p.m.
Passive Solar Home. 1971 Subaru, 2 dr.,
57,000
Save hundreds a year miles, good dependable
saxmlitilities....,SPatious 3 .4sanaportatiess.-.153 9181
bedroom, 2 full baths, or 753-8124
completely equipped
1972 LTD, $450. Call
kitchen, fantastic storage on 81/4 beautiful 759-9684.
acres, 4 miles to MSU. 1974 2 dr. Buick Apollo
Buy from owner. Save 350 C.I., very good
in Call for ,appoint- engine, body, radial
tires, $1,050. Call 753ment, 753-4501.
1
3711.
IT'S WONDERFUL
IT'S DELIGHTFUL - 1974 Buick Century,
and it could be your's Power brakes and
for a very reasonable steering, AC, AM/FM 8
price. On your special track, good condition
showing you will see the must sell $1400. Call
ususal 4 bedroom, 2 759-9684.
bath pleasant home 1974 Chev. Caprice, p.s.,
BUT THERE IS A p.b., air condition,
BONUS ON THIS needs some work. Call
ONE!! There is a after 5:30p.m. 753-4123.
9)/2x51/2 area in the 1975 Mustang II, metalgarage for a super lic blue, 55,000 miles,
workshop - gas heat, automatic, 302 motor,
pegboard, and also 1977 Gran Prix,
workbench!! The men gray and silver 2-tone.
will love it. In fact the 753-5016 or 753-8085.
whole family should see
it today!! Call CEN- 1976 Datsun Station
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs, Wagon, with air, $1,275.
Call 492-8565 or 753-7422
Realtors - 753-102 (Ask for George)
NOW.
1978 Monte Carlo, Ps,
Like the unusual? This
Pb, AM -FM cassette.
house has lots of unique
Must sell. Call 753-5466
features that have to be
after 5 PM.
seen to be appreciated.
Super master bedroom 1979 T -Bird Heritage
and kitchen, storage Edition, local car,
galore, and big rooms loaded, low mileage,
that make for great 54,895. 753-9710. 1500
entertaining. Located in Canterbury.
Gatesborough. Call 1979 Trans Am, excelKOPPERUD REALTY lent condition, Call 753753-1222 today for an 3635 after &PM.
appointment
1980 Buick LaSabra, 4
Looking for a first home door, excellent shape,
or rental property? new radial tires. 474Check this newly listed 8038
two bedroom home in 1980 Pontiac Brougham
the city located on a
door, 5.7 diesel engine,
tree shaded lot. Gas 25 to 30 MPG, extra
heat adds to the ec- clean, loaded with oponomy. Priced in the tions. $5,150. Call 753530's. Call KOPPERUD 3807 after Ip.m.
REALTY,753-1222.
Tube framed Dune
New listing in quiet Buggy $600 or best
residential neighbor- offer. Call 759-1982 or
hood. Three bedroom 759 1971
brick ranch home with
central heating and 50. Used Trucks
cooling, den with
fireplace and neat as a 1968 Dodge 3/4 ton, V 8,
pin. Offered in the 540's good motor, one owner.
through KOPPERUD Call 759 4963
REALTY, 7 1 1 Main 1970 Chevrolet pickup,
Call 753 3618.
Street, 753-1222.
1971 Chev. Pickup, V-8,
Three bedroom, gar
straight shift, long bed.
age, fenced in back
753.9181 or 753.8124
yard, paved driveway
storage building. 510 3/4 ton 1965 Dodge
South 7th, 753.9968
Pickup. Excellent runTwo bedroom furnished ning condition, titled,
cabin, 1 mile from licensed w/city sticker.
Priced to sell. Call
Cypress Springs resort
753.6209 or 753 2214.
Call 753 8856

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Gold
Oosed
Yesterday
391.00
Opened Today 398.50
Up
.S0
Compliments of
& S1LVFR
CUSTOM JEWELERS
OLYMPIC PLAZA
GOLD

53. Services Offered

Silver
Closed
Yesterday
10.44
Opened Today 10.30
Dews
.14
We buy Gold Sillier
and Diamonds.
Hours 10-I Daily
I 2 5 Sunday

I kritattorlestlootial
CMIP181 Eli
MILLIS
McKean., Ti.
Call Catlett 111-352-3111
at 51-352-51.4
Free Estimates

L EE'S CARPET
CLEANING. Murray's
Only professional Car
53. Services Offered
pet Cleaning Company
With over 12 years
Aluminum and Vinyl
continuous local service
siting and Aluminum
using the most powerful
trim for ell houses. It cleaning system made
Hundreds of satisfied
stops pointing.
repeat customers.
Jack Glover
Licensed and Insured.
753-1873
We move the furniture
free. Free estimates, 24
APPLIANCE SER- hour service, 753-5827.
VICE. Kenmore, Licert.sed electrician
for
Westinghouse, residential and comWhirlpool. 21 years mercial. Heating
and
experience. Parts and air • condition, gas in
Service. Bobby Hopper stallation and repair.
Bob's Appliance Ser- Phone 753-7203.
vice 202 S. 5th St
753-4872, 753-8886
1 Mobile Home Anchors,
(home).

underpinning, roofs
sealed, aluminum
patio awnings, single
and double carports.
JACK GLOVER
73111173

Allmon Service Co.
Alamium aid visyl
sidin. Castes trim wort.
letereices. Call Will Ed
Bailey. 153-0619.
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free estimates call 753-2310.

CLEANING
Low, Low Rates.
Satisfied References.
Free Estimates.
Concrete -Block and
brick work. laarge or
small jobs, garages,
basements,'foundations. 753-5476.
Custom Bushhogging
Call .174-8091

Lump and nut coal
delivered. Reasonable
rates 1 -825-0659.
Need work on your
trees? Topping, pruning, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care
7530338.
Plumbing and Electri
cal work. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Free es
timates. Call 436-2218
anytime.
repair, radios,
TV's, stereos and
small appliances.
MURRAY HOME
8 AUTO
We

Chestnut St Wirt°,
7S3 7571

Merrey
Perini Cs.
Speciallzkle in all types if
44164lf WWI- ream wla
excevatieg. Fret estimates.
les. 7534411
lea. 436-5571
Hopkins Repair. Poulan
chain saw dealer. Repair all other makes. Call
437-4835 after 4 p.m.
Ken Lake Appliance
Service on all major
appliances. Wards,
Westinghouse, Maytag,
Tappen, Admiral, G.E.
and all others. 205 S. 5th
7534505.

PAINTING
I.NTE • IOR
_EXTERIOR
PAINTING

•

WALLPAPERING

JIM DAY
Painting
753-3716
* FREE ESTIMATES *

Sewing Machine Rep
air. All makes and
models
Industrial
Home and Commercial.
38 years experience, All
work guaranteed. Kenneth Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky.
Fire Wood. Seasoned
oak, tree trimming and
removing hedges and
shrubs. Free estimates
753-5476.

PAINTING
Interior veil Exterior.
Tortured Gangs, sheet
reck Raskin, else sail
best*, lest refereecos
ever 16 years.
Cal Rabe Worley, 7511150.
Will clean basements
haul trash, also wil
haul garbage in county
Call 753 9685. Free
estimates.
Will do odd jobs, car
pentry, yard work, etc.
Call 759-4011 ask for
Mike.
Will do plumbing, heating, air conditioning,
hauling, carpentry. 7532211 or 753-9600.

Early Bird
Discount 10 0,0
aRoof Problems?

l

Get a second opinion.
Free Estimates. Excellent references.
Coll
Hugh Outland
759-1718 759-1135

T LC .-_____ -

--

We professionally cleetet every thing with
TENDER LOVING CARE
. This Week We Are Offering

BEFORE BAD WEATHER
SETS IN SPECIAL

I

20% off when you have your Windows
washed and Carpets steam or dry cleaned.
759-1834
759-9754
Free Estimate

AUCTION SALE
Saturday October 15th, 10:00 a.m.
Rain or Shine
At the Beauton Underwood place, Hwy. 280, 7 miles East of
Murray at Poftertown.
Will sell antiques, household items and hand tools. Antique
vases, old quilts, beds, side board, dresser, lamps, glassware,
ironware, stoneware, kettles, oak square table with 2 leaves, 6
chairs, china cabinet, all kinds of little trinkets.
Also selling dinette table with 4 chairs, maple stereo, living
room suite and cherry silvertone organ, bedroom suite, electric
heaters. Lots more items too numerous to mention. Not
responsible for accidents.
Auctioneer Terry Shoemaker
For further information call 753-0262 or 753-9234.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••4

Auction Sale
Saturday, Oct. 15th at 10 a.m. at the Dan Miller Auction Born on
Highway 893 v2 mile north of Lynn Grove, Ky. 94 West of Murray,
Ky. and 121 South of Mayfield. Watch for Auction signs.
Will sell antiques, collector items, good glass and china, some
good old furniture, electric stove, 20" apartment size electric
stove, gas range, refrigerator, washer and dryer, like new 19"
portable T.V., several pieces of pink and green depression glass,
several pieces of Fostoria, cut glass pieces, stone pitchers, other
stone pieces, 001 Kerosene lamp, good old tobacco plug cutter,
shoe last, iron kettle and skillet, railroad lantern, some good
pieces of Irish, berry set, green stem glasses, old safety razors,
Stuart accordian, fancy old tredal sewing machine with oak
cabinet, 4 oak dining chairs, old upright piano, oak stack
bookcase, other good old pieces of furniture, old International
encyclopedias, old picture frames, old silverware chest, good cut
off saws, laundry stove, block for 1937 Chevrolet, chain saws, log
chains, garden tiller, electric power tools, fireplace insert, gas
camper refrigerator like new Amama freezer, 1966 Ford Pickup,
straight shift, nice 1962 Ford Falcon car 4 door. Many other items
not listed. Sale held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents.
Lunch available.
For more information and your auction needs call
•
9
-

Dan Miller
502-435-4144, Lynn Grove, Ky.
Dan Miller-Auctioneer
Terry Paschall-App. Auctioneer

de

"My Service Doesn't Cost,It Pays"
•••0114•••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
1

.1111e-dippedieedeemeld

53. Services Offered

Superior motor home, GENERAL HOME
class A, with power plat REPAIR. 15 years ex
and all extras. Like new perience. Carpentry,
condition inside and out. concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
sleeps 6. Call 753-3234.
Want to buy older model JOB TO SMALL. Free
good used motor home estimates. Days 753-6973,
ights
n
Call 753 3234
471-2276.

Would you like a beautiful home. Low interest, 1/3 down. Owner
will take balance in 52. Boats Motors
monthly payments.
Lots of cabinets, and 14' Richline Bass Boat,
closets, lg. utility, gar- 65 h.p. Mercury motor
age, 2 baths, 3 extra lg. with trolling motor and
BR, 1 sm. BR that can depth finder. 4744038.
be used as an office. 15' Glastron fainily rig,
Living rm
with must sell. 759-1244.
fireplace, dining rm. 1974 Caravelle boat, 65
and den. Eat in kitchen HP Mercury moter, full
and nice neighborhood. cover, excellent condi
753-2999 or 753-1357.
tion. Call 753-5923

Car Batteries. 24 Series,
36 month guarantee,
$29.99 exchange; 60
month guarantee, $39.99
exchange. 27 Series, 36
month guarantee, 534.99
exchange; 60 month
guarantee, $44.99 exchange. Wallin Hardware, Paris, Tn.
Import Auto Salvage,
new and used parts.
This month special,
Datsun water pump
with built-in clutch pan.
$48 new. 474-2325.

leen Bird • 753-3554
lobby Maley • 451-2266
ley !twos 753 2437.

51. Campers

l'ACE

n THE. MtKRA), Ky.,LEDGER

TIMES.Thursday,October 13. 1943

Kennedy...
(Continued from Page 19)
Mrs. Kennedy was having her hair done, so Kennedy had Caroline and
John to himself for
breakfast. Caroline left
for school with a hug and
a "Bye, Daddy." While

little John played with toy
planes, Kennedy went to
the Oval Office, then
strolled into the cabinet
room and admired its
new draperies.
When do we get
ours?" he asked
secretary Evelyn Lincoln. "While we're in
Texas," she replied.
Federal-State Made News Service Oc"Rugs, too?" Kennedy
tober 13,1913
asked, and she replied in
Kentucky Purchase Area Bog Martet
Report locirdisS NenSlatire
the affirmative.
Rereipu Act. NS ltd. NS Borrow & Gilts
1 00-1 25 lower Sous LOINInper
"Good," Kennedy said.
L'S 1-2210440L
1.-41.Ol
"When we get back, we'll
US 2 2120-110 10a
1411.51-4.1.14
US 2 216-2611
$11.11141.111
have new offices."
US 7-3 71427$
10.4141.N
Sows
Manchester says KenUS 1-2 7TONillia.
$12.00-3410
nedy
overruled a
US 1-3 3411-4Nris.
113.4111-3100
• 1-3 42.41/16a
S351I-37 50 governess's objections to
US 14MAK
$27Sae few 3530 taking young John
out in
US 343/iNi
ate-3300
a drizzle and the boy
Boars VT 11N.111

Hog market

boarded the helicopter the air base, John began
with his parents for the to cry. "'I want to come,'
12-minute ride to An- he told his father, his
voice beginning to break.
drews Air Force Base.
As the chopper neared You can't,' Jack said

Mondale, Glenn continue feud
By The Associated Press
Democratic frontrunners Walter F. Mondale
and John Glenn are
escalating their longdistance feud over
Reaganomics, while a
remark about "wetbacks," made by
longshot contender
Ernest Hollings, has
brought about some complaints.
Mondale on Wednesday

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT- INVESTMENTS

Stock market
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
IBM
Jerico
JC Penney
Johnson & Johnson
Kmart
Mary Kay Cosm.
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wal Mart
Wendy's
Wetterau
C.E.F. Yield

Prices furnished by First of
Michigan, Woodman Bldg
Industrial Average

+.91

Air Products
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Dupont
Emerson Electric
Ford
G.A.F.
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich

47% Jr4
29/
1
4 tine
64% +/
3
4
30/
/
4
1
4 +1
53% +%
64 -1
/
2
671
/
4 +1
15% +%
55% -%
771
/
4 +%
35/
3
4 unc
32% -%

gently. John's mother
hugged him, but he continued to cry.
"Then Kennedy told a
friend,'Look after him."

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS - MUNICIPAL BONDS - MUTU AL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

criticized Glenn for
casting a "key vote" in
the Senate in favor of
Reaganomics in 1981
while Glenn found fault
with President Reagan's
arms control policies.
The senator called on
the administration to
delay plans for deployment of a ground launched cruise missile in
Western Europe beginning this winter, to see
whether a "balanced and
equitable" arms control
agreement can be reached with the Soviet Union.
If not, said Glenn, the
United Stites should
"reluctantly deploy our
own cruise missiles,
31% -1
/
4 along with the Pershing
45/
3
4 - +% 2s,"
other missiles
133+% scheduled to
be deployed
19% +48 in Europe.
60% -178
Meanwhile, aides for
46% -3
/
4
Hollings,
a veteran
36% unc
22 % senator from South
Carolina known for his
411
/
4
quips, sought to minimize
5614
damage from his remark
38%
that "wetbacks from
36%
California" traveled to
33%
Iowa last weekend to
431
/
4
boost another contender,
171
/
4
Sen.
Alan Cranston, in a
19%
9 10 straw poll. Cranston
finished second behind
Mondale in the balloting
among Iowa Democrats.
"It was not meant in a
racial sense," said Ken

Services for Mark Edward Smith will be conducted by Henry Hargis
on Friday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
Serving as pallbearers
will be Tim Allmond, Ernie Allrnond, Mike Rundall, Stan Johnson, Mike
Colson and Rex Glen
Hooper. Burial will follow
in Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Smith, 23, Rt. 7,
died Tuesday at 12:15
a.m.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Sanya Johnson
Smith; daughter, Sandra
Lea Smith; son, Bradley
Edward Smith; and stepfather and mother,
Everett and June Whitson, all of Rt. 7; father
Revival services will and stepmother, Eddie G.
start tonight (Thursday) and Kay Smith, Kennett,
and continue through Mo.
Also surviving are one
Saturday at the Northside
Independent Church, sister, Anita Smith, Murlocated 3% miles east of ray; brother, Larry
Smith, Mayfield; half
Dexter on Highway 1346.
The Rev. Layne brother, Bryan Smith,
Shanklin, retired Kennett, Mo.; stepminister, will be the brother, Rick Whitson,
speaker for the services Flint, Mich.; grandat 7 p.m. nightly. Special parents, Owen and Helen
singing will be featured Smith, Kennett, Mo., and
each evening, according the late F.L. and Veda
to a church spokesman Gooch.
who invites the public to
attend.
Livestock market

Pursell, a campaign aide
for Hollings in Iowa. "It
was meant in the sense of
people crossing a state
border to do something in
another state."
Added press secretary
Mike Hernandez in
Washington: "In no way
was he intending his comments to be about
Mexican-Americans or
Hispanics in general."
Pursell said the Hollings campaign office has
received a number of
angry telephone calls
about the remark.

Northside
revival
scheduled

SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SA V
Safe-T Discount Pharmacy

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

1C1.11114711/TritTIMWM11
Across from the
Murray Ledger 8 Times

evl
to%

Now! Two Locations To Better Serve You
COUPON

ry%

THE

‘et

Bausch &Lomb
Sensitive Eyes

rUN DOESN'T STOP WHEN

JU HAVE PICTURES...

Pvt

$1001

t-7

41"

OFF

the
regular 4,
price it
of
1,61
develop I
and I
wit
print
roll orders for all 110, 126, Disc
and Mark 35.
coupon must
accompany order

exp

$2.59

Ice

15 ml

(11V
I•,

aseit

24 Tablets

f°

$2.29

ompare
0.9.Nsc' Color Craft Film
135-24 & 110-24
Only

,...
,,
.„,
ev,

_ . .m..

*8 7

1,

1.49

Timex 1/
Watches 3

.79
CoTylenol

afigiv°'
rsL0

COUPON

Afrin Nasal
Spray

INIENTlKA
NASAL SIWAY

Benylin
Cough Syrup

1.49

Off

Mrs. Moody's
Mark Smith's funeral today Mrs. Kindred
funeral rites
dies; sister
Services for Mrs. Willie
to be Friday Moody, widow
of Collie
Murray woman
Moody, are today at 2
Mrs. Mary Etta Kindred, 90, 1114 Fern St.,
Paducah, died Tuesday
at 11:22 a.m. at Western
Baptist Hospital there.
She was the widow of
Chester J. Kindred,Sr.
She had been an
employee of the Old
Riverside Hospital,
Paducah, for 15 years.
She had served as first
president of the 15th
District Association of
Licensed Practical
Nurses organized in 1951.
Mrs. Kindred was the
daughter of the late John
A. Robinson and Jennie
C. Mungle Robinson of
Henry County, Tenn. She
was a member of Northside United Methodist
Church.
Survivors are two
daughters, Mrs. Wilmuth
Toy, Paducah, and Mrs.
Rachel Myrick, Heber,
The funeral for Scott Ariz; three sons, Alfred,
Howard Pritchard will be Harold and Herbert KinSaturday at 10 a.m. in the dred, all of Paducah; 17
chapel of J.H. Churchill grandchildren; 52 greatFuneral Home. Dr. grandchildren; 19 greatWalter E. Mischke, Jr., great-grandchildren.
Also surviving are five
will officiate.
Pallbearers will be sisters, Mrs. Velma Ellis,
Tommy Thornton, Murray, Mrs. Myrle McSRichard Daniels, Mike wain and Mrs. Imogene
Stockwell, David Brannon, Puryear,
Hopkins, Scott Brooks, Tenn., Mrs. Lucile HumJames Burnley and phreys, Dixon, Tenn.,and
Mrs. Ruby DePew, IronDavid Bailey.
Burial will follow in the ton, Mo.; one brother,
National Cemetery, Lewis M. Robinson, Little
LOUISVILLE. Ky. AP} USDA) Rock, Ark.
Dover, Tenn.
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
Friends may call at the The funeral will be Fri100: not enough on offer for an accurate
price test.
funeral home after 5 p.m. day at 2 p.m. in the
Slaughter steers good 2 906 lbs. few
chapel of Roth 'Funeral
today (Thursday).
50.50; slaughter heifers good 2 930 lbs.
couple 53.50; slaughter cows utility 2-3
Home,
Mr.
Pritchard,
20,
died
Paducah. The
39.25-42.75; cutter 1-2 29 . 00-33.50 ,
Tuesday at 1 a.m. He Rev. Jim Calhoun and the
slaughter bulls grade 1-2 1200-1325 lbs
4525-46.00
received his Eagle Scout Rev. Billy Massey will ofFeeder steers small and medium
Badge with Boy Scout ficiate.
frame 1235-360 lbs. 53.13348.00; 303400
lbs. 51.00-55 00, heifers medium and
Troop 45. A 1981 graduate Burial will follow in
large frame 1 340-405 lbs. 44 00-46.00; 733
of Murray High School, Bethel Christian Church
lbs. couple 44.60, medium and large
frame 2 425467 Ills 36.00-41.00
he was a business major Cemetery.
For the week - Slaughter steers,
Friends may call at the
heifers steady: cows steady to 2.03 and on the dean's list at
higher, full advance late:, bulls steady,
funeral
Murray
home.
State
University.
slaughter calves and vealers weak to
Born May 16, 1963, in
2.00 lower; feeders steady to 2.00 lower.
Hhogs 100 barrows and gilts 75-1.00 Stuttgart,
Germany, he
lower, 1-2 225-250 lbs. 42.5042.06: 2 210
was the son of Donald and
250 lbs. 42.3043.50; 2-3 230-275 lbs. 41.5042.25, 3 315-335 lbs. 37 72-36.25: sows Carol
Pritchard, Hamlin,
steady, weights under 500 lbs. poorly
tested. 1-2500.000 lbs 4000-41 50, boars who survive along with
over 300 lbs 32.00-32.25.
two sisters, Mrs. John
For the week: Barrows and gilts 1011.25 lower: sows steady to 1 00 higher, (Diane) Seibert, Hahn,
advance on weights over 500 lbs.
Germany, and Miss SanSheep untested.
Mrs. Rubena Valentine
For the week. Early week's sales dra Joan Pritchard, Parslaughter Lambs 1.06-3.00 higher: other
Humphreys, 82, 303 S.
man,Ohio.
classes steady
Also surviving are his Monroe St., West
grandparents, Arthur Frankfort, Ill., died Monand Dorothy Raymond, day at her home.
Born Feb. 9, 1901, in
Chesterland, Ohio, and
KU STUMP
County, she was
Henry
Howard
and
Florence
REMOVAL
We can remove stumps up
Pritchard, Novelty, Ohio; the daughter of the late
to 24 below the ground
his great-grandmother, N. Lee Valentine and
435 4343 or 435 4319
Mrs. Alice Pritchard,• Mattie Brisendine Valen_
tine.
Mentor,Ohio.
She was married in 1920
041.1 AIM
to Jesse Humphreys who
T et Ong GM
SE RIOC I P•ArTS
Osumi= GM Parte.
AL. died in 1960. Mrs. Humphreys was a member of
the United Methodist
Church, West Frankfort.
Survivors include one
son, Dan Humphreys,
Hinsdale, Ill.; two
sisters, Mrs. Edna
Paschall, Paris, Tenn.,
and Mrs. Mildred
Weatherford, Rives,
's
Tenn.; two brothers,
1981 Buick Century Limited
Robert Valentine, Paris,
28xxx miles, 4 door, Burgandy, tilt,
and Ralph Valentine,
Puryear, Tenn.; six
cruise, power steering, power brakes,
I•c•
grandchildren; one
radio.
automatic,
conditioning,
air
1.1.
great-grandchild.
Now $7,700
Was S8,100
Services were today at
10 a.m. in LeDon Chapel,
Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn. The Rev.
Thomas Walker officiated.
641 S. Murray
753-2617
Nephews served as
(Across From Uncle Jeff's)
pallbearers. Burial was
in the Puryear City
0
Pr
Cemetery.

'50t

Scott Pritchard

funeral rites
to be Saturday

Mrs. Humphreys
dies; funeral
today at Paris

I

DWAIN TAYLOR
EHEVR0 T
VR

Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price

1E10

p.m. in the chapel of
Miller Funeral Home,
Hazel. The Rev. Montell
Paschall is officiating.
Mrs. Oneida White is
pianist and soloist.
Pallbearers include
Greely Barnett, Thomas
King, Clifford White,
Randall Patterson and
Frank Tidwell. Burial
will follow in Hazel
Cemetery.
Mrs. Moody, 76, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn., was pronounced dead on arrival
at Henry County
Hospital, Paris, Tenn.,
Tuesday at 1 p.m.
She is survived by one
brother, Roy Scott, and
one niece, Mrs. Judy
Wilson.

Gaviscon

Off

.79

Fed

Anything In The Store
For The Week Of

30 Tablets$
1

10-4 through 10-20

Os

"
JAI

Open 9:00-9:00
Mon.-Sat. and
1 00-6:00 Sundays
SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE

Riopan Plus

$1.79
AVE

AVE SAVE SA F

1

...

•

I
ZI

+IP- AS.. 0111,4111,
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(Good Friday, Oct. 14 through Friday, Oct. 21)

'Filter
elube
'Check all fluids

'Up to 5 quarts .
'Check all belts

RUDOLPH TIRES & ALIGNMENT
721 S. 12th - 753-0595
YOUR GOODYEAR DEALER
COUPON=

THE WINNER'S
T

CAR-It Pres•rt
U.S. Postage
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Aterrey, KY 42071
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AtOn track...
•w '84 F 4 37
arriving any day
reserve one new.

350,9 40,000, A/C, P.S.
Fuel Fight., Skialds,
spring, 181" W.B. 11
24.5 Disc.
$75,000

Trairiv,h

Prices Subiect To
Change Wttfiout Notice

TRUCKS-TRAILERS-BUSES.INC
(502;753-1372

Paducah , 443-9933 ( WATS)800-626-5484

MURRAY,KY.

iiamosmo

's

animaria.snapin

• Jak he +0••••••• ••••••
114..... amt

.......

..•

Go the winners route with

INTERNATIONAL

INTERNATIONAL

WINTER STOCK-UP

FOR TRUCK
PARTS VALUES

SPECIALS

•
•

.11's4
s
C•nr

Don't miss these pre-season savings at your IH dealer now!

gir

Elm, Elton In Copy Proohng W.Mode To Provide Tim Corntes
Pori Number And Th• Connect Pls<f• hocks-Trod.%-Sus. Is Not Responsibit FOI Any
hinting Error 01 Port Number Ch
W• Refier•• The Right To Limit Qsiontitins.

SAVE NOW ON ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS
RENEWED®
STARTERS

RENEWED
ALTERNATOR
5038Z

143.85

5056Z

143.85

8772Z

176.60

9000Z

70.50

BATTERIES
DIESEL
ZBDPP4
(GR4 6 Volt)
398

ANCHORLOK
SPRING BRAKE
ZEA180103
ZEA180106
ZEA180114

45.76
47.52
64.34

UNIVERSAL
. . BATTERY CLAMPS ..
549001C2
549002C2

only 1.01
only 1.66

4%44
*;rit

•

OFFERS EXPIRE 12-1-83

••••••••••••••••••••••

•-•
•

•

rell••
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KEEP TRUCKING LONGER WIT
PUR-LUX
DRIVING LIGHTS

FLEETRITE U-JOINTS
47.35
65.70
7.38

ZCZ2402
ZCZ6402
ZCZ2006( Lamp)

ZAD28058
(Spicer #5-116X)
ZAD28059
(5-177X )

25.85
29.05

r

ZERO START® ENGINE HEATERS

PHILLIPS
ZBL8608504
28.06
ZBI,860110
36.88
ZBI,860874
36.88
Z131,8602301
19.45
CR BRAKEMASTER
AIR DRYERS
ZAK62
250.00
SPICER TWO PLATE
CLUTCH NEW
ZAB1070345 2" Spline
300.00
ZAB1070352 134"Spline
275.00
Choose from a variety of cold weather products

BELMOR WINTER FRONTS
ZEDWF1104A
ZEDWF1104B
ZEDWF1117
ZED\01410
ZEDWF1411
ZEDWF1488

24.48
28.48
17.94
20.76
20.39
27.15

GRC

ZBJ2808:
ZBJ4501:
ZBJ5040`.
ZBJ5063(
ZBJ5066:
ZBJ5557;
ZBJ5557:
ZBJ6000:

FULLER OVERHAUL KITS
ZBBK1050 RT9513 2" Shaft
ZBBK1048 RT9513 13
/
4"Shaft
ZBBK1058 RT12513 2"Shaft

358.00
358.00
396.00

SPECIAL PRICES ON ENGINE EQUIPMENT
FEDERAL MOGUL BRG. KITS
VRA191F(RA341)

208.27

VRA192FA (RA351, RA355)

290.90

VRA9F(SLED)

250.00

PARTS FOR ALL MAKES

ALCOA ALUM

WH

983100(Mach. Fi

n. 24.5k

245.1

0

983002(Pol. Insi

le 24.5,6

255.

0

883000(Mach. Fi
111
.477

.100.11iff: •%-.1=1.1.7.7
1
1

ished 22

216

00

471002(Mach.F

216
Route Truck Runs Doily

nished
•

H 1H WINTERIZING VALUES!
Stock up on chemicals
SERVICE SPECIAL!
CALL
WALTER

\ ANTI-FREEZE

(502) 753-1372

4-,

Year 'round protection against
freezing, rust and corrosion.

•

FALL SERVICE SPECIAL
Includes tile following: New oil, filters,
(excluding air filter), and lubrication.
Checklist Includes:
Jack up front axle and grease king pins
Check lube level in all gear boxes and
front wheel oilers
Check water in batteries
Inspect all V-belts
Inspect aft U-joints
Check air pressure in tires
Check anti-freeze in coolant
Typical Cost:
CUMMINS
Filters —
$28.28
Oil(11 gal.)—
48.40
Labor—
30.00
Tax—
3.83
TOTAL.
$110.51

DETROIT
Filters —
Oil(10 gal.)—
Labor —
Tax —

1

ANTIFREEZE
AND
COOLANT

NOW
ONLY
49
40 gal

IH STARTING FLUID

$17.50
44.00
30.00
3.08
$94,58

Keep a container handy for fast. starts
during cold winter months.

ZDEM3515
1 20

OFFER EXPIRES 12-1-83
Windshield Washer Anti-Freeze

GROTE LIGHTS
ZBJ28083
ZBJ45012
ZBJ50402
ZBJ50630
ZBJ50662
ZBJ55572
ZBJ55573
ZBJ60001

UM
ch. F

ZDEM506 6 oz.

Diesel Fuel Conditioner

14.88
3.93
9.61
9.11
7.79
4.00
4.00
3.05

ZDEM2432

Air Brake Anti-Freeze
ZDEM2832

Diesel Fuel Anti-Gel
ZDEM2216

WHEELS
n. 24.5x8.25)

:45.

0

I. Insi

e 24.5x8.251

FLEETRITE

55.

DO

FLEETRITE FILTERS

,h. Fi

ished 22.5x8.251

216

MICR851C

00

MKR821DD

ich. F

nished 22x7.51,

LF R8670 .

216

600-

WFR82051
AFR8872
AFR8931M

•

4
IL

•

28.28
17.50
14.00
7.50
45.94
46.17

56
1.7
1.8C
1.84

_
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wore-777.77m7
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TRUCKS-TRAILERSBUSES.INC.
US 641 So.
Murray, KY.
(502)753-1372
(Paducah)443-9933
(Wats)800-626-5484

See James Scott
For

NEW SERVICE
•
WHEEL

FOR TRUCK
PARTS VALUES

BALANCING

James Scott
"Scotty"

1

Nes*Squipment-Plus
Experienced Mechanic
Satified Customer.

Go the winner's route...
see your International
Dealer for

Your Cost 10.00 Per Front
Wheel Plus Weights & Tax.

WINTER STOCK-UP
SPECIALS NOW!
WARM UP TO WINTER WITH

INTERNATIONAL
PRE-SEASON PRICES
HEATER MOTORS

PEERLESS CHAIN
ZA N5010433
(at" Chain )
1.95 ft.
ZAN5030423
(HT343" Chain )
2.35 h.
ZAN424810
(10.00-20/11-22.5 Tire Chain)

Set 115.00
ZA N125410
(15" Pass. Tire Chain

488832C1
421843C1
488831C1
421850C1
421849C1

$35.21
45.39
35.21
8.06
9.14

ON
SALE
NOW

Set 32.00
While Prtsent Stock Lasts

EATON AXLE bVERHAUL KITS
RA189 ZCJ107861
RA197 ZCJ99797
RA186 ZCJ99839

241.17
241.17.
241.17

—et

477-

_

•
o..-41.111004111111.

.4

1

li, MK,
TC,
, P.S., 11-24.5 Disc.
Teas Color.
$40,000

1979 COF 40708,
HTC.290, 10-38,000
A/C, 11-24.5 Disc. 3
Colors.
$20,000

290, 13 30,000, A/C,
P.S., 10x22 Cast.
$30,000

10 Used, It, II, Wh.
10x28 Disc.
$27,000

(Fresh Oreritarl) 5 & 2
P.S., 10x20 Pointed
Solid Silver WIPin
Striping
$15,000

1979 GMC Astro NTCrm. 10 38,000 A/C, 1124.5 Disc.
$18,000

1978 FIL 330, 15-38,000, A/C, 10x22
Disc.
$24,000

1978 Int. COF40708,
NTC-350, 13-38,000,
ABC, P.S., 1042 Cast. 3
Toro Color.
$24,000

1977 GMC 9500 NTC290. 6 3000 P.S , Ii-

itn GMC 6300 366 4/2

1973 GMC Astro. 318
13 311,000, 1042,A/C.
Se.500

90040 CHU.

COF
350, 10, 311,000 A/C, 11241 Disc. Solid tad
W/Pqn Striping$24,000

1977 lat. C0F40708,
NTC-2110, 10-38,000
A/C 10)120, Pointed
Savor Willie Stripiag.
817,000

1972 2030 6V53
10.20 Cast

4.

WE'RE LOOKING FOR A FEW GOOD MEN...
With Exceptionally Nice Used Trucks, Well Maintained, Who Are Ready To Buy A New Truck. Try
Us...Hundreds Of Customers In 20 States Have.

MURRAY. KY.

I 502:753-1372 ' Paducah)443-9933 ( WATS)800-626-5484

1971 Reverts Deep 24'

Slider - 10z20 Disc wile-

let Slide 10,20.

upboa,10x20

$11560

$6250
56250

1971 114•10168 If Reefer
NWO-30 Me Dr
ee
10220eiet.'
$2750

Swootttrotioos Oo Llotrooroort Listed'1.5.0 Of Ow toroolostgo. Mot It wpoorai•F.,tows to Liderro

1969 Noble Resist H.
Deft 40' Ude Deer,

%tie.

$1550

•1
•

P

TRUCKS
1984 GMC TC10903,
V-8, PR., A/C Sliding
R•or Windows,
AM/FMD Cassette
Radio, P.S.

1984 GMC TG21305
Ger-Win Von
Conversion, V-8, All',
P.S., P.B.
$20,280.00

1943 GMC TC10903
Demo, V-8, AfT, A/C,
P.S., P.R., High Sierra,
Rally Which,
Wand.
43&58

1984 GMC TG21305
Gladiator Von
Conversion V4, AfT,
P.S., P.S.
$19,670.00

1984 cCTC7DO42,
V-8 366 5 & 2, P.S,
P.R., 189 W.B.
9:00x20 Disc.
$20,329,00

1983 GMC 5
1510803, 4 cyl. 4 sp.,
P.R., 7Y: Box.
$6334.81

A/C, AfT, P3., P.11.,Tilt wheel, 31 gal.
fuel tank hooded.
$12,7114.33

1964 GMC TC10903,
V-8, AIT, P.S. P.B.
A/C, High Sierra,
Clock, Illurdelmi.
$10850.00

1984 GMC TC10703,
V-8, LIT, P.S., P.B.,
A/C, Sierra Classic,
Cruise Control.
$12,170.00

1963 S -Jimmy
Company Unit 4x2
Strom Coupe V-6,
AfT, P.S., P.R., A/C,
AM/FM Cassette
Audio Loaded.
1291 1

1963 GMC TC10703
V-8, P.S., P.R.,
Sliding Rear Window,
Bronze/Almond
$10,092.70

1953 GMC TC10903
Demo, V4, Arr, P.S.,
P.B., A/C, Tilt Wheel,
Sierra Classic.

1983 GMC TC10903
Demo, V4, AIT, P.S.,
P.R., AC, Sierra
Classic. Blue/Blue.
$10,580.90

*1963 Ford
Pickup, Uk• now, red
color.
AtC,
Traded for New GMC
Full Sim Pickup.
$7,7

rucks-Trailers
Buses,I
.S.441 See*

1983 5-Jimmy
Company Unit
P.S., P.R.,
Folding R
Loadad.
$1

